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United States, that the open season for
black bass shall be from July 1 to Jan.
1, and that net fishiug shall be entirely
forbidden on Lake Champlain, the
States of Xew York and Vermont and
the province of Quebec....Right Rev.
Henry Y. Satterlee, Episcopal Bishop
of Washington, is planning to establish
in Xew York City a home where poor
girls of good character may be trained
for experienced housewives, cooks and
nurses....H. O. Stanley of Maine was
elected a vice president of the Xorth
American Fish and Game Association
at a meeting in Montreal Jan. 30th.
The Xew England States were well represented and Hon. S. L. Carleton was
elected a member of the executive committee.In Great Britain there are 4,843 churches, branch churches and mission stations, providing sitting accommodations for 1.744,111 persons. The
church members number 431,517, a substantial increase of some 18,000 mem-

bers on the returns made last year...
AGE 7.
The Boston port record for the amount
Law..Extent of His Inherit' of cargoes of coal was broken Jan. 31st
Hi. 20th Century. Portland
when the incoming fleet of tugs, barges
and schooners brought in an estimated
p AGE 8.
133,800 tons. The fleet represented a
mt> Correspondence..Ship
:ths. .Marriages..Deaths.
valuation of upwards of *5,000,000....
The bequests of the late Robert Codman of Boston to various hospitals de\>W$ OF THE WEEK.
notes a remarkably Catholic spirit.
in.
There are lots of They not only include Protestant and
Maine.
For example, Roman Catholic
Institutions, but alloml there are 47 persons, pathic and
homeopathic as well. It
■a He
ages of the seven isn't often that personal
philanthropy
years, while there are is so broad as that.Monday. Feb. 4,
\
r fifty years of
age. is the centenary of the installation of
a
larger community, but John Marshall as the third chief justice
ages of the seven oldest, of the United States supreme court and
average of over eighty- as a recognition of his great talents and
r each, while the average
almost inestimable service, exercises in
s island’s seven
►a
oldest his honor were held
by County and State
•ver seventy-one years....
bar associations all over the country.....
: adding which has been
The stockholders of the new Manhattan
l" years or more in KenSteamship company, which is to run
: be commenced
shortly, steamships between Xew York city and
ark will build for John Xew
England ports, have elected the
f Portland
a
500-ton following officers:
President, Richard
a Wentworth,
propri- Morrell; treasurer, .James X. Huston;
a ntworth House, the piosecretary, Ernest Smith; general manac
of Kennebunk beach,
ger, X. L. Xewcomb.Chaplain Tribou
i heart disease, aged 77
of Charlestown Xavy Yard was ordered
: been in the hotel busiFeb. 4th to duty as chaplain of the
half a century.It is cruiser Xew York on the Cliinastation.
Inin to make the sum- The Xew York is .Admiral
Rodgers’
reafter one week longer
flagship. Tribou has been in the serhristmas vacation from vice over
twenty-nine
years.Mrs.
mi to one.Hon.
Ora- John Garvin of Avona, Pa has just
has qualified as State given birth to
triplets, all girls. She is
assumed his new posi- the mother of five children that were
mirer F. M. Simpson has
born within 12 months, having given
hi
Assessor and entered birth to twins last
year.Reports rea ties.In the will of the
ceived say that the sugar and tobacco
1
lleaman, filed at New crops in Porto Rico are the largest that
his son AVin. Evarts Bea- nave ever
grown on tne island, and
ithed the island knowh planters fear that the factories will be
iiul*’ near the Isle of Ilaut unable to handle them. The
general
“lily. Maine...In addition prosperity which the country is just
is previously announced
now enjoying appears to have extended
club banquet in Port- to our insular
possessions.President
ary 12. will be President Wheeler of the University of CaliforHamlin of the Maine Sen- nia has reeeived a
telegram stating that
her was Vice President President
McKinley will accept liis instates during Lincoln’s vitation to address the students of the
cion....Thomas A. Weut- university on commencement
day. May
id iieen in the boot and
15.During the year ending June 30,
i' Rockland for 47
the
of
number
years, 1900,
casualties in Cana1 Rockland's oldest merdian waters and to Canadian seagoing
it his home in that city
vessels in other waters was 151, repre“on. Two weeks ago he
senting a tonnage of 59,000. The loss is
ith the grip, and death put at
Seven 'lives were lost.
$350,848.
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paralytic shock.In

Maine fisheries it is
'■arly one hundred tlious: cl's were seized and liber; wo
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“I the lobster catch canI.ast year it was eonsiderc
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dollars.Probably

chard ist in Aroostook
V Tabor of Washburn.
es and go
varieties, and
d 745 barrels of apples,
as received an
average of
Rev. W. F. Berry of
nectary of the Christian
i Maine, arrived in Bantor a months’ stay to inconditions in that city.
M r. Berry will be the
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I lust is the only Bangor
\< cutive committee of the
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nly ice operations

now

bee are for the local
\merican ice company are
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the anxious seat. Pretrade has brought many
u
towns and helped many
1

ugh hard winters. Some
■t was announced the ice
ut but 400,000 tons,
Now
it they will harvest their
N’ew York on the Hudoften that a man returns
national house of repreifter being absent from it for
t that is what will happen
■r Powers if he is chosen
successor, as his friends
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was arraigned at Port-

JH oil, for

the murder of Cliffu
at Gorham. There was a
b.’! ""'i in court and many wita a lias. J. Gilman died at his
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U'rica....It is officially anb o
King Edward has defiV ;
'-bcidt-d to open parliament in
si
U....After her death Queen
| 'Ms arrayed in her royal robes
f oreign orders and decoraV, '* r these and across her breast
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fortune
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many poor people
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l.u,,nig his later years. He was
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the
Jan. 31st session
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which

are

Washington Whisperings*.

Unit-

ed States Fish Commissioner Bowers
expects to select the site for Maine’s
new

hatchery himself early in
plan to go to Maine as
the winter is over,” said lie
“The location of a hatchery

lobster

Legislative Notes.
Bill,

Resolutions of

act to extend the charter ot the
Waldo Street Railway Co. has passed both
houses.

spring.

"I

Mr. Littlebale of Union has introduced
bill an act authorizing the sale of the
property of the Methodist Episcopal church of
the town of Union; also bill an act to
prevent fishing in Crawford’s pond and its

tributaries.

The committee on taxation desires it understood that no more postponements of
hearings will be granted in the future.
There are so many matters pending that
there will not be time during an ordinarisession to hear them unless this rule is enforced.

Representative A. J. Skidmore has introduced a resolve asking for the
incorpora-

tion of the Smith Cemetery Association of
Liberty; also the petition of Thomas Gannon and 64 others of Waldo
county in favor
of bill prohibiting the use of trading

stamps.

Senator Peirce has presented the petition
of Matthias A. Cullnan of Belfast to be reembursed for expense incurred in care for
a soldier of Civil war; also the
petition of the
l! nity fish and Game Protective Association
to close Sandy stream and tributaries and
the tributaries of Unity pond in the town
of l nity, for a term of years.
It is said that the legislature is to be
spared this year the customary war of the
coast fishermen.
Wednesday, Jan. 30th,
there was a meeting at the Augusta House
of gentlemen interested in the fisheries and
at that time they reached a substantial
agreement as to what they wanted in the
way of amendments to the present laws.
These amendments are mainly designed to
remove ambiguities and do not
materially
ehange the present system of fishery regulation.
The apportionment committee had a sesJan. 31st, which, like all their sessions,
rather breezy. The report of the subcommittee, to which strenuous objections
had been made, was finally adopted by a
vote of ll to 4. This report provides for
the number of senators and representatives
by counties for the next decade. By its
computations, based on the*census returns,
Aroostook will gain a senator and Oxford
will lose one. The other counties will retain their present number. In the matter
of representatives Androscoggin, Aroostook and Cumberland will each gain one,
and Hancock, Knox and Waldo will each
lose one.
The in other counties will retain
their present number. The divisions of the
counties into representative classes will in
the main be settled by the county delegations.
sion

p. m. Feb. 2.
Near

It is now a law.

By

Summer Hotels.

At the hearing of the committee on fish
and game Jan. 31st the chief interest centered in the bill to add gulls and tern to the
birds protected by law. Among those who
spoke strongly in favor of this bill were
Dr. T. L. Palmer of the department of agriculture, Washington; Win. Dutcher of
New \ork, president of the American ornithological union: W. L. Powers of Gardiner, president of the Mhine ornithological
society; Arthur II. Norton of Westbrook
and Miss Cornelia T. Crosby.
The enemies of the birds put in no appearance, and
after all the talking was over the committee
promptly voted to report ought to pass on
the hill.
The committee also voted to report favorably on the bill prohibiting the
killing of wild fowl by use of any craft unless propelled by hand, the bill to regulate,
fishing in Wilson and other ponds in Pis-'
cataquis county; the bill to close Lilly pond
and the bill to prohibit the killing of deer
on Isle au Haut.
Several other matters
considered by the committee were tabled.

Amusing Graduation

Exercises.

An amusing entertainment was given at
the vestry of the North church last evening.
It was entitled the University of the Universe

not

graduating exercises of the class of

one.”

The class motto was ‘‘I

have

more

cameron,

5.

Mrs. E. S. Pitcher, Ph. D.
Course in Farmacy.

Essay, The Human Race,

Mrs. I. J. Toor, T. M.
Graduating from Race Course.
Clarinet Solo,
Mr. John Clement, P. I). Q.
Graduating from the Course in Haste.
7.
Class History,
Mr. J. R. Dunton*
8. Class Poem,
Miss C. W. Fieldt
Course ill Trancedental Mysticism.
9. Comb Solo,
Miss E. D. Townend, F. P. C. MJ
Course in Sense and Sensibility.
10.
Class Prophecy, W. R. Howard, P. M.
Course in Monotony and Tautology.
11.
\ ocal Solo, Hash,
E. S. Pitcher, L. 0. D.
Mixed Course.
12.
J. R. Dunton, Q. E. D.
Valedictory,
Course in Theosophy and Plagiarism.

6.

_

13.

14.

Conferring Diplomas,
by the President and Facility.
The Class expires in Song.

•Failed to pass in History.
tGets Degree when conditions are made up.
{Gets two Degrees, magna cum laude.
The Shoe Situation.

At Castine work has begun upon the
“Dome of the Hock’’ hotel and it is expected
to be ready for next summer’s business.
The hotel will be two stories high with a
l(Xl-foot front and a depth of eighty-five feet.
There will be about forty sleeping rooms, a
number of bath rooms, and as the location
of the house is very line, it doubtless will
prove popular. Much of the finish is taken
from the beautiful Bradley-Martin house of
New York, recently dismantled, anil is sure
to add much to the attractiveness of the
house.
Waldo county has a prospect of at least
one new hotel which report says will be
built at Temple Heights. W. L. Latlirop of

OBITUARY.

River Grange, P. of H., has
adopted the following resolutions:
Whereas, Our beloved sister, Mattie
Bridges, has gone from our midst to a
heavenly mansion; therefore be it
Resolved, That while realizing that our
loss is her gain, we tenderly cherish her
memory as one whose presence was alwavs
uplifting to ns all, and feel grateful that we
have been permitted to know her so well.
Resolved, That we extend onr loving sympathy to her husband, assuring him that we,
as members of the order, are his friends in
this, his great need.
Resolved, That in remembrance of our
dear sister, we place fresh flowers on the
grange altar for the four following meetings.
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions
be sent to the family, a copy be sent to the
county paper, and that they be spread upon
the records.
Arthur Ritchie,) Com.
Blanche Moody, > on
Frances Hurd, l Res.

Georges

NUMBER 6
SUNDAY OBSERVANCE.

Thomas Augustus

Wentworth, one of
Rev. Martin D. Kneeland, D. D., SecreRockland’s prominent and highly respected
tary of the New England Sabbath Proteccitizens, and one of the oldest boot and shoe tive
League, spoke in this city twice last
merchants of that city, died at his home, 42
Sunday on the work of the League. His

Whereas,

Our brother, Walter Clough,
has passed to a better life; therefore, be it
That
our' grange, and every
Resolved,
member of the community, feels a personal
loss in one who was universally beloved.
Resolved, That while we realize that
words are of small value in this time of sadness, we desire to express our sympathy
for our sister, his mother, in this her great

sorrow.

Resolved, That in his memory we place
fresh flowers on the grange altar for a
period of four weeks following.
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions be sent to sister Clough, a copy be sent
to the county paper, and that they be spread
on our records.
Arthur Ritchie, ) Com.
Blanche Moody, > on
Frances Hurd
) Res.

was

,,

department bill providing for pension
appeals.Representative Jones of
Washington introduced m the House
Feb. 1st a bill providing that after Jan.
1, 1903, no foreign vessel should enter
any port in the United states carrying
products other than the products of the
country whose flag she dies....At the
cabinet meeting Feb. 1st Sec. Hay spoke
at some length upon the situation in
It developed that the plenipoChina.
tentiaries of the powers are not making
as rapid progress toward a settlement
as was hoped, and that many
disturbing
questions have arisen in consequence....
The output of IT. S, postage stamps at
the bureau of engiaving and printing
during January was the largest in the
history of the government, the total
number being 504,070,015, of which 9,504,840 were put up in the little book
form....The President signed the bill for
the reorganization of the army at 12.40

Respect

1901.

PERSONAL.

an

understanding than all my teachers;
class color, rainbow; class flower, cabbage.
soon as
The class olticers were as follows: Pres.,
Feb 1st.
Mrs. Edward Sibley; Vice Pres., Mr. E. S.
in Maine is very fortunate as the spawn
Pitcher; Sec’y, Mrs. E. S. Pitcher; Marof the lobsters from the Maine coast shall, Mr. 11. M. Prentiss.
University:
are the best of any in the United President and
Faculty, R. F. Dunton, C. S.
States. The natural spawning grounds D., Doctor of Cranial Surgery. The trusNames are omitted because of errors
are off the Maine coast.”....The bill for tees:
The program was as follows:
a pension court of appeals, which lias in spelling.
attracted considerable attention as a G. 1. Unveiling of Class Motto and Solo,
If. M. Prentiss, M. D.
A. R. measure, met a reverse in the
2.
Music by the full orchestra, accompanhouse committee on invalid pensions,
ied by Mrs. W. B. Fletcher, X. Y. Z.
Feb. 1st, where, by a vote of six to 3. Essay, Review of the 19th
Century and
seven, a motion to report it was defeatSalutatory,
ed.
A subcommittee, consisting of'
Miss E. I). Townsend, A. B. C. D.
Graduating from Course of Sprouts.
Representatives Morton, Graft and
Miner, was then named to perfect the 4. Vocal Solo, aria from Rocaecio’s Detiie

MAINE, THURSDAY, FEBRUARY 7,

Boot and shoe shops receive more orders,
and although quotations are nominally unchanged many makers refuse new contracts
without a small advance.
The upward
tendency is so general that purchasers are
eager to do business at the current level.
Jobbers have arrived at Boston in great
number, and inquiries indicate that liberal
sales will result.
Leather sells freely, particularly of union sole, but the large transactions were probably at slight concessions.
Glazed kid has becume a conspicuous feature of the market, factories running at full
capacity, but failing to meet the demand.
The market is irregular, with more quotations advancing than declining.
Country
Cambridgeport, Massachusetts,has purchas- hides at Chicago weakened, the most
seried quite a good deal of property there, inous loss occurring in buffs, while packer
cluding the hotel, the Pioneer, adjoining hides were
and
Retail
dealquiet
steady.
lots and stable. The plan is to tear down
the hotel and build a line new one in tlie ings in rubber footwear were increased for
a time by the first snowfall in this
vicinity,
spring, containing fifty rooms. It would be but wholesale
trade was not helped by the
a great help to Temple Heights.
Down in Knox rumor has it that a new reduction in prices. [Dun's Review, Feb.
hotel of a hundred rooms is to be built at 2nd.
Camden in time for next season’s visitors,
Bids to Raise the Maine.
but no work has as yet been done upon it, or,
at least, has not been up to within a short
Bids for raising the wreck of the United
time. The men reported as behind the States
Maine were opened at
scheme are George Tilton and Charles II. Havanabattleship
Feb. 1st. There were twelve bidFiske’s the latter being of Fiske’s Hotel,
offers
whose
ranged from $807,000, the
Old Orchard. The site for the house is on ders,
bid of the Swartz foundry of New Orleans,
the Belfast road. The usual amount of to the
proposal of Chamberlain & Co. of
work has been done upon hotel property
Chicago, to remove the wreck for nothing,
here and in nearby towns. In Rockland, and
to give the government three per cent,
the Claremont hotel has been extensively on the sales of the material in the
form of
renovated and fitted with steam heat, elec- souvenirs.
tric lights and bells, baths, etc. [Industrial
One contractor proposed to raise it by
Journal.
means of a balloon.
Several suggested novel
schemes involving cofferdams, and others
Hudson River Ice Harvest.
named pontoons and air bags as lifting contrivances.
John T. Cavanagh of Boston submitted a
Reports received from the Hudson river
indicate a full harvest this season. The ice plan for raising the wreck by means of
is of a good quality and varies on the lower chains and jackscrews, at a cost of $735,000.
Hudson from 8 to 12 inches in thickness,
The Last Sad Rites.
while on the upper Hudson it will run from
12 to 14 inches.
Many of the houses have
been filled and work is being pushed the enWindsor, Feb. 4—The final rites over the
tire length of the belt covered surface. La- dead Queen was concluded at 3.30 p. m., and
borers are said to be scarce. Nothing under the body was laid to rest in the Frogmore
8 inches is being housed. This situation mausoleum.
does not warrant any encouragement to the
King Edward, Queen Alexandra, Emperor
Maine harvest and foreshadows but slight William and others of the royal family atshipping business during the summer. [Gar- tended- the services beside the coffin at an
diner Reporter-Journal.
early boor this morning.

Whereas, Another member of our order,
Vivian Haskell, has entered the other and
better life; therefore, be it
Resolved, That by the removal of our
brother the grange has lost a faithful member, his widowed mother a loving sou, and
his neighbors a genial friend.
Resolved, That we extend our heartfelt
sympathy to his family in their bereavement.
Resolved, That in his memory we place
fresh flowers on the grange altar for a period
of four meetings.
Resolved, That a copy of these resolutions
be sent to the family, a copy sent to the county paper and that they be spread upon the
records.
Arthur Ritchie, j Com.
Blanche Moody, > on
Frances Hurd, ) Res.
Secret Societies.
The regular meeting of Timothy Chase
Lodge, F. and A. M will be held this, Thusday, evening.
Waldo Lodge, I. 0. 0. F., worked the 2nd
degree last Friday evening and will work
the 3d to-morrow.

Owing to the heavy snow storm the
fraternal visitation of Aurora Rebekah
Lodge to Monroe has been postponed to
Friday evening, March 8th.
The officers of

Corinthian Royal Arch
installed Monday evening by
Oscar Hills, District Deputy Grand
High
Driest, assisted by W. C. Libby, acting
Grand Captain of the Host.

Chapter

were

Enterprise Lodge, A. O. H W., recently
received from the Grand Lodge and forwarded to Mrs. Geo. 11. Copeland of Rockland, ^ check for S2,000, the amount of her
late husband’s beneficiary protection in that

■

order.
Belfast Company, U. K., K. of P., is progressing favorably in preparations for the
annual “K. P. ball." The Belfast Band
will give ft concert, and the dance music
will be by Ames’ Orchestra, with some additions. The date is, as usual, Feb. 19th.
Col. Dunlap of the Third Regiment has been
invited to be present with his adjutant, and
has accepted.
A delegation from Silver Cross
Lodge, K,
of P., visited Good Will Lodge of
Ellingwood’s Corner, Winterport, Jan. 30th, and
assisted in the installation of the
officers,
Francis H. Welch, D. 1). G. C„ was installing officer. The other members of the party were J. K. Dennett, Wm. M. Welch,
Sam’l Hodgkinson, J. A. Montefore, Clias.
H. Welch, Austin G. Smith, Wm. H.
Bray
and Sanford Howard. The officers installed
were as follows: C. C., Silas
Lane; V. C.,
Willis Carlton; P., J. K. Downs; M. W.,
Horace Ellingwood; K. R. S.,Elmer Withee;
M. F., Roscoe Littlefield; M. E., James Carlton ; M. A., Leroy Littlefield : I. Q.,
Ferley,

Curtis; 0. G., Percy Carlton; Grand Representative, Chas. Littlefield.
Royal Arch Chapter of Vinalhaven installed the following newly elected officers
31st. J. H. Sanborn was the

Thursday, Jan.

Masonic street, B’eb. 2nd, aged 68 years, 11 first
address was in the North church in the
months and 22 days. A severe case of
grip forenoon. He opened the service by readfollowed by a paralytic shock brought to a
ing several Scripture selections on Sunday
close a life of usefulness.
The deceased observance and
making brief comments,
was born in Brooks, Me., the son of John
after which the usual devotional services
Sumner and Nancy Sherman Wentworth, were held.
The Sabbath day, he said, was
and had been a resident of Rockland nearly
God’s second best gift toj man; it was deall his life, coming to that city when but
signed to develop and lift him up, and is as
four jears of age. At the early age of
operative in the 20th century after Christ as
nineteen years he went to Boston and workit was in the 20th century before.
The
ed for a time in a wholesale boot and shoe
Sabbath was made for man, but not as a
day
store, but later returned to Rockland and of
pleasure. It is not merely to rest the
entered the employ of Joel Jlarrington to
body for another six days’ work, but to
learn the retail hat, cap, boot and shoe and
permit him to develop higher thoughts and
business.
gents’ furnishing
In 1855 he en- ideas. The
speaker would not bring back
tered business for himself in the old Spofthe ceremonial Jewish Sabbath nor the rigford block, afterward removing to the Berry
idity of Puritan observance. It is a day of
block, where he remained in business for rest for
body, mind and soul. The trend of
over thirty years.
After leaving the Berry the
present day is towards the secularizing
block he occupied a number of locations,
of the Sabbath. The census shows that
and since last June had been at 378 Main
more than three million
people in the Unitstreet. The deceased was a life member
ed States labor on the Sabbath, of whom a
of Rockland Lodge, F. & A. M.. of Rockof a million are eugaged in selling
land, and also of Lincoln Lodge, K. of H., quarter
and* Anchor Council, Royal Arcanum. Of Sunday newspapers. The Sunday newspatakes the place of the Iiibie in many
late he had been an attendant of the Con- per
homes. Every created thing needs rest,
gregational church. He is survived by a
and the man who works his animals, his
widow, Mary (Vinal) Wentworth, a son,
or his farm, without rest
destroys
Walter V., who is superintendent of the machinery
his own property. There is in many places
Penobscot Chemical Fibre Co., Great Works,
an avalanche of Sunday
desecration, and an
near Oldtown, two brothers,
Nelson F.,
of crimes and suicides is the reWilliam B., and a sister Mary E., who all increase
sult. Sabbath keeping is the surest antidote
reside at the old homestead in South Thomaston, and two other sisters, Mrs. Hiram for moral evils. The Sabbath is the cornerstone of civilization and when it is taken
Pillsbury of South Thomaston and Mrs.
out the structure is liable to fall. The
Henry Hadley of Haverhill, Mass.
workingman needs one day in seven, and he
is demanding it. The railroad and steamMary, wife of the late Calvin Nealley,
died in Monroe Jan. 11th,aged 83 yrs.,9 mos. boat Sunday excursions do great harm, and
She was Mary Clements, daughter of Hill efforts are being made to suppress them by
Clements.
After marrying Mr. Nealley law. Other States have such laws and he
they lived on a farm about one mile from believed Maine will follow, an act for that
the village, for a few years and then moved purpose being now before the Legislature.
to the village where Mr. Nealley entered Dr. Kneeland closed with a brief reference
to the literature of the League and an apinto business.
In the management of a
for funds and prayers in aid of the
store
his
wife
took an active part peal
country
work.
and frequently accompanied Mr. Nealley to
In the evening a union meeting was held
Boston to buy goods, in which she showed
excellent judgment. She was a great work- in the Baptist church at which all the city
pastors and Rev. C. E. Owen of Watervillc
er and helped Mr. Nealley to acquire a
large were
present and took part. The music
She was also her own houseproperty.
was by the Baptist chorus.
Some of the
and
in
that
was
excelled
keeper,
capacity
by
advanced were the same as in the
none, and was always ready to aid every thoughts
but the speaker brought out many
public cause and worthy object of charity, morning,
thus bringing happiness to many families. others. Christian people, he said, will agree
with him that the most important question
Having no children of their own, Mr. and
Mrs. Nealley adopted the late E. H. Nealley is the advancement of Christ’s kingdom,
when young and lavished upon him all of a which includes the great social issue, the
parent’s love and care. His children,whom temperance question, and that most vital
she helped to rear and for whom she did so subject, Sabbath observance. Correct Sabmuch,will miss a grandmother’s loving1 pro- bath observance means the correct use of one
tection. She had been a member of the Free day in seven. There are many witnesses
Will Baptist church for many years. Her last for Sabbath observance. The first is the
years were lonely on account of the great Word of God, in which the subject is reaffliction of the loss of her eyesight. The ferred to 170 times, by men of all the cenfuneral services were held at the house by turies before Christ, and all are agreed.
The ten commandments are in two sections.
Rev. Geo. S. Mills of Belfast.
Among the
floral offerings was a pillow of flowers with One relates to our duty to God, the other to
tlie word grandmother on it and a large our duty to our fellow men. The fourth
variety of pinks. She leaves three grand- commandment is the keystone that binds
children, Warren and Gustie Nealley of this the two together. Taae out the keystone
place and Mr. Calvin Nealley, .Jr., of New and the arch falls. Men who would not be
York, who was unable to be present on ac- guilty of breaking any other commandment
break this w ith impunity. The second witcount of sickness.
ness is nature and science. There is no conflict between revelation and science. The
Mrs. Sylvinia L. Crocker died at her home
third is history. If we take a map and
with her son, E. M. Crocker, 96 Union street,
draw a line around the countries that have
after
an
of
illness
but six
Tuesday morning,
advanced the most in civilization, and one
days, at the advanced age of sti years, 3 around the Sabbath
keeping countries, the
months and l(j days. She was born in Prostwo lines will be nearly alike. National
pect, in tlie part now included in Stockton existence is
dependent upon Sabbath observSprings, near Sandypoint, a daughter of ance. The fourth is the witness of indusDaniel Lancaster. She belonged to a hardy,
try. Where a man works seven days in the
long-lived family. She was a niece of the w eek he becomes a slave. There is much
late Polly Dickey, who died a few years ago
work necessary now that was not necessary
at the age of 103 years.
Deceased was
formerly, but it is not necessary that mills
married in early womanhood to Richard and factories be run
seven days in the w eek.
Crocker, Jr. of Sandypoint, and they lived Another witness is morals and
religion.
there until his death, 25 years ago. Mrs. You are on
dangerous ground when you
Crocker came to Belfast 19 years ago to live make
Sunday a pleasure day. Theodore
with her son Edwin and lias since made her Parker said he
preferred the Puritan Sabhome with him. Of her family of seven bath to the Continental
Sunday. But there
children he alone remains.
She leaves two is a common-sense middle ground on w hich
sisters, Mrs. Rachael Grant of Stockton legislation should be based. Dr. Kneeland
Springs and Mrs. Eliza Perkins of New- then briefly defined the League, its objects
burgh. Mrs. Crocker was a model wife and and methods, and renewed his
appeal for
mother, a kind and obliging neighbor, and funds and prayers. The collections at both
ever proved “a friend in need.” The funermeetings were liberal, and many in the conal will be held at her late home to-morrow,
gregation subscribed to the funds of the
Friday, afternoon at 2 o’clock. Her pastor, League.
Rev. A. A. Smith, will officiate.
The interment will be in the family lot in the NarWhat the Hospital Is For.
rows cemetery, Stockton Springs.

!

installing officer: L. F. Arey, H. P.; F. V.
Rev. Virgil
P. Wardwell died at his
Crocker, King; R. R. Roberts, Scribe; W. S.
Carver, Chaplain; T. E. Libby, Treasurer; home on Megunticook street, Camden, Jan.
A. A. Davidson, Secretary; W. S. Vinal, C. I 31st, after a lingering illness of several
mouths. Mr. Wardwell’s age was (11 years,
of the H.; L. W. Smith, P. S.; I. W.
Grey, !
R. A. C.; George Roberts, M. of 3rd V.; F. 3 months and 1 day. Funeral services were
S. Hamilton, M. of 2nd V.; F. E. Littlefield, j held at the Methodist Church, Camden,
M. of 1st V.; Andrew Cassie, Sentinel. The Sunday afternoon at 2.30 o’clock, and the
j
following program was rendered after the i interment was in Mountain Cemetery. He
installation: Male quartet, Dr. I. E. Luce, leaves to mourn their loss a widow and
three daughters, Mrs. E. Fenno Heath, Mrs.
Fred Grindle, 0. C. Lane, W. F.
Pieice;;
vocal solo, Alice G. Lane; violin solo, W. F. Benjamin Ellis and Miss Alice Wardwell.
Pierce, with piano accompaniment by Mrs. Mr. Wardwell had been for many years a
0. C. Lane; female quartette; solo, Mrs. I. minister of the gospel, connected with the
E. Luce with violin obligato by Dr. I. E. Methodist denomination. He was pastor of
Luce; violin solo, W. F. Pierce; quartette. the Methodist church in Camden for several
Refreshments and dancing ended the even- years, and two years ago came there to esing’s entertainment. Music for the dance tablish his permanent residen ce, building
the house on Megunticook street where he
wa» furnished
by Mrs. 0. C. Lane and W.
had since resided. He was a man of refined
F. Pierce.
anti cultivated tastes and enjoyed a fine
reputation as a preacher, lecturer and
Liquor Sentences in Auburn.
writer for magazines and newspapers. In
Auburn, Me., Jan. 31,1001. Judge Savage lHtil he enlisted as second lieutenant in Co.
E of the Sixth
Regiment, which was
today began the sentencing *>f those found one of the firstMaine
to spring to arms for the deguilty of violating the prohibitory liquor fense of the flag, and was considered one of
law. Joseph Bergeron, an old offender, was the best of our fighting regiments. Mr.
well was a honored member of the G.
sentenced to six months and fined $200, Ward
A. R. By his pleasing address, fine converwhich must be paid within 10 days or the re- sational powers and
kindly nature he won
spondent will be obliged to serve four months many warm friends among the people of
and
Camden
who deeply regret his
vicinity
extra. George Hooley, for maintaining a
departure from earth.
liquor nuisance, was fined $220 and costs,
and on a similar charge George Cote was
John B. P. Wheelden died at the Eastern
also fined $220 and costs. Both paid and
were discharged. A. J. Douglass of Lisbon Maine General hospital, Bangor, Eel). 1st of
after an illness of a few days.
on a search and seizure process, stood
trial, appendicitis,
and the jury found him guilty. Jlis sentence Sir. Wheelden was born in South Orrington
about Cl years ago. He came to Bangor
was not announced.
The heavy fines imposed today and the when a boy. As an owner and a driver of
fast trotting horses he was one of the best
uncertainty in relation to jail sentences have known
men in the Eastern part of the Unitfrightened other liquor dealers, and it is re- ed
States, and his death will be felt as a
ported that most of them who belong in
loss to men familiar with turf and
distinct
Lewiston have suddenly left that city.
Bench warrants will be issued for their ar- track. When a young man he had charge
of
the
stable
of Col. Thomas E. Lang of
rest.
Vassalboro, and drove the grand old horse
Gen. Knox in many of his first races. He
Wedding Bells.
afterwards settled in Bangor, where he lived until his death in a handsome dwelling
Tutti.e—Goo half. A very quiet home on Union street. Some of the most famous
wedding occurred at the residence of Mr. horses owned by him were: Blue Grass,
and Mrs. P. A. Goodale on Main street, Pembroke, Honest Farmer, Bully Brooks
Bucksport, Saturday evening at 8 o’clock, and Ellsworth Maid, all well-known names
when their oldest daughter, Miss Grace Lil- on the race track. He had a reputation of
lian Goodale, was united in marriage to being one of the best drivers in New EngAdrian C. Tuttle of Belfast.
Rev. Robert land and sent more than one horse under
Sutcliffe officiated in his usual happy man- the wire with a record. He was a genial
ner.
The newly married couple left for man and a firm friend, and his death will be
their future home at Belfast, Monday morn- a loss to Bangor. A widow, a brother,
ing, where a fine residence, furnished Eben D. Wheelden, proprietor of the BanHouse stables, and four sisters survive
throughout, awaits them. [Bangor Commercial.

gor

The question is often asked, what the
proposed hospital in this city is for, and
who is to be benefited by it '.’ It is for anybody and everybody who wishes to patronize
it. There will be a hospital fee of a certain
amount per day, or week, said fee to be adjusted by a board of directors or trustees,
ana to be within the reach of those, of
moderate means, and we are hoping to se-

L. E. McMahan spent
Sunday at home
from Skowhegan.
F. H. Costello of Bangor

was

Monday ofi business.

in Belfast

Thomas Ilaugh and C. Ilervey
in Augusta last Friday.

Howes

were

Miss Mary A. Bickford visited her
nephew, Mell M. Bickford in Augusta last week.
Geo. R. Poor left Jast Thursday for
la
business trip to Boston, Waltham and other

places.
Miss Cora Whiting left the Girls’ Home
last Thursday to go to a new home with a
family in Caribou.
Rex Ilazeltine, who is attending the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology,spent
last week in Belfast.
Lewis P. Ilazeltine of Bath spent a few
days with his parents, Mr. and Mrs. Clias.
P. Ilazeltine, last week.
R. F. Dunton, Esq., will deliver the Memorial Day address for Thomas 11. Marshall Post, G. A. R., this year.
M. R. Knowlton of the Windsor Hotel
and E. A. Jones of the Revere attended the
annual meeting and banquet of the Hotel

Proprietors' Association in Augusta last

Friday.
lion. Fred Atwood of Winterport attended the semi-annual meeting and banquet of
the Maine Association of Fire Insurance
Agents at the New DeWitt llote lin Lewiston Jan. 30th.
News has been received at Vinalhaven
from Superintendent Lowe of the Bodwell
Granite Co., who is in North Carolina for
his health, stating that he is much improved and expects to return home soon.
Miss Rose E. Cleveland of
Northampton,
Mass., sister of Ex-President Cleveland,
and Miss Evelyn Ames of Boston, Mass.,
are at Ft. Mvers, Florida, and are
stopping
at the Ft. Myers Hotel. Miss Cleveland is
a regular winter visitor to that
place, and
has considerable property interests in that
section. [Jacksonville Metropolis.
The Boston Globe reports that Dr. Hovey
L. Shepherd of Winchester, Mass., has begun divorce proceedings against his wife,
Mandana E. Shepherd, on the ground of
cruel and abusive treatment, and asks for
the custody of their minor children while
the suit is pending.
L. D.

Monday

Candage returned from Gardiner
and resumed his position as ex-

press messenger on the Belfast and Burnham train. C. II. Peterson, who has been
on the branch while Mr.
Candage was in
Gardiner, has been transferred to the Bangor and Calais run.
Charles Jewell of Chamberlain, S. 1).,
visited his brother-in-law, John McTaggart,
last week. Mr. Jewell is engaged in the
cattle business and has a government contract to supply an Indian reservation near
his ranch. Miss Mae McTaggart of Brooks,
who has been visiting at his ranch returned
home with him.
Mrs. Albert Gammans, Mrs. ('has. A.
Pilsbury and R. F. 1 Hinton, Esq., went to
Augusta Thursday in the interest of the
Girls’ Home, Belfast, and attended the hearing before the committee on financial affairs.
Representative M. C. Hill of Belfast was
diligent and attentive in their behalf, ami
Representative Walls of Vinalhaven, who
has not forgotten that lie is “a Waldo county boy,” show ed them all the attention possible.
The 17th annual meeting of the Maine
Hotel Proprietors’ Association was held in
Augusta Jan. :51st. M. R. Know lton of the
Windsor House, Belfast, was admitted to
membership: F. A. Jones of the Revere
House, Belfast, was elected vice president
for Waldo county : and H. P. C. Wright of
the Bay View', Camden, vice president for
Knox county. Will 11. McDonald of Farmington was elected president and E. M.
Blanding of Bangor, secretary and treasurer.
The semi-annual meeting will be
held in Presque Isle next September. The
business session was held at Hotel North in
;
the afternoon, followed by a banquet at the
Augusta House.
News of the Granges.
Union Harvest Grange, Centre Montville,
conferred the fourth degree upon two candidates last Saturday evening and elected the
following trustees for the ensuing year: E.
B. Bean, A. T. Jackson, and M. M. Wentworth.
South Branch Grange, Prospect, will confer the 4th degree on four members Feb. Pth,
after which a harvest feast w ill be served
in the dining room. This grange continues to flourish in spite of ice storms and
bad traveling. They hold*meetings every
Saturday evening with B. M. Fames in the
chair.

The executive committee of the Maine State
free beds for those who are un- Grange, at a recent meeting, unanimously
able to pay any fee.
When in the hospital agreed to hold the annual meeting of the.
the patient oan employ any physician he Grange in Bangor. This meeting will take,
or
she may choose, but, if unable to place Dec. 18-20 next. Three years ago tho
pay a physician’s fee, the patient will be Grange met in Bangor, since which time it
put under the care of the member of the has met in Augusta and Lewiston. A large
staff then on duty, whoever he may be. number of Patrons always attend the State
Many of the physicians in the county sub- meeting and the decision of the committee
scribe liberally in money to the guarantee will mean considerable to Bangor business
fund, and give their services to those who men.
patronize the hospital whose means will
Rising Sun Grange, East Knox, held their
not permit them to pay a physician’s or sur- installation and supper Jan. 5th. Following
geon’s fee. The advantages are, that those are the officers: C. A. Kenney, Master; C.
who are poor, or who have but moderate L. Sanborn, Overseer; J. A. Sanborn, Lectmeans, can, when sick, or suffering from urer; D. F. Walker, Steward; E. R. Wentinjury, avail themselves of all the advan- worth, Asst. Steward; E. A. Wentworth,
tages and privileges that can be obtained Chap.; T. R. Reynolds, Treasurer; W. I>.
by those who are able to pay fullfees. Train- Elliot, Sec.; B. L. Aborn, Gate Keeper; A.
ed nurses will be in attendance.
There is B. Aborn,
Pomona; Melissa Reynolds,
no subject that appeals to the sympathies,
Flora; Nancy Crosby, Ceres ; Susie W alker,
and charity and good feelings of true man, L. A. S.
hood and womanhood as does the subject
Last Thursday Obadiah Gardner of Rockof caring for the poor and needy when sick
land, master of the Maine State Grange, anand in distress, and it is hoped that when
nounced that the next sesion of the National
our subscription books are opened,
they
will be held in Lewiston, in Novemwill be w illingly and generously patronized. Grange
ber, this year. Twice the sessions of the
[Com.
National Grange have been held in MassaThe soliciting committee for the hospital chusetts, twice in New Hampshire,but never
fair are meeting with good success, and before in Maine. State Master Gardner
have secured among other things 6 barrels says: “Probably there are in Maine 2500
of Hour, a mantel and a harness. Several who have taken the sixth degree, but not
contributions of money or articles for the the seventh. Six hundred were given the
fair have been sent by fonher Belfast resi- sixth degree in Lewiston at the last session
dents who now reside elsewhere.
All of the State Grange, in that city. The
friends of the cause, either in Belfast or charge for the seventh degree is Si, and
elsewhere, are invited to send contributions therefore the expense will not deter the Patto R. II. llowes, chairman of the central rons.” The officers announce that it is procommittee.
posed to have the five lower degrees exemplified by the teams from the Mainegranges
and therefore much interest and rivalry will
Good Templars.
be stimulated. The entire grange interests
of the State will be stirred up. The ordiThe annual session of Waldo District nary session of the National Grange continfor nine days, and during tne whole
ues
Lodge of Good Templars will be held with time
the average attendance will be large.
Belfast Lodge, Saturday, Feb. 23d. Fuller The National Master is Aaron Jones of
will
South
be given next week.
Bend, Ind.
particulars
cure some

in his profession he leads.
But this is the matter with Zebedee—
he is all work, he is all business. It,
isn’t so much that he doesn’t play now
and then, although that is a defect and
a loss.
But Zebedee neglects his higher
life. Zebedee isn’t a very social man.
He is always tired when he comes home
at night. lie wants his pipe and his
paper. Salome can go to the church
social—he wishes she would, and take
the children, bless them! And Salome
must have a ticket for the lecture
course, but he guesses he won’t go this
year. And Salome must belong to the
literary club and haver her night out their

capitalist;

THE

The Death

SPELLBINDERS.

Penalty.

THE WOMAN'S CLUB

Is an institution—an inspiration—an organization
for
the promulgation of ideas and the cultivation of socia.
The
end
is
social
enlivened with various diverbility.
sions of an innocent character—among which the near
est approach to the habits of the men’s clubs is
thr
drinking of our superb « White House» Mocha
and Java Coffee. We are glad of it, and would sue.
gest that you also use " White House ’• at home
Your grocer will supply you in i or 2-lb
air-tight tin
cans —the only way it is packed. PLEASE DON’T
FORGET!
Owlnell. Wright Co.,Principal Coffmm
Roaatara,Boston.

"

CLOSING OUT SALE.

CASTOR IA

-MV ENTIRE STOCK OF-—_-

The Kind You Have Always Bought

Watches, Clocks, Jewelry,

£££*&&#%is

you.
circumstances that permitted him to
makes
employ labor he would desire the comBut at

boys.

his

of

panionship

any

Hut
a

somehow

distinction between

religion.

and

Zebedee’s mind

And

there

morality

is

a

vital

difference, although not so much as
rate be didn’t scold or storm, but kept
some people think, when you have deWas it
own work.
with
bis
on
quietly
fined
morality comprehensively and
of
matter
and
because be was stolid
eliminated from religion certain aforefact- ()r did he himself have a liking
time popular superstitions and eccenfor the Kabbi and some wonder in retricities. However, Zebedee isn't regard to him. and so feel disinclined to
At least, so

interpose any objections.

far as can he determined from the account. here was a commendable disposition. a very proper temper, under a
emergency. Good for
But, I say, 1 wish we knew
something more about him. The little
that we do know through fact or infer-

naturally trying
Zebedee!

excites our

ence

We have

curiosity.

the names--James and John are repeatedly spoken of as the sons of Zebedee—
but we want the man.

speculation

The

spirit

of

sets at work whenever we

Especially would

think of him.

1 like

to know where he was when Salome
came forward to prefer her request to

Jesus.
Why was the head of the
household left out in that little family
gathering when the Master talked on
Was Zebedee still at bis
ambition?
Was that all be did—fish and

fishing'?

mend nets and mend nets and fisli?
It

not to

was

expected

be

that

be

should attach himself to the company
of the peripatetic Teacher. Indeed he
was not invited to.
Jesus did not say,
'Gome, Zebedee, leave your nets." lie

ligiously inclined, speaking in all
Zebedee isn’t given very
ness.

This troubles his
pastor and distresses his wife. Zebedee would’lit hurt
the

anybody’s feelings

world—he is well-intentioned
natured- -but as touching this

good
matter, well—it's
and

his way, his habit. He
admits when cornered it isn’t just tiie
right thing to do, but still he goes on do-

ing it,

and that's about all that can be

said upon the case. The pastor is
troubled because he wants men in his
congregation—not because he appreciates woman less but because he

appreci-

ates man more as a listener for some

work to do which is woman's distincis distressed because she

is thinking of James and John and little
Martha and Mary, and in her heart she
knows as

anybody

preserved,

men

must bear

Is it reasonable to

that

knows who thinks

expect

up to a
without

his hands at one of the lavatories in the
Capitol, when an attendant handed him
three towels.
He sighed at such wanton extravagance and exclaimed: “Why,
down at my farm 1 make a single towel
last the whole family a week.”
This was a pretty poor story, but for
all that, I was astonished to see that
there was not a smile upon any of the
faces before me; indeed, the countenances took on even a deeper gloom.
On
my way home, as we drove through-the
woods, my companion said to me:
“You didn’t make a great hit with
your story about ‘Blue Jean’s’ family

of their

A mother’s prayers and ten-

fathers?

der nurture from the days of babyhood
on do often make noble, devoted Christian men.
ence

is

This silent, beautiful influall reckoning.
But as

beyond

many times it proves ineffective be-

struggle single-handed,
father being an indifferent spectator, if
not a positive although perhaps unconscious opponent. Every Salome does not
succeed in raising a James and a John,
cause

the

it is a

This, then, is

charge against
spoiling the family. It ought to be a
It is not,
unit for the life religious.
for the lather's fault. And this, 1 reZebedee

our

is

—

he

is

very sail.

the bread-winner for the

family and lazy

his business.
He bad bis
boats and bis servants and his customrooted in

about it tliAt Zebedee is

setting

It’s his inclination not to go
church and he doesn’t go.
He’s

to

he is.

“tired” Sunday morning—that's how he
usually explains it if he deigns to
round the country; Jesus didn’t ask it. vouchsafe any explanation. It is very
But when Jesus came back to Galilee remarkable that Zebedee lives as long
where Zebedee lived, and his sons had as he does for he has that “tired feelreturned with their beloved Rabbi, why ing” the year round. Salome is tired,
He couldn’t leave them to travel

ers.

it

was

too, poor woman! but she has some
She can get the breakfast,
inter- wash the dishes, dress the children,

Zebedee didn’t appear on the
Ought he not to

with Salome?

scene

have welcomed Jesus and been as

ested in him as the mother? Then was a
day when he might have let his servants
do the

fishing

hour

or

great

At least

alone for once.

it would seem he

might

have

spared

an

two for an interview with the
Where

Teacher.

was

spunk.

teach them their

Sunday

lesson,

school

prepare for the dinner, and sail triumphantly into church, withal somewhat pale, before 10.45 a. m., while Zebedee, good man, is sitting around in his

Zebedee shirt sleeves at home and wishing the
Sunday papers would arrive a little

And 1 would like to know
where be was that awful hour when bis

earlier.

out their

wife Salome and his son John sobbed
grief at the foot of the cross.

that

Can it he that lie had gone fishing that
day, too? John seeking to comfort his

give it up as an institution, but it would
embarrass him to attend in person, so he

day?

that

Zebedee doesn’t go to prayer
meeting. He believes in it, in a way—

is,

he wouldn’t want his church to

mother, himself uncomforted, and both sends a substitute—Salome. Oh, Zebdared and with breaking hearts, in the edee, Zebedee,Salome will go into heaven
huddled group on Golgotha—actors in before you—in virtue of her own worth,
the. direst tragedy of the world, and and metliinks, too, as your substitute!
Zebedee, the husband and father, quiet- But Zebedee has one saving grace as
ly at home or sleepily at his wonted oc- touching this matter—whatever religion
cupation? Could it have been so? I i costs for his family, he will pay the
would rather wish to think that Zebedee
was

dead.

tion

why

again

Perhaps

that is the

explana-

Zebedee is never mentioned

after he is introduced to us in the

bills.
ish.

Zebedee is a member of tbe parIn that is his pastor’s faint en-

couragement.
see

hopes

Tie

some

day

him a member of tbe church.

to

But

join the church he
has practically to be dragged into it.
name to the family.
Zebedee may have And when occasionally Zebedee is in lie
died and been waiting in the place usually wants to get out. I cannot
above for the fuller acquaintance with understand this except on the supposiJesus. But possibly he was not dead. tion that Zebedee regards himself as a
And assuming that he was not, Zebedee victim of an accident or foul play as it
company of his sons that morning by
the lake of Galilee except as giving a

if Zebedee ever does

very modern man—which is the
conclusion of our speculation, for great

were—that he was over-coaxed and
exhorted, or hunted down and captured

as

may be our interest in the Zebedee
of the New Testament, our interest in

before he was aware.

his double of

that Zebedee is not very religious,
and it is this particular neglect of the

was a

trate your

experi-

is

to-day is greater.
Do you not recognize Zebedee? He higher life
a good man, a sturdy, industrious, saddening.

honest man.

engaged

But Zebedee is too much

in his

occupation.

He is con-

firmed in habits that, excellent as they
are by comparison with many an other

man's,

dwarf his life
Zebedee isn’t lazy, he

narrow

nevertheless.

and

dissipated; he is frugal, a good
provider for his family, a solid, conservative, eminently respectable citizen.
isn't

Sometimes Zebedee works for wages—
his earnings are not large, but he
handles them very wisely. Zeliedee is
the kind of man to get ahead. If he
begins life as a hired servant he is likely to finish it hiring servants. At the
last he owns his own boat or his boats
and his house. The clerk has become
the proprietor, the hand has become the
boss. Sometimes Zebedee is high up
the ladder at the start. Unusual talent,
or the inheritance of family fortune or
position is Zebedee’s. In trade he is a

Well,

ing

you

are soon to

Then

that is

sobering

Now consider what is
in this whole business.
not so much of

and very

radically wrong
I am thinking

wliat Zebedee

loses

personally as of what is lost through
him. Religion was meant for the family. The family is the true unit in society. In a Christian civilization the
family should be Christian in toto. According to the Scripture the kingdom of
the divinely chosen began with Abraham. He, the father of a family, the
head of a household, was “the friend
of God.” So, too, it is in accord with the
idea of Christianity that believers by
families should constitute the church.
That is the significance of infant baptism, continuing the faith of the ancient covenant in which God promises
to be the God of his people and their
seed after them.
By right of birth
children are intended to share the spiritual blessings and privileges granted to

to $849,941,184, were less than 10 times
as large as in 1800.
Compared with the value of our imports for 1900, that of our domestic exports showed an excess of $520,822,387.
Of the merchandise imported from foreign countries in the fiscal year of 1900,
about 49 per cent, consisted of agricultural products.
Products of United States agriculture were marketed abroad in the fiscal
year 1900 to the value of $844,676,530,
forming about 62 per cent, of the total
domestic exports. The exports of cotton, although smaller in quantity than
during the preceding year, exhibited
an advance of nearly $33,000,000 in
value. Aside from the cotton, the
largest gains in value were those afforded by the export of meat and products
and livestock.
A comparison of our agricultural exports for 1900 with that of our agricultural imports shows that the former

exceeded the latter by $424,480,149.
The export value was slightly more
than double the amount of the import
value.

storm;
And once again, through the smoke aud
Those colors lead to

a

Nation’s life.

Nothing but flags—yet they’re bathed with
They tell of triumphs, of hopes—of fears;
Of a mother’s prayers—of a boy away,
Of a serpent crushed—of the coming day;
Silent, they speak—and the tear will start,
As we stand Deneath them with throbbing
And think of those who are ne’er forgot,
Their flags come home—why come they not?
Nothing but flags—yet we hold our breath,
And gaze with awe at those types of death
Nothing but flags—yet the thought will
come.

The hearts must pray though the lips be

dumb;

are sacred, pure, and we see no stain;
On those dear loved flags come home again;
Baptized in blood, our purest,best,
Tattered and torn, thev’re now at rest.
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It always restores
color to gray hair.
You need not look at
thirty as if you were
fifty, for your gray
hair may have again
all the dark, rich color
of youth.
bottle.

All
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Ranges of all kindsof
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OIL HEATERS,
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I am a barber by trade and have
had a great deal to do with your
Hair Vigor. I have found that it
will do everything that you claim
for it. It has given me the most
complete satisfaction in my business.”
Henry «T. Gf.oroe,
March 22,1899. Kansas City, Mo.
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worryis at

hand.

ual ideal that has dawned upon your
God forbid!
sons or your daughters'?

*
twine
’Round each standard torn—as they stand
in line.
As the word is given—they charge! they
form 1
And the dim hall rings with the battle’s

YIiRK
lUllIX

ence?
And are

lieve on him and to follow him. When
he comes, O father, to summon your
children into his service, shall he find
you at your business and leave you just

tury occurred. Our domestic exports
during 1900, with a recorded value of $1,370,763,571, were over 40 times as large
as in 1800.
The total imports for 1900,
on the other hand, amounting in value

1 fAnil
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NEW-

other three. 11 contains all important
foreign cable news
wliic-h appears in
the DAILY TElBUNK of same
date.also Doinestie
and Foreign CorreShort
spondence
Stories.
Elegant
Half-tone IllustraH ii morons
tions,

this illus-

j

Nothing but flags—yet, methinks, at night,
They tell each other their taies of fright!
And dim spectres come, and their thin arms

r!.-

«.

j

ed more than 12-fold.
It was chiefly in the export trade
I was say-a
that the enormous growth of the cen-

Mon-

Wednesday,
Friday, is in
reality a line, tresh.
cvery-ot In* r d a v
Daily, giving the
latest new on days
of issue, and eoVering news of the

Does

The Christ always comes our way
He may come but j Moses Owen’s Famous “Maine Battle Flags”
sooner or later.
Plagiarized.
once or twice, but he comes and we j
have our chance to meet him and to
The Hartford, Conn., Courant and the
people of that city and State have been
know him, to learn of him and to be-

trouble to make the title unfamiliar.
“Tne Battle Flags” is the one he uses
instead of the original title, “The ReWhen again he comes in the hour of turned Maine Battle Flags.”
Moses Owen’s poem is familiar to
crisis, and great hopes are swelling in
most Maine people, who all know the
the hearts of those you love, shall you
story, how the poet, standing near the
be far away, uncaring, with no anxiety case containing the sacred battle
dags,
for them and with them, having noth- heard a woman’s chance remark, “Oh,
those are nothing but flags. Let’s not
ing in common to think of and to feel
go "in there,” and how that careless bit
and to talk about touching the ever- of irreverence
inspired the beautiful
lasting issues of life'? God forbid! verses which have since hung framed
When still once more he comes, and among the flags and have touched so
many hearts.
now it is some last day of awful trial,
The poem also appeared in a little
some inevitable day of the cross, shall
book of Mr. Owen’s entitled “Fragare
not
it be that you
numbered with ments,” and entered according to act of
the little company of disciples that Congress in the year 1808 by the author,
who dedicated it as follows to Bath’s
suffer but are made strong thereby,
beloved benefactor:
that sorrow but to know the everlastTo my cherished friend, Thomas W.
Ilyde, is dedicated this modest little
ing peace, that are crucified with Christ
hook in memory of “Days Departed”
that one day they may reign with him
whose inspiration yet lingers in the
memory,
in the world which is to come. O Zebe“Telling of happy deams of happy hours,
dee, pray that this may not be!
Of life and sunshine which is caught from
thee.”
Mr. Owen's poem on “The Returned
Our Commerce.
Maine Battle Flags” follows in full.
The
imposition’in the Courant dilfers
The Century’s Growth is without Parallel
not at all from the original but for a
in the Worlds History.
“typo” here and there, except in the
Washington, Jan. 27.—Frank H. third and fourth lines of the third
Hitchcock, chief of the section of for- stanza, which in the Hartford version
eign markets of the agricultural depart- are as follows:
Of earnest prayers for the absent men
ment, has just issued bis annual review
Of the battlefield and the prison pen.
of the trade of the United States in
Not an improvement, certainly, on
agricultural products. His report says: the original.
The fiscal year 1900 brought to a close
THE RETURNED MAINE BATTLE FI, AGS.
Which Hang in the Rotunda of the State
a century of marvelous development in
House at Augusta.
the history of United States commerce.
In 1800, a century ago, the total value Nothing but flags—"but simple flags,
of the merchandise imported and ex- Tattered and torn and hanging in rags;
And we walk beneath them with careless
ported, in our trade with foreign countread.
tries, was considerably less than $250,- Nor think of the hosts of the mighty dead,
000,000. The value of the goods ex- That have marched beneath them in days
changed during the past fiscal year
gone by.
reached nearly $2,250,000,000, far exceed- With burning cheek and a kindling eye,
And
have bathed their folds with their
all
records.
Since
the
ing
previous
life’s tide,
opening of the century our commerce And youngblessed
them, and blessing, died.
dying,
with the rest of the world has
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STOLE A POEM.

(increas-

GEO. R. POOR, Jeweler,

mb

tremendously imposed upon by one
Francis Gallagher of the 14th Connectihis children a very bad example and is
Volunteers, who has such an inordi| cut
| nate appreciation for the work of the
nullifying the influence of their mother,
Owen, that he has
| Bath poet, Moses
was satisfied to have the sons.
His their Sunday school teacher, their pasappropriated an entire poem of Owen’s
chosen disciples were young and strong tor, and other interested friends. Per- the same man that you were before—a which
over
appeared
Gallagher’s name
toiler unillumined with any splendid in the Courant of last
men. men who for the most part were
Monday. The
haps Zebedee himself hasn’t fully connot settled in an occupation, but bad sidered this. It is possible it has never vision, a mere mender of nets as it plagiarism is undeniable, for the Connecticut impostor did not even take the
their career before them. Zebedee was entered his mind how really selfish and were, without one glimpse of the spiritdeeply

REDUCTION

and

towel.”
“No, I didn't seem to.”
“Do you know why?”
"No.”
“Well, I’ll tell you. There wasn’t a
farmer in that crowd that hadn’t done
the same thing himself. [Hon. William
D. Fculke in the February Forum.

and when she fails the sin is most liable
to lie at Zebedee's door.

particular things that concern him
chiefly, and because there is a work to
do for the kingdom's sake which is
man’s distinctively, just as there is a pent,
tively. Salome

to be

boys especially will grow
manhood
strict- thoughtful, spiritual
of the example
the
inspiration
much

to attending church.

for

are

their share.

AT A GREAT

make much

She must have the help of her husband.
If the attitude of reverence and tiie
temper of worship and the reality of
the act of communion with God—in
fine, the spirit and experience of religion,

Silverware, Cut Glass, Etc.

homespun ways.
of ti is man reads stranger than
by it, for the people of In- history
diana were mostly farmers; and after fiction. 11 is war record both in army
and navy was one of brilliant and darhe had beeu elected and had made an
deeds, and but for a most unfortuhonest, respectable, and sensible gover- ing
nate technicality his iast years should
nor,our campaign jokes looked rather
have, been made lighter with a large
pitiful in retrospect. One night I spoke
at a small neighborhood meeting, and pension, which no one deserved better
than lie. He was a member of the (!.
repeated to my audience the following A. R.
post and U. V. U. command, and
story which was going the rounds:
was buried with all the honors due a
Mr. Williams, who was then a memsoldier.
ber of Congress, was one day washing

things religious.

can't save

Du^

House Work is Hard Work without GOLD

The States in which the death penalty
I think we campaigners generally attribute an exodus from the hall while is forbidden by law are Colorado, Rhode
we are
talking either to the hot night, Island, Maine, Michigan and Wisconsin,
When you feel blue or look
or to the trains which are just about to
day
to which also may be added Kansas,
yellow one little pill once aSick
leave, or else to a conspiracy set on for
will cure Biliousness,
the murderer is never executed. In
foot by the opposite party. But someHeadache, Constipation, all
Bowel Comand
Liver
Iowa capital punishment was abolished
times
ourselves
with
we
cannot
flatter
blood
the
clean,
plaints. Make
these illusions. 1 remember making ar. in 1872 and restored in 1878. In all the
beautify the complexion. Vegetable and harmlees. 25 cents A
address in my own State, illustrated—
States except the foregoing six the
BOTTLE ; $1.00 FOR FIVE.
as I
L 8. JOHNSON A CO., BmIm, Iim.
thought—by a few apposite quotations. The audience listened attentive- death penalty is inflicted for murder;
ly for more than two hours. I made and, in addition, in Louisiana for rape,
substantially the same speech a few assault with intent to kill, arson, addays later in a little country town in ministering poison and burglary; in DelMaine, but i noticed that my hearers aware and North Carolina for'rape, arwere restless and that a number of
son and burglary; in Alabama for rape,
them left the hall.
Next morning,
arson, robbery, treason, immoral rela
“The family is the liv- while
parents.
sitting on the porch of the village tions with a female under 10 years, or
regularly every week—if there are any ing, organic unit of the kingdom of inn, I overheard two countrymen who married women
by falsely impersonatbooks to buy or membership fees to heaven.” Hut how can there be this met in the dusty square in front:
ing her husband; 'in Georgia, for rape,
“Was
meetin’
last
to
the
you
night, mayhem and arson; in Virginia, South
pay, why, here’s the money. Zebedee realization if Zebedee is left out from
neighbor Jenkins?” asked one of the Carolina and Mississippi for rape and
is a generous man. Occasionally Zebe- the covenant relation?
#It is impor- other.
arson; in Florida, Kentucky, Tennessee,
dee will pull himself together and escort tant that the mother be religious and
“Yaas,” was the answer.
Texas and Aikansas for rape; in Mon“Did ye hear the speaking?”
his wife somewhere. Perhaps it is a little Christian, but it is equally important
tana for arson of dwelling by night; in
“Yaas.”
card party—just a few intimate friends that the father be so, too. Study the
Maryland for any variety of arson; in
“How was it?”
Texas for perjury to a material fact in
with whom Zebedee feels quite at home, Year Book—the mothers are in the
“Oh, ’twa’n’t no account. 'Twas a capital case; in Connecticut for causand where he won’t have to exert him- membership of the churches, but the mostly quotashuns.”
ing death by putting obstructions on a
“Do tell!”
self very much. Or it may be a supper, fathers who are there are comparativerailroad.
The point of a story is often the sigt —Zebedee is always partial to a supper— ly few. Look over the ordinary congre- nal for
an outburst, and no one can
the kind where you pay twenty-five gation in the average community—how deny the power of
apposite illustration.
cents and eat a dollar's worth of many pews have the father Sunday The parables of the Bible and the
stories
food, that churches and other phil- after Sunday at the head of the pew? and a of Lincoln have in them a pith
point which could not be as well
For Infants and Children.
anthropic institutions have adopted Now this condition is a grave menace. made in any other way. Yet many
as an easy and economical means of It is not merely that the life and work
speakers are tempted, not to make the
story the illustration of the speech, but
replenishing their treasuries. Or it of the churches is endangered. So far to
make the speech a mere potpourri of
may be an entertainment at the hall as running a church is concerned in- stories. The man who does this
may be
that’s “funny” or otherwise unusual. deed, women can do that fully as well amusing, but in the long run he will
Zebedee does like a laugh and he has a as men. I am not a believer in the dis- not be taken seriously; and if he be unlittle w eakness for the sensational. So parity of the sexes in any respect, and familiar with his audience he is likely
to tread on somebody’s toes without in“Uncit Peter” Mooney Dead.
1 say, Zebedee neglects his higher life— l am sure if there is any inferiority of
tending it.
the intellectual part of him. But this sex in relation to matters ecclesiastical,
In the campaign when James D. Wil“Uncle T’erer” Mooney of IJucksport,
isn’t his worst neglect of the higher woman is not the one that is inferior. liams and Benjamin ITarrison were the well-kne vu old war
veteran, died
candidates
for
the
opposing
govnorship
But here is the peril—that the whole
life.
of Indiana, we Republicans used to Jan. 29th. 1 is death came as a general
Zebedee isn't much of a religious community, the body social, will be im- make great fun of “Blue Jeans,” as we breaking down under the infirmities of
it, for lie was getting to be an old man man. He’s decent and
Salome alone called him, ridiculing his rustic man- years and from old wounds received in
moral, mind poverished religiously.
honorable service of his country. The life
ners and his
doubtless and although apparently in
We didn't
the state to
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Wrttm thm Doctor.
If you do

not

obtain all the benefits

you expected from the use of the
Vigor, write the Doctor about it.
Address,

Du. J.

C. AYER,
Lowell, Mass.
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Call and see the best thing on the
market to save labor and trouble.
on

him for

POSTS’ WATER PROOF BELT OIL

PILES!

PILES!

MET#
PILE*1

0
Dr. Williams’ Indian Pile Ointment
Blind, Bleeding, Ulcerated and Itchnn
i
absorbes the tumors, allays the itrluiif-’
acts as a poultice, gives instant rein
•,)
liams’ Indian Pile Ointment is prciMi"'1 ;.v|
Piles and Itching of the private part?.
$
ing else. Every dox is guaranteed,
gists, sent by mail, for 50c. ami
; Liit
WILLIAMS' M’F’O CO., Prop’s, CU*v«*i»nu’
Forsale by R. H. Moody.
...

1

and LEATHER PRESERVATIVE.

HOUSE BLOCK.
11 to 12 A. ft. ; 1 to 3 P. M.
aud dSunaya 11 to 12 A. n.

<

Offce, National Bank Building,

Call

Dr. John Stevens,

renting boxes can ha-.
of taking their boxes

The undersigned having beci i,
Honorable .fudge of Probate
Waldo, on the sth da\ of .lam
commissioners to receive and
of creditors against the estate
late of Belmont, in said Count),
sent-ed insolvent, hereby give
months from the date of said
allowed to creditors in whir!,
prove their claims, and that th
sion at the ojliee of W illiani P. Ti
fast, in said County, on the eight1
ary, A. 1>. liKil.aml the -seventh ■!
Hint, for tin* purpose of receivum
Dated this gist day of .Januat v
N\ IU.IAM P. THOM I
4
FRANK P. WILSON

For Women.
Dr. Tolman’s Monthly Regulator has brought
happiness to hundreds of anxious women.
There is positively no othe* remedy known
to medical science, that will so quickly and
safely do the work. Have never had a single
failure. The longest and most obstinate cases
are relieved in 3 day* without fail.
No other
remedy will do this. No pain, no danger, no
interference with work. The most difficult
cases successfully treated through correspondence,and the mostcomplete satisfaction
guaranteed in every instance. I relieve hundreds of ladies whom I never see. Write for
further panic ars. All letters truthfully
answered. Free confidential advice in all
matters of a private or delicate nature. Bear
in mind this remedy is absolutely safe under
every possible condition and will positively
leave no after ill effects upon the health. By
mail securely sealed, $2.00. Dr. E. M.TOLMAN C.O., 170 Tremont St., Boston, Mass.
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ELIXIR

the best worm remedy made, it has been m
since 1851* is purely vegetable, harmless
and effectual. Where no worms aro present
it acts as a Tonic, and corrects the condition
of the mucous membrane of the stomach and
bowels. A positive cure for Constipation and
Biliousness, and a valuable remedy in all
the common complaints of children. Price
35 cents. Ask your draggist for it.
Ur. J. F. TRI E A CO., Auburn, Me.
Special treatment for Tape Worm*. Free pamphlet.

in
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OUR PRICES.
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bank.
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vault is

1
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year.
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Those

Hundreds of Children and adults have worms
but are treated for other diseases. The syrup -'
toms are:—indigestion, with a variable app<
tite; foul tongue; offensive breat h ; hard and
full belly with occasional gripings and pains
about the navel; eyes heavy and dull; itching
ofthenose short, dry cough ; grinding of the
te8th starting during sleep; slow fever; and
often in children, convulsions.
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Malaga is not
look at, whether approached

t(,
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of

and contour, all grays and
,Mi-topped by an enormous
of
bright red sandstone,
and a deep bay of the Medi..;iu. guarded by antique forts and
; a by a lofty hill crowned by a
citadel. But it is an important
i:11 city of 120,000 souls, the
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■

the world’s

of

raisin iniial one of the most famous
laces in "Europe for invalids
r

..jiii

Landing at Malaga
time and strength, of

■cents.
of
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Soon after
ceremony.
steamer drops anchor a

ii

e, for no apparent reason
case the port charges, for
mg you see lier with nose
c
landing-place. After a

:

waiting,

of

in which every-

nieuce but the passengers
msulted, several gorgeous-

■

living

‘Ililts,

royal flag,

the

mging uniformed officials,
i us
gentlemen spend a
nr
two roll-calling, exi:r
tongues and your lugukfasting at the captain’s
r which their gracious per•<

:ven to go ashore.
Mean.my licet of boats lias been
mind about—boats of all

adits, felcucas, row-boats,
kcn-coop affairs like tliose
harbor; and other unnamcreations which, according
it would be no sin to wor-

Motherhood means either happiness
misery. There is scant happiness for
the mother, who in pain and weakness
brings into the world a weakling babe
which she can neither nurse nor nourish.
Dr. Pierce's Favorite Prescription fits
women for motherhood.
It strengthens
the maternal organism. It
tranquilizes
the nerves, encourages the
appetite and
brings refreshing sleep. It makes the
birth hour practially painless and
gives
the mother the nourishment to
give her
child.
There is no alcohol in " Favorite Prescription,” and it is absolutely free from
opium, cocaine, and all other narcotics.
Words cannot express how grateful I am for
your kind advice and your Favorite Prescription.'
writes Mrs. D. B. Barricks. of Perrows,
Campbell Co.. Va. ”1 feel that it has cured me.
or

set in

I had been in poor health for four
years. Suffered greatly with my right side, also with
bearing-down p.-.ms, aiid inv nerves were in a
dreadiul state. Ai ter using four bottles of vour
Favorite Prescription I am now well.
I am
the mother of two Children.
With the first
child I suffered twenty-eight hours, and with
the second I used your medicine and was sick
only three hours, i be'ieve Dr. Pierce's F'avorite Presciption to be tne-hest medicine in the
world for suffering females. I wish you great
success, and hope that God will bless you iu
your noble work.”

Dr. Pierce's Common Sense Medical
Adviser, in paper covers, is sent free on
receipt of 21 one-cent stamps to pay
expense of mailing only. Address Dr.
R. V. Pierce, Buffalo, N. Y.
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of the toilet to the gaze
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has not
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yet

drinking water. But
anybody that

occurred to
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Home. Mice and the Riv"it sunshine envelops the
■Hi a garment; but the exoi
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ness, which is so favorable

lung diseases, plays havoc
A soft and balmy

'ives.

frequently from the northui'setting to nervous people
Htienee is recognized in local
ii": and crimes of passion
"lieu the wind is blowing
‘!,'l. in the judgment of the
''' the circumstance.
My exiHii
tllat some kind of disagree
ati
is
generally blowing in Mala:up unsavory odors and
mie with fine,
impalpable,
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tit,'
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"I'tniy arrangements one exHi a popular sanitarium.
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Mr. T. A. Williams, a leading dry-goods merFor year*
chant of Spartanburg, S. C., writes

tons are used in

it

packing,

the cork forests of central

be well to utilize some of this

comes

'Entire

$10,000

...To k Sold at

I had

a

Great Sacrifice for Cash...

a

W’Don’t Buy Any

severe case oi

nasal Catarrh, with all
the disagreeable effects
which belong to that
disease, and which
make life painful and
unendurable.
I used
medicines prescribed by
leading physicians and
suggested lby numbers
of friends, but without
getting any better. I
then began to take S. S.
S.
It had the desired
effect, and cured me ^
after taking eighteen
bottles. I n my opinion ft. S. S. is the only medicine now in use that will effect a permanent cure
of Catarrh.”

Clothing
Until you have

seen

down these

marking

Men’s

or
this

stock, for

goods

at

you can

prices

Furnishings

buy cheaper than wholesale prices, we are
already bought

that will make you weep if you have

_

is the only purely vegetable blood purifier
ktiowu, and the greatest of all blood medicines and tonics.
If you have Catarrh don’t wait until i|
becomes deep-seated and chronic, but begin at once the use of S. S. S., and send
For our book on Blood and Skin Diseases
and write our physicians about your case.
THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CO., ATLANTA, GA.

Money

in

Raising

SALE COMMENCES JANUARY 1,1901
Be on'hand if you want the first choice. It is well known in Belfast and
surrounding towns that
we deal in the FINEST CLOTHING AND MEN’S FURNISHINGS
made «nd must
be closed out by April 1st. Remember this sale begins January 1, 1901.

Cats.
----

The rearing of coon-cats is a coming
industry. Coon-cats are worth to-day
from five dollars to one hundred dollars
apiece, and the supply does not begin
to meet the demand. Exceptional specimens have been known to fetch two
hundred or even three hundred dollars.
At the present time all of them come
from Maine, simply for the reason that
the breed is peculiar as yet to that
State.
Their popularity is such that
the business of breeding them lias been
rapidly growing during the last few
years in that part of the country, and

from

Spain. The

abundant water supply in cleaning the almonds here are such as are seldom
seen in America, called the “Jordan
streets, and also a numerous class of
because originally brought
almond,"
citizens.
one shipper, not very far from Bar
from the banks of that river.
They Harbor, exported in 1899 no fewer than
Malaga is a very Moorish-looking
are three times as large as the
I
three
ordinary
thousand of the animals.
city. The older portion lying farthest
Strange to say, there are comparafrom the sea, is a maze of narrow almond and of delicious flavor, and
are all retained in Europe,
people south or west of New
being tively fewwho
streets, each with a gutter of dirty, they
know what a coon-cat is.
England
scarce and expensive even here.
!
The
If you ask that question “down in
stagnant water in the middle; and the
raisins
are the finest in the world—the i
Maine,” however, the citizens will seem
dark little shops, the oriental costumes
sun-dried Malaga grape. While Malaga surprised at your ignorance, and will
and African physiognomy of the peocondescending
and Maderia are not equal to j explain to you in a
ple remind you strongly of Cairo. It sherry
that the creature in question is
that of Cadiz; its muscatelle is unex-! way,
a
more
Half
wears
commercial aspect than
raccoon—the descendant of “a

j

|

BS-All persons holding claims against Staples & Cottrell
all persons in debt to same are requested to settle at once.

The

are

Apple-Barrel.

Established 184s.

ever in love’s true light.
Well, here is my baby sweet,
Following me round on his restless feet,
Smiling on me thro’ his soft blue eyes.
send- And
gladdening and brightening my indoor

And why?

Last week the newspapers were
ing broadcast the startling announceskies.
ment that the w omen of Kansas were And baby's father, with fond, true heart
in danger of losing the municipal suf- (To baby and me, home’s better part, )—
we rejoice
frage which they have enjoyed for the His face is sunshine,inand
his loving voice.
past 14 years. Representative B. II. In the music heard
Butler, who fathered the bill, gave as So why should we heed—as the days goby—
again gaining ground.
his reason for so doing that the woman The gloom or the light of the weather and
Fannie B. Ward.
vote was the most corrupting influence
sky
in municipal politics. He said: ”1 don’t Of the outside world, when we’re busy all
What is a Joke!
day
mean that the women are corrupt, but
sunshine which fades not
the manipulator is corrupt, and the Manufacturing
What is a joke? And how are you to
away ?
woman vote is easily manipulated.”
smiles
and
With
kisses, with peace and
know one if you see it? asks Charles
with joy—
according to his masculine
Johnston in the February Atlantic. My Therefore,
the
women
and
must
be
mother
logic,
baby boy—
disfranchised, Father,
justification for this wanton malice is, but tbe corrupt male
manipulator could We are living each day in the sunshine we
that 1 think I have discovered the be
make—
left in full sway.
charm to lay these haunting presences i
It will be remembered that not long And God keep us and guide us for love’s
to rest; that I have in some sort dis-'
dear sake.
ago John Charles Thompson of Wyom1
covered the true inwardness of humor,
made a similar statement to tlie ef- [Harper’s Bazar.
ing
and even been able to draw the
shadowy fect that the woman vote was easy to
line dividing it from wit.
manipulate, but when he came to maHere is a story which seems to me to
nipulating it he didn’t seem to succeed as
come close to the heart of the secret.
he had expected and the result was that
The scene is laid in the Wild and Wool-; he
was returned to the bosom of his
ly West. A mustang has been stolen, a family, having run 700 votes behind his
If You are Weak,
claim jumped, or a poker pack found to
ticket.
contain more right and left bowers than j
While Mr. Butler may not be in danNervous,
an Arctic brig; and swift Nemesis has
ger of sharing the same fate as Mr.
descended in the form of Manila hemp.
as the women have
Irritable,
The time has come to break the news to Thompson,inasmuch
no vote for members of the
Legislature
the family of the deceased. A
in Kansas, it is evident that the men of
Dyspeptic,
tion goes ahead, and the leader knocks Kansas
are not in sympathy with him
at the door of the bereaved homestead, 1 as his
Can’t
Sleep, or Eat,
bill was promptly killed by the
asking, “Does AVidow Smith live here?” judiciary committee,
and thus the opA stout and cheerful person replies,
of woman suffrage have been
“I’m Mrs. Smith, but I ain’t no widow!” posers
deprived of valuable aid in retarding
The deputation answers; “Bet you a | the
progress of women.
|Elnora Mondollar you are! But you ’ve got the roe Babcock.
once the residence of the Kings of Mal- laugh on us, just tlie
same, for we’ve
aga—now a shabby prison. Even the lynched the wrong man?”
OAST O 3R. X A..
The story is irresistible. It is as full j
Bears tie
Gibralfaro, which looks so formidable of sardonic
yf The Kind You Have Always Bought
SMITH'S
fire as anything in all literfrom below, is found to be in woefully ; ture, but you would
hardly call it humor.
GREEN
MOUNTAIN
dilapidated condition, its score of rusty ; It seems to me to lie so directly on the
cannon good for nothing but firing border line that we may use it as a landTlie February Forum contains an artimark.
salutes. In the parade-ground are two
cle on “The Rehabilitation of the Democratic party,” by “An ex-Democrat.”
And will cure you. Ask your druggist—50
wells, fascinating because of their mysThe writer seeks, through the sugges- cents and one dollar. Write St. Albans Remtery. Both are twelve feet iu diameter
tion of vital principles and calm logic edy Co., St. Albans, Vt„ about the GUARANand cut through the solid rock into the
to harmonize the disunited sections of TEE. Mention this paper,
the party. He says: “The question of
very heart of the mountain. One of
Knows
them is always full, the other always
rehabilitating the Democratic party
rests with the politicians who have conempty, and both are so deep that a stone
trol of the machine and with the intellithrown in gives back no sound. Gazing
gent Northern and Western Democrats
into their mysterious depths, one
who broke away in 1890
The latter
are
still provided with unofficial leaders
calls with a a shudder some Arabian
like ex-President Cleveland, Mr. CarNights tales, of political prisoners who
lisle, Mr. Olney, and others whom they
A
are said to have been dropped into these
would doubtless be willing to follow.
Household
bottomless graves, beyond reach of GaTherefore, it remains with these two
comparatively small groups of influenbriels’ trumpet.
Everywhere on the
tial men to endeavor to agree upon a
“Hill of the Pharos”—on gates and
A Safe and Sure Cure for
programme of united future action or
walls and towers, you see engraved the
to part company forever.”
Cramps
Coughs Bruises
arms of the city—the castles Alcazaba
Diarrhoea Colds
Burns
Working: Overtime.
and Gibralfaro, and the two tutelar
Sprains and Strains.
Eight hour law's are ignored by those
San
Ciriaco
and
Santa Paula,
Dr. King’s New
martyrs,
tireless, little workers
Gives instant relief.
Life Pills. Millions are always at work,
with the tanto monta of Ferdinand for a
Two sizes, 25c. and 50c.
night and day, curing Indigestion, Biliousmotto. The view from the ramparts is
ness, Consumption, Sick Headache and all
Only one Pain Killer, Perry Davie*.
Stomach, Liver and Bowel troubles. Easy,
superb. Far as the eye can see stretches
pleasant, safe, sure. Only 25c at R. H.
the unruffled Mediterranean, with an
Moody’s drug store.

IT IS GUARANTEED
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Everybody

g ABE THE|BEST.

Medicine

—

THE REPUBLICAN JOURNAL

•-•

The Best and* Most Practical Farm and Fain

ily Paper

In th* United States.

Believing that every one of our readers should
nave at least one good agricultural and fanrilj
journal, we have perfected arrangements wherebj
we can send that practical and instructive journal, Farm and Home, in connection with The
Republican Journ 1 ol remarkably liberal term
as given below.
Lack of space forbids but a brief
description of the contents of Farm and Home
which is unequalled for variety and excellence
Prominent among its many departments may be
mentioned the Farm and harden, Market Reports,
Fruit Culture, Plans and Inventions, The \plary,
Tu'.ks with a Luwjer, \round the hiobc, live stoch
and Dairy, The Poultry Yard, The question Bov
Plants and Flowers, The Veterinary, Fashions and
Fane} Work, Household Features.
Farm and Home is published semimonthly,
thus giving you 24 numbers a year, the whole
making a volume of over 500 pages, teeming witl
all the latest and

most

reliable information tbai

experience ami science can supply.
By special arrangement we make for a limited
time the following liberal offer:
To all who pay for The Republican Journal one
year In advance £2.00, Farm and Home will b(
sent for one year tree. The regular subscription
for Farm and Home Is 5b cents
Address all orders
Ttlh
4m46

t

a

year.

There is nothing so pleasing for home
tertainment as the Grapliophones.
is
as

en-

It

enjoyed by young and old. Prices
follows.

$5.00,-£6.00,-$7.50,
$12.50,-$25.00.
GRAND MACHINES,

$50.00, $100.00
and 150.00.
~

f
Small

Records.$5.00

Grand Records.

Toy Grapliophones with 5
Records.
Records ill sets of 5.

Dozen
<»0 Each

1

1.50
50o per set

—

I have the agency for the Columbia PhonCall early and leave orders.

ograph Co.

>

KKPUBLICA^ JOURNAL PUB CO.,
Belfast, Me.

F. A. FOLLETT,

....THE....
51 Church

There is a time in every life when opportunities
to come freighted with blessings of special
fortune to each one of us, and very many are loresighted enough to grasp this opportunity, and
very much better their condition m life and are
thrown out of the old rut into a bl ight avenue of
existence, and light here in your midst is the
of a Garment Cutting
opportunity in the
School where each pupil is taught separately how
to Draft, Cut, Put Together, Baste all kinds of
garments worn by ladies and children; also
Featherboning and fancy cording for trimming, in
all its wonderful ways.
A great many are attending the school, which
occupied one room at first, then took a second
room and within a week have been obliged to
move into the third room to accommodate their
pupils. One can hardly realize the value of the
school until they visit it and see what it is like,
and the great interest manifested by the pupils
in it. Quite a number are fitting themselves for
teachers and will open schools in other locations
(and the opportunities are wonderful) others are
fitting themselves to do their own work, while
some expect to do dressmaking for a business.
All are are getting the very largest, value and
and seem to think that this opportunity is certainly the cream of existence for them, and are
bound to get all they can out of it. You are
cordially invited to visit our school and see if
there isn’t something in it that will interest you.
School Monday, Wednesday and Friday afternoons and evenings over FraiiK Knowltoirs store,
High Street, Belfast, Me.
seem

Street,

Belfast,

DOLLARS

shape

THE DIAMOND

GARMENT CUTTEP CO

LOGS

WANTED.
The Northport Wesleyan Grove Camp-Meeting
Association expects to rebuild its wharf in the
spring and will need 300 spruce logs from 30 feet
to 35 feet long and eight inches in diameter 30 feet
from the butt, for piling, logs to be delivered on
or before April l, 1901.
Bids will ;be received by the undersigned, for
furnishings these logs until February 9,1901. Bids
may be for all or a part of the number wanted.
The committee reserve the right to reject any or
all bids not in the interest of the Association.
For the committee,

About

Pflin-XiUet

..ANI)..

SSrtRPr

To Benefit You 200 SPRUCE

j

Belfast, Me.
S:

For thus through the long, long winter-time
It answered our every call
With wine of the summer’s golden prime
Sealed by the hand of fall.
The best there was of the earth and air,
Of rain and sun and breeze,
Changed to a pippin sweet and rare
By the art of the faithful trees.

And my feet walk

Woman’s Vote in Kansas Not in Danger.

requested to present them, and

COLUnBIA

It stood in the cellar low and dim,
Where the cobwebs swept and swayed,
Holding the store from bough and limb
At the feet of autumn laid.
And oft, when the days were short and drear
And the north wind shrieked and roared,
We children sought in the corner, here,
And drew on the toothsome hoard.

1

sell at home for ten cents the pound.
A good deal of cotton is also grown
in the neighborhood of Malaga, together
with some coffee, olives, oranges, barley and figs. And now-a-days, since the
war has cut off free sugarcane from
Cuba, the cultivation of cane—originally introduced by the Moors many centuries ago, but allowed to die out after
the discovery of the West Indies—is

are

12 Main St.,

STAPLES & COTTRELL

Spanish city, and even its celled, having Malaga raisins mixed! cross between a 'coon and a common
Coon-cats have been recognized
with it to add “body" and aroma. The cat."
grandees
becoming addicted to the
as a distinct breed in Maine for so long
hats
are
made
the
palmetto
by
peasantI that the memory of the oldest inhabiWestern vice of industry. The ancient
Phoenician's love of gold seems to linger women, in odd moments, as their sisters tant runs not back to their beginning.
A wonderful barrel was this, had we
in the air; and even since Moslem days, in other parts of the country weave You will find several of them in almost
but rightly heard,
Its
in that part of the world. Filledmessage
any
village
lace.
housewives
in
station
Spanish
with the tales of wind and bee,
any
when the Sultans held gorgeous court
Of cricket and moth and bird;
are not what we would call domestic [The Saturday Evening Post.
here and Malaga, proud of her beautiKite with the bliss of the fragrant June
NERVOUS PROSTRATION.
When skies were soft and blue;
ful situation and rich in her flourishing models, and so their “odd minutes” are
Have You These Symptoms ?
with the dreams of a harvest moon
!
sit
on
Thronged
the
door-step all
commerce, was known as "The Hand many. They
O'er fields drenched deep with dew.
Are you nervous? Are you fidgety ? Are
and Mouth of Grenada”—it lias been day long, and weave and gossip and you irritable? Are you changeable in your
I’d fain essay
and weave, making straw hats moods? Is your appetite capricious? Does t)h homely barrel, skill
an important and opulent town.
Few gossip
Your marvelous
again;
mind wander?
Do you change your Take me back to the
your
the
hundred
for
a
few
past, I pray,
pesadas. The mind often on the same subject ? Is it hard
traces of extreme antiquity remain, ex- by
As
now as then—
willingly
merchants buy and pack them in sacks, for yon to concentrate your mind on
any- Back to the tender morns and eves,
cept in the name, which is known to lie
one subject?
Are you fretful ?
Are
The noontides warm and still,
Plwnician; hut whether it comes from well weighted and pressed down, six sleepless? Do you have flashes of coldyou
or
The fleecy clouds and spangled leaves
hundred
dozen to a sack. The hats go heat ? Are you troubled at times with
M< lech, a king, or Melach, salt lisli, Is still
palOf the orchard over the hill.
Do you have cold sweats ? Do
to New York, where they are bleached pitation?
a puzzle to phiologists.
At any rate, it
[Edwin L. Sabin, in Lippineott’s.
you have spells in which you surely think
and
and
sell'for
about 25 cents you are going to die ? I )o you have
pressed,
was the Roman Malaca. It was so old a
strange,
CASTOnlA.
IIow can exporters and mer- roaring, buzzing sounds in your ears ?
Do
town that its beginning were lost in an- apiece.
The Kind You Have Always Bought
suffer from Paralysis, Sciatica, Loco- Bears the
you
chants
make
to
any profit,
say nothing motor Ataxia?
tiquity when Tank, of the Berbers, took
If
have
of
these
the weavers? but there is surely
you
symptoms. Dr. llalit in the year 710. ruder the Moors, who
lock’s Wonderful Electric Pills for weak,
held sway here, as it happened, exactly profit enough for somebody in the worn-out, nervous people should be used at
Home-Made Sunshine.
They will positively restore y ou to
777 years—Malaga became a very para- raisins, though not to the consumer! once.
perfect health and give a buoyant spirit
dise on earth, according to all histori- You see them lying about here on ware- with nerves of steel and completely
cure all
What care I—as the days go by—
ans.
Ferdinand I. recovered it from house floors, bushels upon bushels of of above symptoms. Give them a trial.
Whether gloomy or bright the sky?
Sold at drug stores, 81 a box; 6 boxes, What care I what the weather may be ?
the infidels in the year 14*7,after a dread- them,
comparatively valueless until sufficient to cure most obstinate cases, 8r>. or Cold or warm—’tis the same to me.
ful siege. The king broke every pledge packed in cork dust, the inferior ones sent direct from laboratory, prepaid, on re- For my dear home skies are always blue;
of price. Advice on all diseases, from And my dear home weather (the glad days
and followed up his triumphs with au- under the guise of “seedless raisins,” ceipt
Address IIALLOCK
specialists, Free.
thro’)
tos-de-fe and wholesale confiscations; put into tiny paste board boxes, which DRUG CO., 110 Court St., Boston, Mass. Is beautiful summer from morn till night,
any other

re-1

Stock and Fixtures'

1

you may see women packing
boxes of raisins in corkdust,
sorting
almonds and corking and labelling bottles. Both labels and bottles are made
in England—which does not speak well
for Mr. Bevan’s patriotic
encouragement of home industries. The wood
for boxing the fruit and nuts is all
brought from Norway in the shape of
shingles, and the corkdust, of which

Angli- but the names of the murdered Moors
spain—aud perhaps that is were avenged by the French some four
why it is also the dearest, centuries afterwards, who sacked the
prices here are nearly city, killed two-thirds of the inhabiiif Northern towns, with
tants, and exacted twelve million dollars
ng to show for the differ- in
gold from the remainder. A few years
are a great many inns, of
later they again pounced upon the ungrees of badness.
Probably resisting city, and as a last indignity,
the famous “Gran Hotel de after their
military promenade was conwhich is the most splendid
cluded, they assembled the citizens in
'ive—and about the most the
Alameda, drew out the cartridges
It is kept by a wealthy
they had loaded on the Bidassoa and
h also owns great show- threw them in the faces of the
thoroughMadrid and Grenada. At
ly cowed “patriots.” Since that day
rowded with invalids, tourMalaga has had several rousing revolu"i'.-uu merchants, at this time
tions, and there is hardly a substantial
literally packed; and in it house in the town that is not more or
-mod deal less of the Spanish
less scarred with bullets or cannonan any other of
Europe. At balls.
I
"■revel that the place is so
Now-a-days tlie place is a good deal j
"‘tod to by the ailing, for a
more celebrated for its grapes than its
"ii is
blowing—a dry, hot guns,—for its good red wine than for
-'M over the African deserts
patriot blood. The castle of Gibralfaro j
extreme lassitude.
The —“Hill of the
Pharos”—on its lofty I
inloubtedly good for persons summit, 550 feet above the town, is
i'i
lungs on account of exces- easily reached by steep and crooked
there being only about 20
pathways, winding amid half-ruined
..
a year, then nevermore
fortifications and dens of filth and povj
or two at a time—so that
erty through the old Moorish quarter. ;
seldom a day when inva- it
was originally connected by parallel ;
exercise in the open air. walls with the
Alcazaba, a fortification !
temperature averages 50 de- of great strength, built in
1279, which j
which is eight degrees stands at
some little distance and was
sc

blooming gardens, attesting the

season,

it

GOING OUT OF BUSINESS.

(with.

wealth derived from this
extraordinary
Spain has lost much at the
hands of Uncle Samuel, but the
disas
ters of the recent war have rather increased than diminished the
prosperity
of this, her second commercial
city.
There are German and English and
French colonies in the place, and even
a small American
community, all on
friendly terms with one another, though
each has its especial club-house and
reading-rooms. The head of the American colony, by the way, is Mr. Warren
C. Bevanof Baltimore, who came here
about twenty years ago.
Of course,
like all the other foreigners, he is engaged in the raisin business; and to this
is added almonds, wines, and
palmetto
hats—all cond%ted under the same extensive roof and on the same floor, except the wine-cellar. In this well arranged and orderly place work is always
going on. Though this is not the busy

represented than in any other Spanish
wners bawling in a verycity of equal wealth. However, the
itrues, with all the energy new
aqueduct is now expected to do
mation of liack-drivers at
away with cholera for all time to come,
city ferry. Boat hire, like the local physicians having decided that
else here, is
ygry extortion- the dread disease has hitherto been con-

■

Catarrh has become such a common
j disease that a person entirely free from
'this disgusting complaint is Seldom met
It is customary to speak of Catarrh
than a bad cold,
as
nothing more serious of
the nose and
a
simple inflammationa
throat. It is, in fact,
complicated and
if
not
at first, it
very dangerous disease;
very soon becomes so.
The blood is quickly contaminated by
the foul secretions, and the poison through
the general circulation is carried to all
parts of the system.
Salves, washes and spray* are unsatisfactory and disappointing, because they do
not reach the seat of the trouble. S. S. S.
does. It cleanses the blood of the poison
aHd eliminates from the system all catarrhal secretions, and thus cures thoroughly
and permanently the worst cases.

commerce.

■

:

CATARRH

completely enclosed within the mountains and the sea. The mountains
rising
in natural terraces close behind
the
town, seem to be bare of vegetation, yet
are clothed with
vineyards to their summits.
Africa is dimly visible on the
southern horizon, and all around the
circuit of the harbor, where ride the
ships of the world (as many as three
thousand vessels anchoring
every year
in front of Malaga), are elegant villas

Its houses of monoto-

sea.

r

occasional sail resting
apparently motionless on its surface of burnished
blue. The picturesque city at your
feet,
from which only a drowsy hum ascends
to the height, is situated on the
threshold of a narrow valley, so that it
is

What
Motherhood
Means ^g;

I. H. W.

SENSE
Is the title of

a

booklet by

an

advertising expert.

Both are needed to make

advertising successful.
The Journal is ready to advise with
its patrons on advertising and to
prepare advertisements
their requirement?.

to

meet

Advertising Pays

WHARFF, President,
Dan forth, Maine.
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FOB.
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RENT.7

The rooms on Main street over the store of H.
L. Lord and American Express Co. Can be made
Will he altered to suit tenent and
all modern conveniences put in.
ARNOLD HARRIS,
137 E. 54 Street, New York, N. Y.

connecting.

Republican Journal Pub. Co.,
BELFAST, MAINE.

LEWIS’
INHALANT

FOR

1’HTHISIC

The only patent medicine in the world that gives
universal satisfaction. It never fails to give immediate relief: it never fails to greatly lessen the
severity of attacks. Many distressing cases of
Phthisic cured in a short time. Not a fault found
nor a failure reported in thirty-eight years.
Sent by mail. Price $ 1.00.
Iy4*
Patented.
J. C. LEWIS, Proprietor,
No. 16 Prescott St., Somerville. Mass.
A. A. Howes & Go., Agents, Belfast, Me,

Farm for Sale.
Situated in the town of Knox on what is calked
Walker ridge, 65 acres of land, fields, pasture and
buildings. Price $560.00. For particulars write
or see tne subscriber on the farm.
ALLEN F. LEONARD.
2ml*
East Knox, lie.
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“Smashes”
bar rooms

all the go in Kansas

are

Some of the papers are ranking Mrs.
Carrie among the great Nations.

ground hog

The

has been heard from,

and “winter has taken another flight.”
The
ice

on

This

Tammany
the

means

ice trust is

cutting

no

Kennebec or Penobscot.
the loss of a winter’s work

to many Maine

people.

The Boston Globe

reports brook trout

in the market at 80 cents a pound. That
is about the price .of lobster; but when
we

810,000 lobster hatchery
look forward to lower rates.

get

can

our

we

Kudyard Kipling must be emptying
judging from the story,
“Kim,” appearing in McClure’s Magazine. Let us hope that he may soon
get to the bottom of that receptacle of
odds and ends, and give us a story
like “Captains Courageous,” or a new
series of Jungle Tales.
his waste basket,

tiolds Its 38th Annual Session in
Jan. 30th and 31st-

BridjgtonNews not long ago a
very interesting account of a vacation
Augusta trip to the island of Monhegan.

The Belfast contingent left on the
1.25 p. m. train Jan. 30th for Augusta,
with some forebodings as to what might
be in store for them in the way of the
weather. More than once ha3 the
Maine Press Association encountered
blizzards during its annual meetings,
and on one memorable occasion it was
snowed-in at the Preble House in Portland. The weather was all right at the
start, however, and while enjoying the
more than tropical warmth of Jerry’s
car the travellers looked out upon a
truly wintry landscape. The hills, the
trees, the ponds, the streams, all were
covered with snow. Save at the stations there were no signs of life out of
doors, no teams, no cattle; but it was
to see the generous woodpiles at
the doors of the houses we passed and

curling up from
chimneys. Even at Burnham the
mercury was not so low but that we
could enjoy a breath of out-door air on
to note the blue smoke

platform while awaiting the westbound train, which fortunately was not
the

a

as

The writer had for

usual.

seatmate a

gentleman

from the Pa-

cific coast, who did not reveal his miswho

but

had

treat of the same

subject

in the

columns of the Journal this week.
article

by

liev. J. E. C.

Sawyer

of

The

Syra-

N. Y.. on “Men in the Church”
was given to the compositors before we
cuse.

received the manuscript of a sermon by
liev. George S. Mills, pastor of the
Congregationalist church in this city,

ones

who have

sighed

for a “cot”—and

got it.

j

The

following

oflicers were

remarked,

Hussey, ’02, lias'returned

The Senior class had
recess

a

to

school.

class meeting at

Monday.

Democratic in appearance. The House
was not in session that afternoon, but
w'e found Hon. Fred S. Walls, represen-

Vinalliaven, in his seat;
and close by was Representative M. C.
Hill of Belfast; both ready to greet
tative from

The girls think seriously of buying “the
a rattle.
It is not necessary to say
that it will be rubber.

baby”

borne of the Freshman girls have been advanced a stage (or platform).

and

serve

county.
want to
ures

at

hail from Waldo
If there is anything you
know about men or measall who

Augusta

you

need

not

go

farther than “Fred” or “Mell.” Representative and Mrs. Walls are
at
the Augusta House, which is also the
stopping place of our Senator, Hon.
As our principal had a severe cold all his
Albert Pierce, who has entered upon his
classes were given written lessons on Frisecond term with the experience gained
day.
in the last Legislature, added to ability,
The next lecture in the High School industry and an earnest desire to render his constituents good service.
We
course will be by l’rof. A. N. Leonard, l’h.
I)., of Hates College, on “The Age of Louis were sorry not to have met the other
XIV.”
members of the Waldo delegation, but
The school has been presented with a
large map of the United States, which now
hangs on the rear wall.

Concerning

Local Industries.

had little

opportunity

to look them up.

Fortune favored us in finding GoverHill in his room at the State House
and able to spare the time for a social
While, like his predecessors, he is
One of the busiest places on the Belfast call.
branch is at Winnecook, where thirteen dif- no doubt subjected to many callers who
ferent parties are getting out and shipping have axes to grind or favors to ask, he
spool wood, cord wood, etc. A long siding made no complaint on that score, but
has been built and about one hundred carexpressed the pleasure it gave him to
loads have been shipped thus far.
have so many visitors from all parts of
We are told that all the butter used by tie State who came only to offer conthe Pullman Car Company from their Boston
gratulations and extend good wishes.
supply station for New England is made in
Certainly he is worthy of them; and
Unity. Their eggs go from Clinton. They
Maine is to be congratulated on having
use only the best.
as her chief executive a young man of
such fine abilities,pleasing presence, and
Transfers in Real Estate.
whose life is without a stain. None
The following transfers in real estate
hold him in higher regard than his
were recorded in Wllldo County Registry of
friends in the Maine Press Association,
Deeds for the week ending Feb. 6, 1901:
has been an active member
Eva J. Mixer, Cornwallis, Ore., to Warren of which he
Johnson, Waldo; land and buildings in for twenty-one years; and be and Hon.
Belfast. Geo. H. Davis, Belfast, to Harry S. W. Lane, Mayor of Augusta, answerE. Davis, do.; land in Belfast. N. V. Corn- ed at the roll-call Wednesday evening.
forth, Thorndike, to Jas. F. Cole et als, do.;
land in Thorndike. Ebenezer Cobb, SearsAdjoining the Governor’s room is the
mont, to Flora E. Drinkwater, Camden; desk of Miss
EvaL.Shorey,stenographer
land and buildings in Searsmont. A. K.
to the Executive Council, a daughter of
Paul, Boston, to Chas. A. Boynton, SearsMayor H. L. Sliorey of the Bridgton
mont ; land and buildings in Montville.
A.
J. Nickerson et al., Searsport, to E. C. Pike News, and a worthy daughter of a
et al., do.; land and buildings in Searsport. worthy sire. Miss Shorey is not only
E. H. Nealley, by admr., Monroe, to H. C. an expert stenographer but can do good
Buzzell, do.; land and buildings in Monroe. work with her pen. She contributed

F. A. Follett has begun making mackerel
jigs and reports the outlook for the season’s
business as good.

nor

Evans

»

LINE

„

GOODS

Is attracting a great deal of attention—such beautiful
desk,
and dainty coloring we have never before been able to

show^

Dimities—Muslins—Organdies—Silk Stripe Hadr
—Silk

Ginghams—

TO THOSE IN WANT

Such

OF^^^^

WHITE GOODS,

#
as

India Linon—Checked and Plain

—Curtain

+

Nainsooks

Muslin—Piques—Persian

Dotted Swiss Mulls—Plain

Lawn,

Huslins—Dimities

Organdies—Etc.,
IT

The schdol at the Corner, South
Brooks,
closed Thursday, Jan.
31s^fa,fter a very successful term of ten weeks taught by Mr.
Frank Tburston of Freedom. A marked
progress which was very much to the credit
of their teacher was shown by all the
pupils.
In the evening the scholars gave a line exhibition to a large audience. Following is
the program:
Address of Welcome,
Virgie Elwell
Pec.,
Nelson Reynolds
Bee.,
Fanny Roberts
The Dutchman,
Janies Payson
Pec-,
Frank Ellis
Dialogue,
Rehind the curtain
Bee
Edna Elwell
Tableau,
Rising Sun
Pe°->
Win. Austin
Dialogue,
by two girls
Lillian Batohelder
Rec.,
Pec.,
Ashby Nash
Kec.,
Marie Elwell
Song,
Nellie Bowden
Clara Braley
Dialogue,
Managing affairs

Topsy-Turvey,
meeting was called to Daily paper,
James Payson
President Robbins at 2.30, and Dialogue,
Fashion Eads
v aledictory,
Marion
Rej nolds.
the Senate chamber, floor and gallery,
The exhibition was a great success in
was filled with members and spectators,
every respect. After the program appropriate
many extra chairs being brought in. remarks were made by Hon. I. G.
Reynolds,
Samuel L. Boardman of the Bangor Joseph Ellis and C. L. Austin
followed by a
Commercial, was introduced as the es- farewell address from the teacher. Then
sayist of the association. His subject all went home well satislied with the evenwas “Books and Libraries, Collectors ing’s entertainment.
and Collecting,” and for an hour his
The Primary school closed a ten weeks
carefully prepared article held the clos- term Friday, taught by Miss Mabel Rose.
est attention of the large gathering. Number of pupils registered 36; average
His subject was a broad one and he attendance 30; pupils not absent a day
Bertha Hall, Lila Estes, Clair Roberts,
touched briefly on many matters in a
Hilda Lane, Arline Estes, Elbert Ames,
most entertaining fashion—the relation
Hattie Work, Mertie Ames, Earl Gibbs.
of the newspaper business to book pub- Seven from the
4th grade will enter the
lishers in Maine, the libraries of Maine, Grammar school next
term; eleven have
and the world, the great private collec- been promoted this year. Superintendent
Stantial
and
tions, the pleasure and difficulties of
many of the parents were presgetting together exhaustive libraries on ent at the closing exercises, when the folspecial subjects, fads in collections, the lowing program was given:
America,
School
noble work done by Carnegie and oth- Singing
VV elcome, exercise by Lena Carpenter,
Maud Webb, Hester Rose, Mertie Ames,
ers, the sphere of usefulness of the
Arline Estes, Georgia Work, Mildred
free public library, etc.
It was a subLang.
ject which must have required a vast Dec., “If I knew,”
Elbert Ames
amount of patient research, and the es- Dialogue, “Two.schoolmates.”
Dec., “In March,”
Lawrence West
say was one of instruction as well as Song, “Little birdie..
Gladys Godding
entertainment.
Rec., “Vacation time.”
Bertha Hall
Rec. and song, “Little but keen,”
President Robbins then introduced

NEW

SUMMER WASH

THE NEWS OF BROOKS.

other interests of the State. Therefore be
it
Resolved, that the publishers of Maine
have a right to stand upon a basis of equality before the law with the rest of their fellow citizens.
Resolved, that we heartily endorse the
bill now pending before the judiciary committee as a measure whose just purpose it
is to bring our ancient laws into harmony
with modern conditions. It is conservative
and fair in all its provisions, and embodies
nothing that it is not already in force in
leading States of the Union.
We are fully convinced that its passage
will be simply an act of justice.

WILL PAY

YOU TO SEE OUR

NEW STOCK BEFORE PURCHASING

fc^’We

have

just received another
UNDERWEAR.

lot of

DOiVlf•§.

TIC MUSLIN

FRED A. JOHNSON, Masonic Temple,

The afternoon

order

elected

Dover; secretary,
all that could be 'desired, and each year
Joseph Wood of Portland; treasurer,
sees a decided improvement in the inP. O. Vickery of Augusta; correspondwhich is published at the earnest reOur people may well feel
interior.
quest of the women of his congrega- proud of the rotunda with its cases of ing secretary, S. L. Boardman of Bangor; executive committee, President
tion. It now remains for the women battle
Hags on each side and the portraits Robbins, Howard Owen of
Augusta,
to see that the men read both articles. of Maine’s
governors looking down Frank
G. Rich of Bangor, and Fred W.
Also appealing to the men, but on the from the walls.
Among the recent ad- Sanborn of
Norway. All the officers
side of mercy, is the poem by Holman ditions to this
gallery are portraits of were re-elected.
F. Day, on the 6th page, which we have our former and much-loved fellow citiKendall M. Dunbar of Damariscotta
captioned “As Good as a Sermon.”
zen, Hon. IVm. G. Crosby, and of our was
elected essayist and It. Fulton
A Georgia planter, Hon. James M. present Governor, Hon. John F. Hill. AVormwood of Biddeford
poet of the
Smith of Oglethorpe county, has sold The Senate chamber has had some new next annual
meeting,
furniture
since
our
last
visit
and
is
a
his cotton crop in bulk to Inman & Co.
The following were proposed for
of Augusta for $100,000. The crop con- very handsome room. The prevailing membership, and all were unanimouscolors are terra cotta and green.
The
sisted of 2,000 bales, and the price paid
ly elected: Alfred D. AVeeks of Augusis about ten cents a pound; double the walls, ceiling and woodwork are in terra ta, Alexander
Spear of AVestbrook,
and the carpet and upholstery in
price the crop would have brought three cotta,
Grace E. Burgess of Belfast, Ernest C.
The rich stained glass windows
green.
years ago. At this rat? cotton growing
Bowker of Bethel, Frank AV. Rollins
Maine’s industries—ice cutis profitable, especially so to a progres- represent
of Ellsworth, and Fred AAr. Hall of CarOn
sive farmer, one who raises his own ting, fishing, manufactures, etc.
ibou.
the right of the President's desk is the
From enquiry made of members we
supplies, fills his barns from his own
fields and his smoke-house from his own coat of arms of Maine, and on the left are warranted in
saying that Miss Burthat of the United States. Around the
pig pens. But for many years after
gess is the only woman in Maine who
walls
near
the
ceiling, at regular inter- is both proprietor and
the war cotton was grown at a loss, and
manager of a
during a visit to Georgia in 18T2 we vals, are laurel wreaths in green, en. job printing office. On the death of her
a gilt star.
The
room
is
closing
light- father, Geo. W.
were told that a majority of the farmBurgess, a veteran of
ed by electric lights on the walls, singly
ers were heavily in debt to commission
the war of the rebellion, a little more
and in clusters, and they also shine out
merchants for fertilizers..
Now the
than three years ago, Miss Burgess
The
South is prospering, with other sections from the ceiling like jewels.
assumed the management of the office
woodwork harmonizes with the general
of the country.
and has since successfully conducted it,
color scheme,and even the blotters on the
working at the case herself, or running
High School Notes.
desks of the Senators are a light shade
the job presses, employing such help as
of green. The necessarily more spacious
the business demands, and doing all
Miss Jane Brown, 'iX), visited the school
I
hall of the House of Representatives is,
recently.
; kinds of work from pamphlets to postas one or the visitors
more
Mr.

*

OUR

A. B. Pay3on, one of Brooks’ most successful teachers, closed a very successful term
of school last week in East Knox, where he
has been employed since Sept. 1st. Mr.
Payson attended the High sohool in his own
town and later the E. M. C. S. at
Bucksport.
He graduated from Castine Normal school
in the class of 1900, and has taught several
terms in the common schools of Maine. He
leaves for Boston and Providence this week
to spend his vacation with friends and relatives.

general debility.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla

acts directly and
peculiarly on the blood, and by making
it pure, rich and abundant, strengthens
the stomach, liver and kidneys,
perfects digestion, secretion and excretion,
clears the complexion, increases the
weight, and builds up the whole system.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla, being an excellent remedy, is one for which substitutes are sometimes offered. They do
not act like Hood's, and it is expensive,
in view of the result, to experiment
with them.
Hood’s Sarsaparilla is obtainable of
"11 druggists.

'

Thursday evening the Maine Press
Association was delightfully entertained by Governor and Mrs. Hill at their
home in the Blaine mansion. Among
the guests were President Hamlin of
the Senate and Speaker Manley of the
House. Thus pleasantly ended the 38th
annual session.

ing to do, simply because they cannot
make up their minds to do it, in spite
of the fact that pimples are pimples
and kidney complaint is kidney complaint, and what has cured these things
in one person can be reasonably expected to cure them in another.
He took Hood’s Sarsaparilla, which
has an unequalled record of permanent cures of pimples and kidney complaint, as. well as of all other cutaneous
eruptions, all scrofulous diseases, catarrh, dyspepsia, rheumatism and

for the ensuing year: President, Cliesi ter W. Robbins of Old Town; vice
A visit to the State House is first in
presidents, Charles A. Pilsbury of Belorder; and what a fine place it has got fast, ,7esse II.
Ogierof Camden, and Listo be.
Architecturally the building is
P.

pounds.

ble me at all.”
What did he do for himself?
That is a pertinent question.
Before it is answered, let it be said
that he did what he was told to do,
and that was what thousands had been
told to do and had done with entire
satisfaction to themselves.
And yet it was what many are delay-

j

ton

14

“My face and body were covered
pimples, and for nearly 3 years
I had been troubled with my kidneys.
“I now weigh one hundred and
fifty-six pounds.
“My face and body are free from
pimples, and my kidneys do not trou-

resented in the section from which he tee read
appreciative sketches of the
came.
In due time the train rolled into lives of these two honored members.
and
soon
after
the
travellers
Augusta,
Mr. Thurston had attained a good old
were under the roof of the Augusta
age, and of his long and useful career
House, a hostelry that for more than it
may well be said, “Servant of God,
half a century has figured largely in the well
done;” while Mr. Mudgett was in
The Maine editors in session at Au- social and political life of the State the
of life, and might have lookprime
gusta to-day are trying to explain to Capitol. If these old walls could speak, ed forward to
many years of usefulthe legislators that they shouldn’t mind what tales
they would tell. The writer ness. In their death the Maine Press
the little jabs they make at them occashas been a more or less frequent soAssociation has sustained a great loss.
sionally. [Bangor Commercial.
Oh no! They availed themselves of journer here for a score of years, and a
The annual report of Treasurer P.
the opportunity to administer the jabs cot at the Augusta House would be pre- O. Vickery showed all bills
paid and
ferred to a suite of rooms elsewhere.
personally.
$421,84 in the treasury. There were reJust now the house is more than crowdports from various committees, and
Cots are placed in all available
It is reported from Topeka, Kansas, ed.
from the county historians; and we
that a plot on the part of the liquor places; rooms are engaged for days
take this occasion to again call attenmen there to tar and feather Mrs. Carahead; and proprietor and clerks alike tion to the importance of
having these
rie Nation, the "joint” smasher, has are sad because they have to turn peoreports full, accurate and up-to-date.
been discovered.
The report has' ple away. Having written a week or
They certainly form a very important
frightened Mrs. Nation and her sister two beforehand we rejoice in the pos-! part of our published records and will
crusaders, but they declare they will session of rooms next to the sky; but furnish data for the future historian
continue the work of destroying “mur- they have a pleasant outlook, are of the Maine Press. The
list of county
warmed by radiators, and contain everyder shops.”
historians was revised and George A.
thing needed for comfort. We can cer- Quimby of Belfast is the historian for
11 is purely accidental that two clergytainly “look down” on the less favored Waldo countv.
men

Collins,

with

down-east,
many
Portland, a charter member, and Milquestions to ask concerning the good old lard E. Mudgett of Bangor. Later
State of Maine, which is so largely rep- Howard Owen of the
necrology commitsion

This statement

four

The Wednesday evening session was
held at the Senate chamber, with a good
attendance. A new feature, introduced by President Hunter, was the reading of the President’s message, and
after the roll-call President C. W. Robbins of the Old Town Enterprise read
and excellent paper, in which touching
reference was made to the death of
two members of the association during
the past year— Brown Thurston of

the

of the job department, and Decrow is
employed in the same department. All
are well and doing well, as
their many
friends will be glad to know. The Farmer is running a Simplex
type-setting
machine,but Dr. Twitchell the manager,
is not yet prepared to give it an unqualified endorsement. The time will come,
no doubt, when there will be a machine
on the market suited to the
needs, and
pocket; of the average country newspaper, but we do not think that time
has arrived.

was made by Henry
Drummond Aye., Waterville, Me., on the 24th of June, 1900:
I weighed one hundred and twenty-

J.

We arrived in Augusta too late for
the preliminary or executive session of
the Maine Press Association, when
topics of interest to active newspaper
men are discussed behind closed doors.
On this occasion a very interesting
paper on “The Libel Laws of Maine”
was read by Clarence B. Burleigh of
the Kennebec Journal, and was followed by discussion.
Of" course these
meetings are not to be reported, and
we can only envy those who are able to
attend and participate in them. At the
open sessions there are always outsiders present and one does not feel
like discussing business methods and
business concerns in their presence.

good

crowded

What A WaterviUe Man
Vid.

to the

THE MAINE PRESS ASSOCIATION

THE RIPPBLICiH JOUKNAL

of

!

as

by

DOUBLE STAMP SALE.
Commencing THURSDAY, FEB. 7th

and

closing SATURDAY NIGHT, FEB. 9th, we
we shall give TWO TRADING STAMPS
instead of one,

on

all CASH sales.

FRED A.

JOHNSON.

Dry and Fancy

Goods

Hilda Lane

poet of the occasion .1. Clair Minot Exercise by seven girls, “The Coming Woman.”
the Kennebec Journal, whose clevRec., “Snow Hakes feast.”
Mildred Lang
“Our
poem,
Regal Mother, Maine,” Rec., “Grandmother’s stitches,”

the

of
er

is

published

in full on the 6th page.

Both essay and poem were warmly received,and on motion of Howard Owen a
vote of thanks was extended the writers,
and the essay and poem were ordered

printed with
meeting.

the

proceedings

of

the

Some of the Belfast delegation who
were

booked to return home oil the 3.20

Hattie Work

Dec., “Queer babies,”
Albert Jenkins
Rec., “Receipt for sleighing,” Lila O’Brien
Dec., “If a body find a lesson,” Will Lane
Rec., “Vacation,”
Inez Lancaster
Maud WTebb and Lila O’Brien
Song,
Rec., “Miss Geography,”
Gladys Godding
Dec., “A small boy’s morning,”

NEW FIRM.

Clair Roberts
Kec., “The one dandelion,”
Mertie Ames
Dec., “Grandmother,”
Bernard Staples
Rec., “Crooked Jack.”
Clara Springer
Dec., “Princie,”
Harry Walker
Rec., “Puss and the turtle,”
Arline Estes
Exercise by four girls, “Wre little flowers.”
Dec., “Hoe out your row,” Edwin Springer
Exercise by four boys, “Points of the compa ss.”
Dec., “Down to grandfather’s.”
Lawrence Estes

p. 3i. train Thursday, and were thus debarred from the pleasure of attending
the literary exercises, went down town
after an excellent dinner at the Augusta House, to make some business and Song.
| ers and cards.
ihe matter of the Maine libel laws, social calls. The first place visited was
*100 REWARD SI no
The readers of this paper will pleased to
which had been considered at the after- the Kennebec Journal office, now locatlearn that there is at least one dreaded disnoon meeting, was informallydiscussed,
ed in a new building suited to its needs, ease that science has been able to
cure in
and it was voted unanimously that the with a full modern equipment in all de- all its stages, and that is Catarrh. Hall’s
association endorse the libel bill now partments. Mr.Flynt kindly explained Catarrh Cure is the only positive cure
known to the medical fraternity. Catarrh
before the Legislature and that every the working of the Linotypes, and being a constitutional disease requires a
constitutional treatment. Hall’s Catarrh
effort be used to secure its passage.
two of the four were running, turning
Cure is taken internally, acting directly
Bro. Kendrick of the Boothbay Reg- out matter, line by line, ready to be on the blood and mucous surfaces of upthe
ister started an interesting discussion placed in the form. A job press on the system, thereby destroying the foundation
of the disease, and giving the patient
over the honorary list, with the idea of
same floor had, however, greater attrac- strength by
building up the constitution and
heaping honors up’on the few remaining tions for the job printer of the party. assisting nature in doing its work. The
have so much faith in its curaproprietors
charter members of the Association, Its easy and noiseless motion seemed tive
powers, that they offer One Hundred
and in the course of his remarks had a just about perfection, and the foreman Dollars for any case that it fails to cure.
Send
for list of testimonials.
good deal to say about grey hairs. The told us that it would work a card or a
Address F. J. CHENEY & CO., Toledo, O.
bald-headed men think, however, that
circular as perfectly as a larger sheet. BSF-Sold by druggists, 75c.'
Hall’s Family Pills are the best.
they should have equal recognition. Down in the basement we saw other
As to the charter members, it is felt that job presses,and the perfecting press on
Mrs. Clara Gilmore and
Burnham.
they would much prefer to remain on which the Kennebec Journal is printed. children visited her mother in Thorndike
a
the active list, and “die in harness.”
Messrs. Burleigh & Flynt are to be confew days
Mrs. Ilazeltine and Mrs. J. F.
gratulated on their completely appoint- Hart have been sick with the grip_P. If.
The Thursday morning session was ed office.
Watson is braking on the freight train between Waterville and Belfast... Dan Jones,
held in the Senate chamber and was dewho is at work on the section for Freeman
Our next call was to be at the post
voted to business. Among those presDyer, was otf a few days sick with the grip.
J. W. Blaisdell, barber, has bought the
ent was Hon. Joseph A. Homan of Au- office,but it lookpd at one time as if we
C. E. Libbey has used for an office.
gusta, a charter member, who until should be unable to gain admittance to building
He is making some needed improvements
recent years had joined the summer ex- Uncle Sam’s buildiqg. There a whirli- before moving in.
cursions and attended the annual meet- gig arrangement at the main entrance
Rucklen’s Arnica Salve
ings, a pleasure which advancing years on which are various printed directions
Has world-wide fame for marvelous cures.
and illness have compelled him to fore- skilfully designed to mislead and ex- It surpasses any other salve, lotion, ointthe stranger, and we might have ment or balm for Cuts, Corns, Burns, Boils,
go. He had a hearty welcome from his clude
Sores, Felons, Ulcers, Tetter, Salt Rheum,
old friends and associates. There was still been out in the cold had not Col. Fever Sores, Chapped Hands, Skin Eruptions; Infallible for Piles. Cure guaransome discussion over the place of next F. W. Plaisted come along in time to
teed. Only 25c at R. II. Moody’s drugstore.
summer’s excursion, but the majority give the grip and password. One of
were of the opinion that the association our party remained outside, and when
Waldo. The young fruit trees in this vimuch damaged by the recent ice
should visit the Pan-American Exposi- Col. Plaisted politely enquired if she cinity were
storm.Charles Shorey lost a very valuaZilla
tion at Buffalo, if satisfactory arrange- did not wish to enter, she replied that ble horse recently of indigestion
Rachel have gone to
ments can be made for the
and it she did not want anything to do with Payson and daughter

NEW GOODS

WE ARE SOLE LOCAL AGENTS FOR ThK

La node $3.00 Shoe for Ladies
Latest styles, manish lasts, Goodyear welt and warranted to giv**
perfect satisfaction or money refunded.
—i

_

ALSO AGENTS FOR ThE^»—-

Celebrated Waukwell $3.50 Shoe
For MEN in RUSSIA CALF, VIC1 KID and ENAME!
LATEST STYLE OF OXFORDS FOR SPRING WE A

BOYS,
YOUTHS,

•

;

|

LATEST

HISSES,

SHOES i CHILDREN’S

We have also quite a large lot of the OLD STOCK left whies
continue to sell at very low cut prices.

Ladies and Hen’s

{yCALL

AND

SEE US

»f

Rubbers and Overshoes

to flt the latest styles of shoes.
wear bring them back and get

—

.

STYLES, BEST OF STOCK, LOWEST PRICES

AND

All

high grade Rubbers warranted.
pair free.

If

in-

a new

LOOK

OUR

STOCK

OVER.

c. c. coonBS (The F.

M.

*1

Francis’ Min,

—

CAPITAL STOCK, $150,000

3 CENTS PER ROLL.

DJBPOSlTM|SOU<,lll'n
Sate

—

trip,

decided. Messrs. C. W. Robbins
of Old Town, C. F. Flynt of Augusta,
and John M. S. Hunter of Farmington
were appointed as the excursion Committee.
George S. Rowell of the Portland Advertiser presented the following resolutions relative to the proposed libel law,
which were unanimously adopted by the
association:
Whereas the present libel laws of Maine
were adopted more than three-fourths of a
century ago, when the conditions of newspaper publication were entirely different
from what they are at the present time. As
a result these laws are
today inequitable
and burdensome. Moreover they single out
of harsh and
for
the
imposition
publishers
unjust rules of law that do not apply to
was so

the

merry-go-round.

For many years when visiting Auwriter has called at the Maine
Farmer office to see Col. Badger and
Howard Owen.
The first has gone to
his reward, and Owen is enjoying a well
earned rest after many years of active
journalism. This time a party of four
called at the Farmer office to see two
Belfast boys,employed there, Mell Bickford and Walter Decrow, and a onetime resident of our city, Mr. H. G.
Griffith, who will be remembered as
foreman of the Belfast Age. He is
now foreman of the Maine Fanner
composing rpom; Bickford is foreman

gusta the

California.M. B. Smith has returned to
Hartford after visiting his parents here—
Mrs: Hannah Swett is slowly improving,
but is still at the home of Eli Whitcomb.

Borders,

One of the most valuable of the many
sporting books published is the “Police
Gazette Annual and Pugilistic Record” for
It has just been issued for this year
1901.
in a vest pocket size, and contains the most
important records which have a bearing upon all branches of
sport. The pugilistic
record includes the battles of every prominent pugilist now before the public, names
of his opponents, locality, dates and decisions. This is the biggest ten cents’ worth of
information ever given.
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SALE CONTINUES

FOR ONE WEEK
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year.
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FROM DATE.

CARLE & JONES,
Main Street.

Cough

CAUTION NOTICE.

works oft the Cold.

Laxative Bromo-Quinine Tablets cure a
cold in one day. No Cure, no Pay. Price
S cents.
lyrae

$33,000

SURPLUS,

I hereby forbid any one
E. Gordon, as I shah pay

trusting my wife, Mary

no

bills of her contract-

LEROY W. GORDON.
Knox Station, January 23,1901.—3w**

ing.

FRESH

TRIPE

lOe per U>-

The regular term of Probate Court will be
held next Tuesday at 10 o’clock a. m.

NEWS OF BELFAST.

!>

"good afternoon,”
V:,,
-good evening,” do we say,
v
rniupt to every *‘P

The Universalist society will have a dime
social and picnic supper at the vestry this,

-ilt- great question of the day

:

is destruction of

lung by
precisely

Thursday, evening.

i®" a-sthegrippe?”

Steamer W. G. Butman made a special
trip to Islesboro Sunday to take to Rockland a number of men employed by the W.

.eting of the W. C. T. U. will
v t E. t'lark Thursdayiafter-

If you kill the germ,
you
stop the consumption. You

H. Glover Co.
!

Bradman is finishing off an
in East Belfast, in addition

P

general repairs.

I*3

iillion Party will take place
...ia}, evening, in Memorial Hall,
iml of the series.

f
P

uigus Times, Cherryfield.

w

quorum present at the
-ting of the trustees of Waldo
ultural Society. The next
in- vailed by the secretary.
not

*r-

a

inbria

was

launched from

\\

|

Registration revised the
week for posting prior to

;

has made a new model
he is to build for McQues'ton and the crew is getting
lie expected to use the
>f a vessel formerly built
able to get either, and was
new, which delayed the
lie has not yet decided
retch the keel.

■

■

in the High school
Memorial Hall to-morrow,
i... h\ A. N. Leonard, Fh D.,
Rates College, on “The
! vThe lectures thus far
i Miieresting and instructive,
ud has a high reputation,
mre

and
"Me

an

that

instructor, while
interests all stu-

The Universalists
give a circus in Belfast
i:xlay and Friday evenings,
'larch 1st, and a matinee
n 2nd. There will be theusual
<*f a circus and menagerie,
mi\g.

|

<

animals, riding, tumbling,
shows. Fred W. Pote will
The admission will be
ager.
great and only, and 10 cents
It is said by those in a
" that it will be as
funny a
: given in Belfast,
mbs is making excellent
icling the Crosby residence.
ct high in the clear and is
rough manner. There are
and "»open fire places in the
giual style of finish is rent house, and the front hall
wel post and a part of the
'tood 98 years. The I, is
: it construction, 19.1x32 feet
The grounds contain 1 1-16
be handsomely graded and
my of the old trees will be
A driveway will extend
it to Franklin street.
VI HEK.
The weather rectlie r. S. Weather Bureau
temperature of the month
have been 18.25°, against
try, 1900, and 20.20 for Janupast. The mercury was at
•"
mi 5 different
days, and belay on one day, the 19th. The
A
p*-rature was 40° the 9th day;
!"w zero the 20th.
Snow fell
with a total snowfall of 22.5
fell on 2 days. The total pre■'ain and melted snow, was
There were 8 clear days; 11
"u‘i
and 12 cloudy. There was an
the 24th, which rivaled in
-fanuary 28, 29 and 30, 1886.
'■

■

■

ms.
a
■

*■*’

1'

1

v

■

on

Sch. Eliza J. Pendlethe blockings in Dyer’s

in.. ,t» be repaired—Sch. Sharon
"mine railway a few days the
'-pairs. She received a new
liked, etc... Sch. H. S. Boyn1'
ckport last Friday after disi’liate for L. A. Knowiton &
" "slow Morse arrived
Saturin with leather board stock
1 "
and some general cargo
1
1 Winterport merchants.
Tiiurlow, New York for Las
"
to anchor at
City Island Feb.
of the masts have been
placed
"-masted schooner now build"
David Sumner at the Cobbii Hot'kland.
Work on the ves’"si"k rapidly and she is fast
!'■• ’"in.
She will launch about
Millionth., Barkentine Mabel
s'i Meyers, which left Turks
mw itli a
cargo of salt for Bosmi
Sunday in lat. 40° 33' N„
W.
11

Weaver. The disabled
li. Weaver left Boston Fri"■
ii tow of a
tug and arrived
‘relay, late at night. The schooner
""-ii off the marine
railway. The
^
mice to return. The schooner
siilerably, but was kept free by
l umps, worked
by hand. Sunday
Parted the line from her bow
t, ,i
|,'uel * Hay Co.’s pier and
•!
7“#lit
W" str<,amThe stern line was
K.
"v*‘i' the head of the
dolphin and
M''1 out into
the harbor. No one was
llt the
iii
time, but she was secured
from lbe shore. Monday forein,.
schooner Sharon was launched
""nine railway, but owing to deit'*1, a broken chain, etc., they
alll“ to get the Weaver on the rail*4
*” addition to the damages
i-po-te
week the vessel is badly twistf"reina3t with its rigging and the
the wm iri‘Place. She brought on deck
lhe maiP and mizzen lowermasts "
,las °n board the iron work for
tlujs,
“■aml nil her sails and rigging.
M1

'I"1

..

i'i'11
lieadg"^'
rffur
||,‘
j

a

1 lie genuine has
picture on it,
no other.

this
take

not too

much

as

a

not to

be

food; makes

vou

eating

is
comfortable.
You grow stronger.
Take more;

much; enough

as

is

as

you like and agrees

you.
Satisfy hunger
with usual food ; whatever
you like and agrees with you.
When

again,

are

you
strong
have recovered your

strength—the
dead

;

The Non Partisan W. C. T. Alliance
will meet with Miss E. O. Frye, Miller St.,
Friday afternoon, Feb. 8th, at three o’clock.
Tonight, Hoyt’s famous comedy in Grimes
Cellr.r Door. A guranteed first class attraction, the best comedy that will be here this

are
germs
you have killed them.

If you have not tried it, send
for free sample, its agreeable
taste will surprise you.
SCOTT & BOWNE,

Chemists,
'409 Pearl St.,
New York.

FOR SALE
..The
Alain

and

that will re-submit the prohibitory amendment to a vote of the people; the other petition remonstrating against re-submission.
Both petitions are receiving many signatures. Another petition is in circulation
asking that the office of State liquor constable be abolished. Waldo county is said to
be the only county in the State which has

• •••

BLOCK.

desirable property is one of the best business locations in the city, and offers rare inducement to a permanent investor. Inquire of
N. F. HOUSTON.

Thursday, February 7th.
EXTRA ATTRACTION COMINO.

GRIMESEY ne BOY

Meetings will be held at the People’s Mission in the Frye school house, Miller street,
every Saturday evening at 7 o’clock. All
welcome.

NATIONAL SUCCESS

Rev. G. D. B. Pepper, D. D., of Waterville will preach at the Baptist church next
Sunday forenoon and evening. Other services of the day and week will be as usual.

Morning service at the Unitarian church
Sunday at 10.4.-> A. m., with sermon by
the pistor, Rev. J. M. Leighton, Sunday
school at 12 m ; Young People’s meeting at 5

Rainy Day

GRIMES CELLAR DOOR.

1

Now $15.00

large Company of Singers and Dancers.

A Guaranteed First-Class Attraction.

By N. B.

25,

The Best

1

I

35 and 50 CENTS.

Comedy of the Season.

j

Imported and Domestic

Underwear.
1 case

yd.

The material includes.

MADRAS,
CHEVIOTS,
OXFORDS,
PIQUES and
LI>ENS,

m width from
32 to 44 inches.

4?

i
i

jpr*8ample hooks
inspection at

j

week to week in The Journal.
invitation is extended to all.

—

—

be made at that time to secure funds
towards the Moody Memorial Endowment.
The treasurer of the fund is Mr. D. W. McWilliams, 287 Fourth Avenue, New York
City, a well-known business man and one
who was for many years a close friend of
Mr. Moody. Mr. McWilliams will he glad
to receive contributions of any amount,
large or small, from all who wish to have a
in honoring Mr. Moody’s memory and
esire to perpetuate the work which he so
much loved.

—

Sart

signature is

Laxative
the

on

Bromo=Quinine
cobs in

remedy that

cures

a

one
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*
LAMPS,
JARDINIERES,
$
CUSPIDORS,

OR

UMBRELLA
For further information
call at

CITY DRUG STORE,
Edmund

Wilson,

STANDS

For Oue W «■ el<,

February

’T'tli to 14th
We will make a clean discount of

regular retail price on all
goods. syDiscount allowed
sales only.
the

Pro'r
every lamp warranted

Printing Office for Sale

Situated In Bangor, Me., (22,000 Inhabitants) now
doing a good business. Material all new within
seven years, on point system.
Cost $2,000. Will
sell for •! ,300. Easy terms. Address,
4w6
F. G. RICH, Bangor, Me.
(Mention this paper.)

House with 8

rooms

prompt paying tenant.
Belfast.

and stable.

To

a

good

WM. C. MARSHALL.
tf2

lamp

very

cheap.

GREAT AUCTION * SALE
A

-OF-

Ready*Made Clothing

331

Jardinieres,
Cuspidors,
Sale is

11-3 OFF.}

only, February

up
SI.OO up

HARrfY W. CLARK* 83 Main Street*
J. M. BARNSTEIN, Auction**!-.

1-3 OFF.!

CARLE & JONES, 17 & 19 Main Street.
(WE KEEP MILEAGE ROOKS TO LET.)

.,dowint„

GOES THE BEEF.
Mil In Stable.

FOR RENT.

Steak, 2 lbs. for

2lie.

Top of Round,
Rump Steak,
Sausage,

16c.
19c,
11c.

Corned Beef,

Tripe,

7c.
41- 2c.

COLD STORAGE MARKET,
I>. A.
|

prices.

FRIDAY AFTERNOON, FEBRUARY 15, will be devoted to Boys and Youths’
Ladies are invited to attend on that day, particularly, to grasp some
of our fine children’s clothing at your own prices. sy°*Seats furnished to ladies.

14.

YOURS TRULY,

WE

Clothing.

February

**♦

Having purchased the stable lately occupied by
Albert McIntosh, known as the City Feed Stable,
I am prepared to run in connection with the Commonwealth Hotel, a first-class Standing In and
Feed Stable. Comfortable waiting room for ladies.
are about to make a change in our business, and in order to reduce our
The best of hay and grain at reasonable prices.
stock quickly to such a point as will enable us to consumate the deal, Also have 7 or 8
good livery teams to let by the
we shajl sell our stock of ready-made clothing and furnishing goods at
o r week.
Open all night and Sundays.
auction beginning THURSDAY, February 14, and continuing through Friday day
E. H. KNOWLTON, Proprietor.
and Saturday.
9 to 12 A. M., 2 to 5 P. 91. and Saturday night 7 to 10.
JOHN A. WARREN, Manager.
own

7 to

up

7c.

...

for one week

331
7c.

...

83 MA,N street.
BELFAST, haine

Come and get clothing and furnishings at your

CASH

PER CENT DISCOUNT

THURSDAY, FRIDAY AND SATURDAY, New Livery, Feei am
HABRV W PI ABlf’C

on

And from that price up.

and FURNISHINGS

FEBRUARY 14, 15 and 16. at

1-3

the above

Its a good opportunity to get a good
This discount will enable you to buy a lamp com- ! / z
plete, with decorated globe for
| ""v.

Umbrella Stands,

I

as

33! Per Gent Discount 33!

....AND....

Positively Cured

day

nAuu I ilf. uLAKA

them,

GEORGE W. BURKETT.

7

(JATARRH

every box of the

genuine
Tablets

One case just arrived,
at low prices.

W'e will not quote prices on
wish to astonish the trade when they examine them.

Ellis,

SB100.00RENT.
This

Figured Dimities.

Jjp°“Xew goods arriving daily.

A cordial

Sunday, February 10th, is to be quite generally observed among the churches and religious societies throughout the country as
a Moody Memorial Day, and an effort will

every department our stock has been
measured and placed upon our counters at prices that will insure tlieir
sale.

107 nAIN STREET.

\

The services at the Universalist church
next Sunday will be as follows: At 10.45 a.
m., regular service, preaching by the pastor; at 12 m., Sunday school; at 0:15 p. in.,
Young Peoples’ meeting; at 7:30 p. m., lecture by the pastor; subject, “Popular
Amusements—Dancing and Card-Playing.”
Special music, as follows: Voluntary, Mendelssohn; selection, choir; solos by Miss
Sullivan and Emery F. White; postlude,
Triumphal March, Beethoven. A cordial invitation is extended to all.

—

Tn

*_

for

we

The Misses

j

Ladies’ Underwear only.17c

Remnants

Lot Jackets sold from $0.50 to $13.50,
now $5 00
1 Lot Jackets for $0.00.
5.00
1 Lot Jackets for $12 and 13.50,
6.50

right

ready

are now

Sold for $2.00, now.$ .90
2.50
4.50,
2.50,
“. 1 50
“. 2.00
3.50,
3 75
7.50,
8 50
(1.50,
8.50, “. 5.00

1

V

Customers are allowed exclusive
of pattern if desired.

[

75c

All of our books we will close out at less
price than the binding is worth.

Which last year proved such a
success. The assortment this year
is more attractive than ever, with
prices ranging from.

20c to $1 per

now

BOOKS!

600
8 50
.10 00
.12.00

10.50,
12.50,
14.00,
18.00,

Silks.

yds. Fancy Silks, worth$l..!5,

Soldfof $4.75, now.$ 2.00

j

SHIRTINGS,

Persecutions.”

■

Fancy
500

j

The Christian Endeavor Societies of the
Baptist and Congregational churches held a
union meeting in the vestry of the latter
Sunday evening at 0.15 o’clock. Reports
were given of the State C. E. Convention in
Portland, and a special responsive service
Rev. C. E. Owen gave an interwas held.
esting address on the work of the Society.

A series of lectures on successive Sunday
evenings at 7:30 o’clook will be given in the
Universalist church by the pastor, Rev.
Ashley A. Smith. The dates and subjects
will be as follows: Feb. 10, Popular Amusements, Dancing and Card Playing; Feb. 17,
American Literature of the XIX Century;
Feb. 24, Popular Amusements, The Theatre;
March 3,The Golden Age. The program, vocal
and instrumental, will be announced from

$18.001

-'

THE AGENCY FOR —-)
J

India.

The subject of the mid-week prayer meeting at the North church this, Thursday,
evening will be “Right Conceptions of God,
Ps. 50; Rom. 3:19-20; John 4:7-11. Sunday
services will be as follows: Preaching by
the pastor, Rev. Geo. S. Mills, at 10.45 a. m.
Sunday school at 12 m. Y. P. S. C. E. meetAt 7.15 P. M. the pastor
ing at 0.15.
will give the third lecture in the series
Events in the IJistory of
on
Great
the Church,” his subject bqing “The Roman

Now

Wt HAVE AGAIN SECl'R"D

vestry in the evening, to be addressed by
Miss Porter, a returned missionary from

j

lot Red Waists, only.75c
our Silk and Wool Waists have
been marked down.

All

Size 33, former price $28.00,

The Associated Press is informed from
Rome that the report of Jan. 16, announcing
the appointment of Vicar General O’Brien
of Bangor to the bisliopic of Maine, is correct.
Rev. H. W. Norton of Searsport will
preach in the Methodist church next Sunday
forenoon in exchange with the pastor.
There will be a missionary meeting in the

WAISTS.

Slide Down the Cellar Door,
Best Musical Comedy of the Season.

next

o’clock.

lot sold for $3.50, now.$1 98

Grimesey
CCp xhe
PRICES

Skirts

Sizes 34 and 38,
former price #25,00,

SANFORD, late Teddy
in Hoyt’s Bunch of Keys.

Headed by LOUISE
A

•

Ladies’ and Misses Cloth Jackets.
Ready Made Skirts, Capes, Etc

MACKIE

The Methodist Sewing Circle is preparing
to hold a fair and supper in the near future,
date not yet decided on.

•«

Fur Jackets, Scarfs and Collarettes,

TAMESS

IN THE

>

Sale

GEORGE W. BURKETTS

HOYT’S FAMOUS COMEDIAN

CHURCHES.

•

•••Of

Opera Tiouse,

Belfast

these liquor constables.
THE

streets,

This

Petitions are in circulation in this city,
one asking the legislature to pass a resolve

are

Hifrh

KNOWN AS

The international Sunday school committee, representing I4S,<)00 Sunday schools in
50c. and $1.00; all druggists.
this country with 13,000,000 members, has
made the suggestion that memorial services
The Rialto Dramatic Club is arranging to
for the dead queen of England be held next
present their drama, “A Virginian Ro- Sunday, the British Sunday school leaders
in
in
Central
three
places
mance,”
or|four
having requested a united movement.

The Belfast Improvement Society met
with Miss Maud E. Barker last Monday
afternoon, and discussed various matters.
The Society is very desirous of procuring the services of a professional forester, Maine.
to aid and instruct in the proper care and I
The County Commissioners have contractculture of the trees of our city.
The fored with Searsport parties to put a patent steel
are
in
committee
with
estry
correspondence
ceiling in the County Treasurer’s office to
a professional forester, who lias been emthe plastering which recently fell
replace
ployed for this purpose in Brunswick,
Nearly all the offices in the court house
Skowhegan, Deering and other Maine cities
have steel or iron ceilings.
and towns.
The society requests that all
The board of managers and chairmen of
persons desiring trees planted, transplanted
or removed from their
premises, or who the Womens' Hospital Aid will meet to-day,
would like any work in the line of forestry Thursday, at two o’clock in the room in Odd
attended to, send their names to Mrs. Frank Fellows' Block formerly occupied by the
B. Mathews, chairman forestry committee, late Emery Boardman, Esq. If stormy, the
before the next meeting of the society, meeting will be the next pleasant day.
March 4th.
“The Old Maid’s Convention” will beheld
in Belfast Opera House Thursday evenHoyt’s Famois Comedian Coming. JasFeb. 14th. It will be the most important
B. Mackie, Grimesey Me Boy, who has made ing,
meeting ever held by these maiden ladies.
a national success in his world-wide play of
The assistance of the “Professor” is called
Grimes Cellar Door, has been secured by
for on this occasion for the first time, to
Managers Bray A Maxfield to appear at the
make some striking changes in their perBelfast Opera House tonight. Mackie will
sonalities. Further particulars will be given
be best known as Hoyt’s original bell boy in
and in next week’s Journal.
A Bunch of Keys, playing that part for five by posters
Nokth Belfast. The funeral of Mr. R.
continuous seasons and creating many of the
bits of comedy in that well known farce, A. Gurney was held at his late home TuesIt was largely attended by
i While other farces have come and gone The day, Jan. 29th.
neighbors and.friends from adjoining towns.
| Cellar Door keeps floating on the high tide The
body reposed in a massive oaken cas; of prosperity and Mackie has achieved both
ket covered with beautiful flowers. The
fame and fortune. Among the people sup
: porting Mackie are the
Bernard sisters- bearers were Byron L. Pitcher, George F.
and acrobatic dancers, and a host of Brier, Leonard Webster and Alonzo Beck| singers
with. Mr. Gurney was widely known and
: clever dancing soubrettes, and last, but not
I least, Miss Louise Sanford, the queen of all had business relations with a large number
I comediennes, in her latest success. Prices of people. He will be greatly missed in
for this attraction will remain just the same. this community—The Ladies’ Aid Society
was entertained at Good Will Hall WednesNew Advertisements. Carle & Junes
Mrs. George F.
ate offering for the week beginning to-day, a day evening, Jan. 30th, by
Brier and Mrs. Beckwith. The usual baked
discount of 33£ per cent, on lamps, jardibean supper was disposed of and a general
nieres,cuspidors and umbrella stands. Every
good time followed. It was the largest atto
is
books
let
warranted.
Mileage
lamp
tenanee this season, and the sum of 85.40
Read what Fred A. Johnson, Masonic Temwas received—The officers of Waldo Lodge
of
of
his
new
line
summer
ple, has to say
of Good Templars were publicly installed
wash goods. Another lot of domestic mus.
last Saturday evening by Lodge Deputy, C.
lin underwear just received
C. C. Coombs
II. Smith.
They are as follows: C. T.,
(in the late F. H. Francis’ shoe store) is sole
Henry B. Ladd; V. T., Leona Bucklin; P.
local agent for the La Mode $3 shoe for laC. T., George IT. Hatch; Chap., Ethel Rogdies, and is also agent for the celebrated ers
; See., John Kimball; Asst. Sec., Blanche
Wauk well $3.50 shoe for men. Footwear of all
Thurston; Supt. Juvenile Temple, Mrs.
of
lot
the
and
and
a
kinds,for young
old,
large
Robert Greenlaw; F. Sec., Alma Smith;
old stock selling at very low cut prices
Treas., Alfred Walton; M., Ross E. BeckSee notice of double stamp sale at Fred A. with
; Dep. M., Caroline G. Hatch; Guard,
Johnson’s, Masonic Temple, beginning to- George Herberts; Sent., Ralph Smith. A
day and closing Saturday-Carle & Jones’ fine program followed, consisting of music*
sale of remnant wall papers continues for
readings and declamations. The memberone more week.
Paper at 3 cents per roll, ship of this lodge consists chiefly of young
borders 1 cent per yard.There is a good
people, and, although it has its periods of
opening in Bangor for a practical printer. discouragement, it is in a fairly prosperous
sale
Just
See advt. of printing office for
condition.
around Dinsmore’s corner,at 52 High street,
Blustering Snow Storm. One of the
you will find the well stocked meat market
of Leavitt & Cunningham. Fresh tripe at most severe snow storms of recent years
10 cents a pound.Catarrh cure at the began Monday afternoon. The daily papers
announced that a storm, which had proved a
City Drug store-See advt. of a great auction sale of ready-made clothing and furnish- veritable blizzard in the West, was coming
eastward and would be felt to some extent
ings Feb. 14th, 15th, and Kith, at Harry W.
in New England. Monday afternoon about 4
Clark’s, 83 Main street.
o’clock snow began falling, very slightly at
Two Belfast Girls. It is a matter o
first, but increasing as darkness came on.
local i nterest, and of congratulation as well,
During the evening the snow fell at the
that two of our Belfast young ladies, friends
rate of 2 inches per hour, and Tuesday
and companions when at Rome, should have
morning, more than a foot had fallen. Durwon recognition for their musical talents
ing the night there was little wind and the
last week—Miss Helen Dunton in Boston
snow lay comparatively level, but Tuesday
and Miss Kate Bickford in New York. The
morning a heavy northerly gale set in while
Boston Globe of Jan. 31st gave a portrait of
The roads
the snow continued to fall.
Miss Dunton, in connection with a report
were badly blocked, and traveling was very
of a recital by the orchestral class and adThe sidewalk crews were at
difficult.
vanced students of the New England Conwork on time but the paths were filled in
servatory of Music. The Globe says:
many places almost as soon as they were
The orchestral class and advanced students
The milk teams got in and made
of the conservatory of music gave a recital opened.
last evening in Sleeper hall, which was their rounds before the roads had drifted
largely attended. The program opened with much, and the grocery and market teams
| Beethoven’s symphony, No. 3, in E-flat, got along very well in their early work, but
played by an orchestra of more than thirty
pieces under the direction of George W. all teams not absolutely obliged to be out
Chadwick.
This was followed by a solo were put up at noon. A snow plow was
from Mozart’s “Le Nozze di Figaro,” by sent over the branch
early Tuesday mornMiss Lora Lamport of Winfield, Kan. Miss
Helen Dunton of Belfast, Me., who render- ing and kept the track clear through the
ed Mozart’s concerto in D major on the day for the passenger trains, which made
pianoforte, showed an excellent knowledge all the trips nearly on time. The western
of technique and much artistic intelligence.
mails came through all right. The SearsJanuary 31st Miss Katherine Bickford
port and Stockton Springs stage failed to aran
filled
engagement with the Knickerbock- rive in the
morning, but came over in the
er Athletic Club, New York, the occasion
afternoon and did not return at night. No
being Ladies’ Day. She was down in the other
stages arrived Tuesday. The steamer
program for two solos, and a duett with Mr. Penobscot left here for Boston
Monday
baritone.
A
friend
who
was
Averill,
Perry
afternoon as usual, but remained in Rockin
a
note
to
the
editot land
present says
private
awaiting a change of weather. The M.
of The Journal: “Kate sang with the ease
& M. apd Silver Star made their regular
of a prima donna and I was justly proud of
her. This was a very good engagement, as trips. The storm abated Tuesday night but
it is a line club and paid her more than came on again Wednesday forenoon. The
many men get for two or three weeks’ work. traveling Wednesday was worse than it was
She has several good engagements for this
month, an d is to sing on Sunday next in the Tuesday, as the walks and streets, which
48th street Collegiate Church as substitute had been partially cleared, were filled in
for their soprano soloist. The contralto of again deeper than before.
Schools were
this church is Gertrude May Stein, and it is
both Tuesday and Wednesday.
quite an honor for so young a singer as suspended
No mail stages arrived Wednesday.
Kate to be asked to sing there.”

THE COKNEK OF

C ITY

Jas. B. Mackie in Grimes Cellar Door
with a company of 18 people, at the Belfast
Opera House to-night. Host of pretty girls,
all new and up-to-date songs. Do not miss
it; for it is good.

Janaary Clearance

Real Estate..

AT

season.

food.

with

The recital by Mr. Emery White, assisted
by Mrs. E. S. Pitcher, .Mrs. W. B. Fletcher,
Miss Mary Faunee and Messrs. E. S. Pitcher and John Parker, in Memorial Hall last
Monday night, proved to be all that music
lovers anticipated, and the laudience was
very large considering the heavy snow storm
and hard walking. As some ticket holders,
and others, were unable to attend, the program will be repeated next Monday night in
the same place. Home entertainments should
be well patronized, but such fine talents
should be enjoyed for their own worth.

hrest

t

hungry;

m.

lection. Sixteen names of
vi* died or moved
away were
Names of new voters will be
1 changes made during the
•he election.
The lists will
before Feb. 12th.
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easi e s
Seems

the bell will be rung the first time to-morrow, Friday evening, at the usual hour, 8 p.

>ok from 7 to 9 hours.

acts

food; it is the

railway last Thursday
Ruck sport.
Mr. Gilchrest curfew from the whistle to the bell. Ar• wer for the first Ume.
The rangements have been made for the use of
:f and hauled back, each in the Unitarian bell, to be rung by the policeIf the order is passfed
hen horse power was used man on that beat.

ine

|

first.
It

Deputy Sheriff Charles W. Perkins arrested a man named Colson in Searsport
last week who was accused of being a deserter from the U. S. Navy. He was kept in
jail until Monday, when he was taken to
Boston by an officer from Searsport.
An order will be presented at the next
meeting of the city council to change the

rural free delivery service
i.timced: Winterport, Waldo
»f route, 21 15-1(» miles; area
hire miles ; population served,

#

at

There have beeu nine prisoners in Waldo
county jail the past week and they have
been working up the county’s woodpile.
The sentences of three expire within a
week.
This is a very small number for
mid-winter.

.betts received last week from
a pair of pigs of the 0. I.
Tibbetts has raised this
\h
> ears with excellent success,

to

when you begin.
Take Scott’s Emulsion of
Cod Liver Oil: take a little

Advertised list of letters remaining in the
Belfast post office Feb. 5th: Ladies—Julia
D. Barber, Mrs. Rose Ryan. Gentlemen—
Mr. Joseph Austin, Mr. Philip Brown (2
letters), M. M. Kelsey, O. C. Shute.

West shipped eight Belgian
I
.k to W. E. Lewis, editor of

can’t, according

can or

A sheriff’s sale of the Ev F. Hanson resi
dence and other property was held Saturday, in which the property was bid in by
the creditor, the Ellsworth National Bank,
for S3,700.

v..iv

a

as
growing germ,
cheese
is
destruction
mouldy
of cheese by a
growing germ.

There was no quorum in either board of
the city council Monday evening, and Mayor
Poor has called a special meeting to be held
this, Thursday, evening at 7 o’clock.

:lr vitizens placed their flags at
j
Saturday in memory of Queen

|

CNSnpNM

A small owl made his home in a tree near
the residence of H. L. Woodcock one day
last week.

is as it was before—
irhi has changed its tune,
-ood morning” any more,

„,„£
■

John G. Aborn replaced some of the aill*
and other timbers iu Sherman & Co. s middle leather-board mill last week.

McKEEN, Proprietor

--

Special

Meeting

OF THE CITY COUNCIL.'

A
meeting of the City Council will bo
The store recently occupied by the Condon held special
in the city rooms in Memorial Building,
Banner Shoe
Manufacturing Company” and
Thursday
evening,
February 7th, at 7 o’clock.
tsore.”
C. O. POOR
C. O. TOOK, Mayor.
Belfast, March 29,1900.-I3tf
Belfast, February 5,1901.

LITERARY NEWS AND NOTES.

by George H. Browne, to “A Blue Fishing Partnership” in Florida; and geo“Confederate Prisoners in Boston” is graphically, in the Americas,from “FueDr. F. A.
an article in tlie February New England gians on a Guanaco Hunt"’ by
Magazine, written by one of them, Al- Cook, the well known Antarctic advenexander Hunter, captured by the Union turer, to “Unclimbed Peaks in the
forces in a battle of the Peninsular Canadian Rockies,” by A. C. Laut.
campaign and brought to Fort Warren Abroad it embraces “South African Anin Boston Harbor. His story of his telope Hunting,” by H. A. Bryden, and
Boston experience is interesting read- “Sail and paddle in the South Seas,” by
Its leading article,
ing. There are stories by Ailen French, W. M. Clemens.
Mrs. Searing, Kate Gannett Wells and “Wild Motherhood,” by Charles G. D.
others; and poems by William Ordway Roberts, well deserves its place as a
Partridge and Frank Boe Batchelder. master study of primal instincts, and
Mr. Mead devotes his Editor’s Table to for its illustrations by Arthur Heming.
is a series covering wideLongfellow’s poetry of America—the Following it
That
use which the poet makes of American spreading and varied interests.
subjects and the nature of nis services well-known golfer,A. DeWitt Cochrane,
a
explains
remarkably simple and
for American history and life.
efficient “Theory of Teaching Golf.”
has
W. O.'Fuller, Jr., of Rockland,
Leonidas Hubbard, Jr., renders a hapbeen in Boston during the past week,
pily conceived tribute, in “An Angling
Twain
Mark
Aldrich.
of
T.
B.
the guest
Democracy,” to the oldest iishing club
was a guest of Mr. Aldrich during a por- in the
world; a time honored institution of this time. Mr. Fuller attended tion of
Margaret N.
Philadelphia.
the dinner given the eminent humorist
Barry revives the glories of “Fox Huntbv the Tavern Club, and also met and ing in Virginia” and Stanley Waterloo
dined with Winston Churchill, the au- the
early “Coon Hunting in Michigan.”
thor of Richard Carvel. While in the M. C.
Krarup sums up judiciously
the
enwith
citv M r. Fuller contracted
“Ameri“Automobile Development.”
Dickerman
of
A.
Henry
terprising firm
can Game Preserves” have been inof
his
humovolume
a
to
& Son
publish
vestigated by George G. Walsh. “Good
The book will be issued and Bad Bits” is a
rous sketches.
worthy plea for the
in the spring in handsome form, copious- more humane treatment of the horse.
ly illustrated, and will bear the title, L. T. Sprague draws “The Winter
What happened to Wigglesworth.
Woods” with the touch of a nature
A striking portrait of Roger Wolcott, lover of all the seasons. “The Story of
the lamented ex-governor of Massachu- the Sporting Gun” is told by a sportssetts. for mstlie frontispiece of the Feb- man of wide fame, Wirt Gerrare, and
illustrated through its many steps. “Upruary number of the New England
£ives the
Magazine. In Governor Wolcott’s death land Shooting in Oregon”
and the country not acclimated Oriental Pheasant a place
Massachusetts
Black
our
“Wild
gamebirds.
only lost a conspicuous representative among
of t he best type of public man, but there Ducks for Decoys” are advocated by
came a personal sorrow to thousands G. C. Watson, and Clifton Johnson consuch as is rare in the death of public tributes a sympathetic study of “John
The tender personal regard as Burroughs,” the naturalist, which is
men.
well as the public honor shared by so embellished by one of Mr. Johnson’s
most successful portraits.
Outing for
many in the Commonwealth are strongly and tenderly expressed in the article February indeed may fairly claim that
it
is
Illustrat“An
living up to its title.
upon Governor Wolcott, by Francis
Hurtubis of the state executive depart- ed Magazine of Sport, Travel, Advenment, which accompanies this fine por- ture and Country Life.” The Outing
Publishing Company 239 Fifth Ave.,
trait.
New York City.
contains
a
Atlantic
The February
brilliant group of papers on political and
Dyspepsia—bane of human existence,
social subjects, opened with Ex-SecreBurdock Blood Bitters cures it, promptly,
on The
Herbert’s
paper
masterly
tary
Regulates and rones the
permanently.

Conditions of the Reconstruction Prob- stomach.
lem. Brooks Adams treats of the world“Oh, mamma, mayn’t I go to the party the
wide New Industrial Revolution; J. K.
little girl next door is going to give?” “No,
Paulding makes A Plea for New York; my dear, it would hardly he the thing,
Gerald Stanley Lee discusses Making as you are wearing mourning.” “Oh, dear
the Crowd Beautiful, and Charles John- me! 1 think I'd almost rather give up the
son analyzes The Essence of Ameri- mourning.” [Life.
can Humor.
Among literary topics,
Is it a burn? Use Dr. Thomas’ Eclectrid
John Fisk gives his Reminiscences of Oil. A cut? Use Dr. Thomas’ Ecteetric
Huxley, and Goldwin Smith reviews Oil. At your druggists.
The ConLord Rosebery’s Napoleon.
Dumleigh. “The fortune-teller told me I
fessions of a Minister’s Wife are lively am
possessed of great common-sense.”
and suggestive; Miss Jewett’s and Mrs. Wormsiey. “And you gave her a dollar for
short
serials
continue; bright
Wiggin’s
telling you so? Evidently, Dumleigh, she
stories, fresh book reviews, good poet- read your character like a book.” DumClub
“Awfully good of you, old fellow,
brilliant
Contributors’
leigh.
and
a
ry,
to say it.” [Boston Transcript.
complete the number.
Coughs and colds, down to the very borAmong the best and most practical derland of consumption, yield to the soothfeatures of all the household magazines ing, healing influences of Dr. Wood’s Norof the day, is the one carried out by way Pine Syrup.
‘Talk Talk” which in giving menus for
Depends on the Victim. “There are two
each day in the year, adds full directions kinds of grip going round.” “What are
for carrying out of the same. It is a they ?” “The kind a person gets who can
Help not furnished by any other period- afford to stay in bed, and the kind a person
ical. "Table Talk” has another attrac- gets who can't afford to stay in bed.” [Chicago

tive feature that must commend this

Record.

practical little magazine to bright
Only one remedy in the world that will at
housekeepers—that of illustrated dishes once stop itchiness of the skin in any part
using practical every day dishes, show- of the body; Doan’s Ointment. At any
ing how to garnish them to appear at- drug store, 50 cents.

tractive on the table. The dishes are
made, photographed and reproduced in
fine half-tone cuts. Table Talk is a

“Boohoo! Jonnie Jones has moved away!”
“Were you so fond of your little playmute'.’” “Naw! hut, boohoo! lie was de
only kid on de block 1 could lick!” [Brooklyn Life.

magazine needed by housekeepers every-

day. for it teaches the art of good cooking and of wise and economical living.
The February issue contains several ex-

Scrofula in the blood shows itself sooner
or later in swellings, sores, eruptions.
But
Hood’s Sarsaparilla completely cures it.

cellent articles, among them “Winter
Luncheons.” “The Artof Living Well.”
“The Roquet Garni”
“Pandora Box,”
and others. The regular departments
of "Housekeepers’ Inquiries” and “All
Through the Year” are filled with useful information. Recent issues of this
magazine will be sent free to any of our
readers on application to the Table
Talk Publishing Company, Philadelphia.

Pa.

The charming “Cranford” folks have
been written into a play, and make their
appearance in the February Ladies’
Home Journal. Even more dramatic is
“The Beautiful Daughter of Aaron
Burr,” with her romance, her supreme
happiness and crushing sorrows all
crowded into a few years. “The Clock
by Which We Set All Our Watches,”
“The Buffaloes of Goodnight Ranch,”
“A Woman to Whom Fame Came After
Death,” “The Life of the English Girl,"
are features of interest. The last of “The
Blue River Bear Stories” is published
in the February Journal, and “The Story
of a Young Man” is nearing its conclusion, while “The Successors of Mary the
First” increases in humorous interest.

j
j
!

|

“Is the Newspaper uince the Place tor
a Girl?” is the theme of Edward Holt's

editorial symposium, which is made peculiarly convincing by the opinions of

editors and newspaper

Caroline Leslie Field writes of “The Problem
women.

of the Boy”; Helen Watterson Moody,of
“The Trying Time Between Mother and
Daughter,"and “An American Mother,”
“Why One Man Succeeds and His BrotherFails.” “A Home in a Prairie Town”
and a “Brick and Shingle Farmhouse”
give arcliitecural plans and details. The
usual attention is devoted to fashions,
the household arts, and economies and
home making.
By The Curtis Publishing Company, Philadelphia. One dollar
a year; ten cents a copy.

Cleveland Moffett’s account of the
life of the diver is eclipsed in interest
by the second of his St. Nicholas papers

oil

“Careers of

Danger

Daring.”

and

His subject this month is “The SteepleClimber,” and it is based chietly on an
interview with “Steeple Bob.” a young

man who thinks no more of getting to
the top of Trinity or St. Paul’s steeple
in New York than a boy does of climb-

ing a fence
though on at

or

mounting

a

bicycle,

least two occasions only
the presence of his wife has saved him
from a fatal fall. It makes one shudder
merely to read of adventures which are
everyday occurrences with Bob and his
like. Another article in the same magazine that appeals to the general love of
danger and daring is Frank L. Pollock’s
report of an-adventure with a huge
bear, “The Monarch of St. Elias.” Irving Backeller, author of “Eben Holden,” tells a short story, that reads like
a true one, of the rescue of an old woman and a -little boy (himself),
who
were “Lost in a Fog” and drifting out
to sea, their rescuers being a half-score
of tame geese which the old woman
was taking to market, but which, secured with the stout stfings and put
overboard, towed the boat safely to
-shore. Boys will enjoy also the papers
on “Dog Teams and Sledges in Michigan.” by Edward F. Watrous, and “The
Toots of a Whistle,” by Isaac W. Taber,
explaining the language of tugboats and
other steam craft. Hudson Moore describes what is to be seen of the old
tilting field at Ashby-de-la-Zouche,
where Ivanhoe jousted, eight centuries
John Bennett continues “The
ago.
Story of Barbara Lee,” there are brief
tales of “Johnny’s Mistake,” by H. W.
Philips, and of “The Lucky Penny,” by

Edith

Commander;

by Mary
Austin, Tudor Jenks, Elsie Hill, and
and
others,
pictures by F. Y. Cory, Jay
Hambidge, Birch, Brennan, and’Gainthe
Japanese.
gero Yeto,
Outing for February ranges in home
sport from “American Figure Skating,”

|

Deep

of

Water

SHIPS.

Abner Coburn, B F Colconl, arrived at
Sydney, N. S. W. Dec 2 from Port Blakely.
A G Ropes, Chapman, cleared from New
York Jan 10 for Yokahama.
A J Fuller, C M Nichols, arrived at
Kahului Dec 3 from Oyster Harbor.
Aryan, A T Whittier, sailed from San
Francisco Jan 7 for New York.
Bangalore, at Kahului Aug 10 for New
York.
E B Sutton, E L Carver, sailed from
Honolulu Oct. 3 for New York.
Emily F Whitney, A S Pendeton, arrived
at Honolulu Jan 13 from San Francisco.
Emily Reed, sailed from Newcastle, N. S.
W., Jan 17 for San Francisco.
Gov Robie, F Colcord, arrived at Sydney,
N. S. W. Jan 23 from Tacoma.
Henry B Hyde, A W Blanchard, sailed
from Baltimore Jan 0 for San Francisco.
Mary L Cushing, J N Pendleton, arrived
at Port Townsend Jan 30 from Hong Kong.
Puritan, A N Blanchard, sailed from San
Francisco Nov 2 for Hull.
R 1) Rice, C F Carver, cleared from Philadelphia Nov 15 for Ifiogo; passed out by
Delaware Breakwater Nov 20.
Reaper, sailed from Port Townsend Oct 2,
Port Gamble for Port Pirie.
S D Carleton, Amsbury, arrived at Honolulu Jan 0 from Port Townsend.
St Paul, F W Treat, arrivedat Hong Kong,
Jan 28 from New York.
St Nicholas, sailed from Port Townsend
Dec 28 for Sydney.
State of Maine, L A Colcord, sailed from
Ilong Kong Dec 10 for New York.
Tillie E Starbuek, Eben Curtis, cleared
from Philadelphia Oct 1<> for lliogo; spoken
Dec. 10, lat 12 S, Ion 11 E.
Wm H Macy, Amsbury, sailed from Honolulu Jan 17 for Puget Sound.
Wm H Conner, J T Erskine, sailed from
New York Nov 15 for Fremantle.
W J Botch, Sevvall C Lancaster, arrived
at New York Dec 21 from Boston.
UA.HKS.

Alice Reed, Alanson Ford, sailed from
Montevideo Nov. 15 for Barbados; spoken,
Nov. 30, lat 22 S, Ion 10 W.
Edward May, sailed from San Francisco
Dec 0 for Honolulu.
Ethel, Dodge, sailed from Rosario Oct 30
for South Africa.
Herbert Black, W H Blanchard, arrived
at Pascagoula Jan 16 iron) Rio Janeiro.
Mabel 1 Meyers, C N Meyers, sailed from
Turks Island Jan. 6 for Boston.
Matanzas, sailed from New York Dee 18
for Havana.
Olive Thurlow, cleared from Port Reading
Jan 16 for New Y ork.
Penobscot, cleared from N ew Y'ork Dec
14 for Freemantle.
Rebecca Crowell, M G Dow-, arrived at
Buenos Ayres Jan. 13 from Bridgewater,
N. S.
Rose Innis, Melvin Coleord, sailed from
Singapore Dec 12 for New Y’ork.
Sachem, Nichols, sailed from Hong Kong
Oct 5 for New Y’ork.
Thomas A Goddard, JII Park, sailed from
Rosario Nov 29 for Boston.
Willard Mudgett, A C Coleord, sailed from
Boston Dee 12 for Buenos Ayres.
ERIGS.

Leonora, J H Monroe, arrived at Gibraltar

Dec 7 from New Y’ork.

SCHOONERS.

Georgia Gilkey, W It Gilkey, arrived at
Jacksonville Jan 2»from Providence.
Henry Clausen, Jr, sailed from Jacksonville Dec 29 for Bath.
Gladys, H B Colson, sailed from New
Y’ork Jan 26for Galveston
John C Smith, Kneeland, arrived at Brunswick, Ga. Jan 25 from New Y’ork.
Mary A Hall, Haskell, arrived at Brunswick, Ga, Jan 19 from Savannah.
Lucia Porter, Farrow, arrived at Havana
Jan 16 from Pascagoula.
R W Ilopkms, Hiehborn, sailed from Norfolk Jan 12 for Port Spain.
R F Pettigrew, Morse, arrived at St Jago
Dee 7 from Philadelphia.
Sallie I'On, W 11 West, sailed from Baltimore 1 lev 26 for St Pierre, Mart.
Tofa, A S Wilson, sailed from Brunswick Jan 5 for Colon.
Willie I. Newton, E Coombs, sailed from
Newport News, Jan 15 for Charleston, S. C.
Had

OTIS REGAL MOTHER, MAINE.

Vessels.

PALEWOMEN
A Bloodless Face Indicates Trouble.

Watery Blood a Menace
to Health.
WE KNOW HOW PALE
PEOPLE CAN GET RICH
RED BLOOD.
COME AND LET US TELL YOU
ABOUT VINOL.

to

[Read at the meeting of the Maine Press
Association in Augusta Jan. 31st by John
Clair Minot of the Kennebec Journal.]
The scribes of Maine assembled, and mine
a song to sing;
High indeed the honor and far has been its
fall.
Shall I say my lyre is broken and my harp
has lost a string ?
Such exeuse were useless; it would never do
at ail.

When blood is watery and thin, or,
as doctors would say. lacks red blood
corpuscles, it is a sign that much is radically wrong.
We would advise everyone who has
such symptoms to start at once to
take a proper remedy to overcome this
trouble.
That remedy is Vinol, the greatest
and most modern tonic and re builder.
Vinol owes its virtue to the fact that
it contains in a highly concentrated
state the active curative principles extracted from cods’ livers, the same elements that have made cod-liver oil
famous for wasting diseases.
These medicinal elements are dissolved in a delicious table wine so that
Vinol is most palatable.
None of the vile-smelling obnoxious
grease that characterizes cod-liver oil
and frequently makes it an impossible
remedy for those who should take it,
is found in Vinol.
We could relate many instances
where Vinol has done good and restored the roses of health to the pale
cneeKs of the sutterer.

The following is a fair sample of the
way people write in regard to Vinol:
“For several months I suffered lassitude and tired all the time. Also a
sinking feeling in my stomach, which
nothing would relieve, and I was pale
and weak. As an experiment I tried
Vinol and if I wrote pages I could not
tell all it has done for me.”—Mbs. A.
K. La Pbusch, Amesbury, Mass.

Because we know Vinol so well,
and because we know so surely
what it will do, and how it will
accomplish the good it does in a
scientific way, we unreservedly endorse and recommend it, and in
every instance guarantee to refund
to any one what they pay us for
Vinol if they do not find it entirely \

satisfactory.
A. A. HOWES & CO,
Pharmacists of Belfast

This question arises in the family every
Let us answer it to-day. Try Jell-O,
a delicious and healthful dessert.
Prepared
in two minutes. No boiling! no baking!
add boiling water and set to cool.
Flavor:
—Lemon, Orange, Raspberry and Strawberry. At your grocers, 10 cts.
lylO

day.

The Kind You

foj8

Always Bought

AVfcgetable Preparationfor As-

similating theFood andBegulating the Stomachs and Bowels or

mon men

We gather in the good things
have to say.

our

wise

ones

Promotes

command,

sorrow

Opium.Morphine nor Mineral.
Not Narcotic
nxtpe of fHR HrSAMUELPITCHER
ftonp&ui Seed

when life

<

\

Alx. Senna
Rockett* Sails

The orator has spoken; what more is left to
say ?
Wliat theme shall be selected for the poet’s
poor refrain?
Would you had a bard befitting; for instance,
Holman Day,
To thrill and charm with stories of doings
“Up in Maine.”

|I

Anise Seed

Jtoperenmt

/

WxmSeed

l
I

Vimtfied .Sugar
butten/reen. Flavor.

/

Bi CarbonateSoda

*

|

Aperfecl Remedy forConstipa-

fion, Sour Stomach .Diarrhoea
Worms .Convulsions .Feverishness and Loss of Sleep.

cannot all be poets for fhe muse is
coy and shy;
And Pegasus is balky; Parnassus hard to
But

Digeslion,Cheerful-

ness and Rest.Contains neillier

We gather in the good things, and feel the
friendly hand
Of brothers in the business who know, as
you and I,
The happiness and pleasures which editors

we

climb;

Still any pencil-pusher that has the nerve
to try
Can open lines with caps and close them
with a rhyme.

Facsimile Signalure oF

(i^/.

Thirty years

N EW* YORK.

Shall I sing then of the power that lies
behind the pen,
How seated in his sanctum the editor is

king,

The universe his kingdom, his sway above
all men ?
No, no; the theme is ancient, the chestnut
bell might ring.

EXACT COPY OF

Shall 1 sing of mighty presses that through
the day and night
Keel off the magic pages where all the world
appears ?
Or, since we now are standing in a century’s
dawning light,
Shall I rehearse the triumphs that have
filled a hundred years ?

Oats

No, 1 will not speak with wisdom, (I could
not if I would):
Nor trouble mighty problems, nor wrestle
with the creeds
Nor settle all the questions of evil and of
good;

lay,

Some tale of bygone ages when all the
world was young;
It would be an empty story unsuited to the

day,

That many other singers in better verse had
sung.
I have but a lowly tribute to place upon
the shrine
Of the State of Maine, God bless her, in
plain and simple verse;
And if the faulty meter and halting feet be

mine,

Mine also the affection; my motive might
be worse.
Our State, the queenly,
Deathless her fame

Whence

our

mother,

name.

our

>

■

-houid

Danger of ('olds and I.a Grippe,
The great danger from colds and la grippe
is their resulting hi pneumonia. If reasonable care is used, however, and Chamberlain's Cough Remedy taken, all danger will
be avoided. Among the ten thousands who
have used this remedy for these diseases we
have yet to learn of a single ease having resulted in pneumonia, which shows conclusively that it is a certain preventive of that
dangerous malady. It will cure a cold or an
attack of la grippe in less time than any
other treatment. It is pleasant and safe to
I take. For sale by A. A. llowes A Co.

mother,

life starts

Grown her with ivy,
Laurel and bay;
Grown her with clearest
Sun light of day.
Bright be her scepter,
Bright as her seas
Flashing in sunshine
Under the breeze.
Finn as her mountains
Greeting the day,
Firm as her sea cliffs
Wet with the spray.
So through the ages
Firm be her throne;
Endless her reigning
Over her own.
Ever may whispering
Pine trees around,
Charm her with fragrance,
Soothe her with sound.
Ever may flowers
Spring at her feet;
Song birds flood 'round her
Melodies sweet.

j

Sons she has reared!
Honor the living;
Honor the dead.
Statesmen and soldiers,
Scholars and bards,
Leaders in thinking,
Actions and words,
Leaders forever
Where duties call;

Will Boom

Standing, however,
Weak is the tribute
Speech gives, or song;
Noble the tribute,
Manly and strong,
Given by living
Lives that are true;
This as her tribute
Our State holds due.

power,

Our State, the queenly,
Deathless thy fame

Maine, Maine,our mother,
God guard thy name.
Making

a

on

brain-foods and make him ad-

vance.

Hustle him, soon as he’s able to walk,
Into a grammar-school; cram him with talk.
Fill his poor head full of figures and facts,
Keep on ^jamming them in till it cracks.
Once boys grew up at a rational rate,
Now we develop a man while you wait.
Rush him through college, compel him to

grab

Of every known subject a dip and a dab.
Get him in business and after the cash,
All by the time he can grow a mustache.
Let him forget he was ever a boy.
Make gold his god, its jingle his joy.
Keep him a-hustling and clear out of breath
Until he wins—nervous prostration and
death.
[Nixon Waterman, in The Christian Endeavor World.
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Alice L. and id--;
U
peer, in said County
a petition playing that .-I
n
and coi.vev at private sa
advantageous offer to;
i »te belongidg to said w.
scribed in said petition.
Ordered, That the said
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order to he published three
the Republican Journal, a
at Belfast, that they imr.
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New Hampshire Fire inMANCHESTER.

Real estate..
Mortgage loans.
Collateral loans.
Stocks and bonds.
Cash in office and Dank.
Interest and rents.
Uncollected premiums.
..

Admitted assets.

LIABILITIES, Dec
Net unpaid losses.
Unearned premiums
All other liabilities.
Cash capital.
Surplus over all liabilities.
..
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$1000 GIVEN AW#!
Reliable and energetic men
are wanted in every town
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and certainunlays, until further notm-

FOR SALE.
The house lot on Congress
Patterson lot, will be ■sold at
DIM"''
Belfast, Sept. 20, 1900.—38tl
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indigestion.

For Sale at

25^,

504, $1.00 per bottle; the largest size
cheapest. At all druggists. Be sure
to get Hale’s.

Pike’s Toothache
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Bad Cold With
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Man.

Hurry the baby as fast as you can,
Hurry him, worry him, make him a man.
Off with his baby-clothes, get him in pants,
Feed him

If is Business.

*

Better called great?
Our State, the mother,—
Never had men
Nobler a mother;
May we be then,
Sons that are worthy
All that she gives;
Guarding her honor,
Each while he lives;

he grant.-.
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not

ASSETS, Decern!-

S. Laval, a -merchant of Dallas, Tex.,
writes: “I thought 1 would have to give up
business, after two years of suffering from
general debility brought on by overwork
and long hours, but four bottles of Electric
Hitters gave me new life. I can now eat
anything, sleep well and feel like working
all the time.
It’s the best medicine on
earth.”
It’s a wonderful tonic and health
builder for tired, weak, sickly and rundown people. Try it. Satisfaction guaranteed. Only 50e at R. II. Moody’s drug store.

Men first of all.

more

GripjHi Unirk'v Cured
“In the winter of 1898 aud 1899 I was
taken down with a severe attack of what is
called La Grippe” says F. L. Hewett, a
prominent druggist of Winlield, 111. “The
only medicine I used was two bottles of
Chamberlain’s Cough Remedy.
It broke
up the cold and stopped the coughing like
magic, and I have never since been troubled
with Grippe.” Chamberlain’s Cough Remedy can always be depended upon to break
up a severe cold and ward off any threatened attack of pneumonia.
It is pleasant to
take, too, which makes it most desirable
and one of the most popular preparations in
use for these ailments.
For sale by A. A.
Howes & Co.

Mothers are the queerest things!
’Member when John went away,
All but mother cried and cried
When they said good-bye that day.
She just talked, and seemed to be
Not the slightest bit upset—
Was the only one who smiled !
Others’ eyes were streaming wet.
Hut when John come back again
On a furlough, safe and sound,
With a medal for his deeds
And without a single wound,
While the rest of us hurrahed,
Laughed and joked and danced about,
Mother kissed him, then she cried—
Cried and cried like all git out!
[Edwin L. Sabin, in February Century

0, the immortal

Swaying

Lil

MOTHERS.

Grand in a century's
Triumph she stands;
Grander the present
Filling her hands;
While in the heavens,
Flooding the sky,
Brighter the future's
Promises lie.

Our State, the queenly,—
t\ here is the queen,
Richer in birthright,
Fairer in mien?
Our State, the mighty,—
Where is the State

PROBATE NOTICES.

■

We in her service
Wielding the pen,
Fighting her battles,
Men of her meir;—
Now we salute her,
Kneel at her feet,
Asking her favor
Loving and sweet.
Proudly we hail her
First ‘neath the skies;
Tender her accents,
Love-lit her eyes.
Our State, the regal,
Queen of our hearts ;

Maine, Maine,

Grain and Fodder.

as

A

Nor will T bore my hearers with any classic

our

WRAPPER.

The Maine Experiment Station is now
sending out to the people on its mailing At a Probate Court held at
list a bulletin on oats. This important
for the County of Waldo u
19th day of January, A. 1 >. 1
plant is discussed as to methods of culture and manuring; as a grain and as a
certain instrument, purport n
will and testament ot \\
forage, hay and silage crop. The value
late of Belfast, in said <
gan,
of oats as a grain feed, as measured by
ceased, having been present.-!
chemical examination and feeding and
Ordered, 1 hat notice he
causing a copy
digestion experiments is discussed, and terestecl bythree
weeks su<-r.’--i
the analyses of Maine grown oats from published
iican Journal, publishe.i at
different soils and different parts of the ! may appear at a Probate
State are given. The value of oats as I fast, within and for said C«.
of February next
forage and as hay and at the time at ! Tuesday
before noon, and show cans.which they should be harvested to why the same should no: u
obtain the largest amount of available and allowed.
CEO. E. .1;
nutrients are shown from the results
A true copy—Attest:
of chemical analysis, feeding and digesCii.as. P. Hazi
j 4
tion experiments. The composition of
it.
oat feed, a by-product in the manufac- At a Probate Court held
the County of \\ aid..,
ture of oat meal and rolled oats, and I ary, A. D. 1901.
their nutritive value are also shown as n RACE S. CARTER, win.
the results of chemical and physiologi- U late of Troy, in said
cal studies.
The bulletin is one that ceased, having }.resented a i>.
allowance out of the p*-rs.
wiil be read with interest and studied ceased.
with profit by growers and users of
Ordered, That the said ;
all persons interested by a
oats and oat products.
order to be published three
Bulletin 7u will be sent free to all resi- The Republican Journal, a n
dents of Maine who apply to the Agri- at Belfast, that they may
cultural Experiment station, Orono, Court, to be held at Melt;".-:.
on the 12th day oi
Me. In writing, please mention this County,
at ten of the clock before mil any they have, why the pi
paper.

Nor show the nation's dangers and what
it chiefly needs.

Maine, Maine,

Have for Dessert?

For Infants and

The scribes of Maine assembled ; deserted
is the den;
The paste pot and the scissors abandoned
for a day;
And here amid the Solons and other com-

God guard her
Wliat Shall We

GAST91I

The world is full of liars who have'often
made a break,
And still keep up their music upon the
same old strain;
The one who called me poet produced a
monstrous fake;
You will spare his life, perhaps, if he never
sins again.

And the trouble and the
is all a pi.

Conquer or Die.
I was just about gone,” writes Mrs.
The Cake Fell. Mrs. Newlywed—“1 had ; Rosa Richardson of Laurel
Springs, N. C'.,
horrid luck with my cake.” Mrs. Binthare: “1 had
Consumption so bad that the best
“Too bad—did it fall'.’” Mrs. Newlywed— doctors said 1 could not live more than a
11 is Ways—“Why do you seem to dislike
“Yes.
] placed it on the window-ledge to I month, but T began to use Dr. King’s New
cool, and my husband, either by accident or Discovery and was wholly cured by seven ; Mr. Simpson, Mrs. Hopkins?” “Oh, lie’s
the
man who never comes to your house
design, pushed it off.” [Cleveland State bottles and am now stout and well." It’s !
without pulling up the broken windowJ ournal.
au unrivaled
life-saver in Consumption, i
shade, sitting in the disabled chair, or getGot a Constant
Heada lie?
Ten Pneumonia, La Grippe and Bronchitis; in- : ting the cracked tea-cup." [Detroit Free
for
fallible
Coughs,
Colds,
Asthma,
Day
to
of
chances
one the secret
Press.
your suffering
is that “white man’s burden,” Catarrh. Fever, Croup or Whooping Cough. Guar*100
Trial bottles
Here's a sentence from one man’s evidence anteed bottles 50c and $1.00.
for Dr. Agnew’s Catarrhal Powder—“One free at R, 11. Moody’s drug store.
Dr. E. Detclioil’s Anti Diuretic
application gave me instant relief, cleared
May be worth to you more than SDK) it you
the na-al passages and stopped the pain in
As Good as a Sermon.
have a child who soils bedding from inconIt's a quick, sale and sure treatmy head."
tenence of water during sleep. Cures old
ment, and it never fails to cure. 50 cents.
The following from Holman F. Day’s racy and young alike. It arrests the trouble at
Sold by Edmund Wilson and A. A. llovves
<£ Co.- 7::.
book, “Up in Maine,” seems specially ap- once. SI. Sold by A. A. Howes & Co.,
Druggists, Belfast, Me. lyrUI.
Fuddy: “Did you hear of the terrible propriate at this time:
accident that happened to Danby? llis inTHE STOCK IN THE TIE-fP.
“Polly, dear, suppose I were to shoot at a
juries were so serious that his most intimate I’m workin' this week in the wood-lot; a tree with live birds on it, and kill three;
how many would there be left?"
friends were unable to recognize him.”
Polly
old
can
job, you
hearty
bet;
Teacher—
Dmldy: “Terrible accident? Railway col- I finish my chores with a lartern, and marm (aged six)—“Three, please.”
“No
would
lision?
Kell off liis bicycle?”
two
be
left.”
Kuddv:
Polly—“No, there
has the table all set
The three shot would be left,
“Worse; he has lost all his money.” [Tit- By the time I get in with the milkin’; and wouldn’t.
Bits.
and
the
other
two
would
be died away.”
after 1 wash at the sink,
[Tit-Bits.
Apoplexy. Dr. Agnew’s Cure for the And mai m sets a saucer o’ strainin’s for the
cat and kittens to drink,
Heart is effective in apoplectic symptoms.
Jell-O, The New Dessert
If you have unpleasant dizziness, lightness Y’our uncle is ready for supper, with an appleases all the family. Four flavors .—Lempetite whet to an edge
or sudden rush of blood to the head, take
cut like a bush-scytlie in swale-grass, on, Orange, Raspberry and Strawberry. At
precautions against a recurrence. This That’lland
your grocers. 10 cts. Try it to-day.
couldn’t be dulled on a ledge.
lylO
great remedy will remove the cause. The
And
marm, she slats open the oven, and
press of the land has daily a list of sudden
A Woman’s Standpoint.
“Ella: “Isn’t
pulls out a heapin’ full tin
deaths which would not be chronicled if Dr.
that a beautiful
?” Stella: “Yes. What
Agnew’s Cure for the neart was used. Of the rippin’est cream-tarter biskit a man lovely color for sky
a shirt-waist.”
ever pushed at his chin.
[Ilarper’s
Sold by Edmund Wilson and A. A. Howes
Bazar.
We pile some more wood on the lire, and
<fc Co.—74.
open the damper full blare,
LIVERITA, the up-to-date Little Liver
Fooling the Other Passengers. “Clara, And pull up and pitch into supper—and Pill; 5c. boxes contain 15 pills, 10c. boxes
comfort—and taste good—wal, there! contain 40
dear, we’ve been careful so far, and I don’t
pills, 25c. boxes contain 100 pills.
think they susuect we are just married. And the wind swooshes over the ehimbly, Sold
by A. A. Howes & Co., druggists, BelYou must scold me a little now as we get
and scrapes at the shingles cross grain, fast, Me.
3yrs24.
off the train.”
(Sharply and in a high- But good double winders and bankin’ are
A Poor .Judge.
Mr. Newwed: “Um!
pitched voice:) “George, darling, when we
mighty good friends here in Maine.
get to the hotel you must certainly take off I look ’crost the table to mother, and marm Seems to me, my angel, this hash has a queer
taste.” Young Wife: “Hash? That’s fruitthat absurd laveiyler necktie!” [Chicago
she looks over at me,
And passes another hot hiskit and says, cake.” [New York Weekly.
Tribune.
Won’t ye have some more tea '.1”
Pill-Fame. 10 cents a vial for Dr. AgConcerning Seattle, Puget Sound, Washnew’s Liver Pills would not make them the And while I am stirrin’ the sugar, I relish
the sound of the storm.
ington State and Alaska, consult Bureau of
fame they enjoy to-day if the curative
For, thank the good Lord, we are cosy, and Information, Seattle, Wash., O. M. Moore,
ltf
the stock in the tie-up is warm.
powers were not in them. Worth will get
secretary.
to the top and that accounts for the wonderSocial
“Has
wife much
Rivalry.
ful demand for these little gems. They I tell ye, the song o’ the fire and the chirrup- social ambition ?” “Social your
ambition! When
ping hiss o’ the tea,
positively cure Constipation, Biliousness,
she
read
about
Curzon’s
Lady
elephant parSick Headaches. Sold by Edmund Wilson The roar of the wind in the ehimbly, they
ty in India she said if she knew where she
sound dreadful cheerful to me.
and A. A. Howes
Co.—75.
But they’d liarrer me, plague me, and fret could rent some whales, she’d give a whale
party.” [Detroit Free Press.
One of Those Tongue-Slips. Young Minme, unless as 1 set here I knew
ister (as hostess presents him with a gold That the critters are munching their fodder
BJSLLAVITA, Arsenic Beauty Tablets
pen favor won at whist): “Thank you; I
and bedded and comf ’table too.
and Pills for the complexion; 10 days treathope I shall now be able to write better These biskits are light as a feather, but, boy, ment 50c., 30 days treatment $1.00. Sold by
sermons.” Hostess: “I hope so.” [Judge.
A. A. Howes & Co., druggists, Belfast, Me.
they’d be heaver’n lead
If I thought that my bosses was sliiv’riu’, if
3yrs24.
Salt Rheum Cured Quick. Dr. AgI thought that my cattle warn’t fed.
new’s Ointment cures Salt Rheum and all
“Y'ou haven’t explained how you came to
There’s men in the neighborhood ’round
have Mr. Smith’s chickens in your possesme who pray som’ w’at louder than me,
itching or burning skin diseases in a day.
They wear better clothes, sir, on Sunday— sion,” said the judge. “I’m trying to think,
One application gives almost instant relief.
honor,” replied the accused; “give me
yer
in
for
the
heathen
Chinee,
chip
For Itching, Blind, or Bleeding Piles it But the cracks in the sides o’ their
Very well,” replied the judge,
tie-ups time.”
blandly
; “six months.” [,Tit-Bits.
are
wide
as
door
of
o’
their
stands without a peer. Cures in three to
the
pew,
And
the
winter
in
there
comes
a-howlin’,witli
six nights. ;S5 cents. Sold by Edmund
“An International Courtship” the new
the sleet and the snow peltin’ through.
Wilson and A. A. Howes & Co.—7(1.
and absorbingly interesting novel by Melin
and
look
at
ville
there, sir, ary mornin’,
Step
Kirke, has been described by a leading
Shame on Him! “Harry is so well posted
their critters!
would seem
London weekly newspaper as “a remarkon this South African war,” said young
As if they were hilers or engines, and all o’ able novel.” It is the story of marriage beMrs. Kidder, “and he just loves to discuss
them chock full o’ steam.
tween American girls and titled Englishit with me, because, he says, I have such an I’ve
got an old-fashioned religion that eal- men. Published by The Neely Co., 114
intelligent conception of it.” “Is that so?”
kalates Sunday for rest,
Fifth Ave., N. Y. Postpaid $1.00
3yrs24
said her friend. “Yes, and last night he But if there warn’t
time, sir, on week days
explained in detail how the Swiss navy, in
Isn’t there a great deal of
to batten a tie-up, I’m blest
Egotism.
command of Gen. DeBilloty, was going to I’d use
up a Sunday or such-like, and let the egotism among actors?” asked the young
the Boers.” [Philadelphia Press.
woman.
I am sorry to say there is,” andurned heathen folks go
swered Mr. Stormingtor Barnes.
Why, I
Exposure to a sudden climatic change While 1 fastened some boards on the lintel have
met
no less than three actors who
to
out
the
and
snow.
frost
the
keep
produces cold in the head and Catarrh is
Hamlet as well as 1
could
I’d
stand
all
the
frowns
of
bethought
they
the
play
to
follow.
parson
Provided
with
apt
Ely’s Cream
do!” [Washington Star.
fore I’d have courage to face
Balm you are armed against Nasal Catarrh.
Price 50 cents at druggists, or Ely Brothers, The dumb holler eyes o’ the critters hookrelief in six hours.
ed up in a frosty old place.
50 Warren Street, New York, will mail it.
The Balm cures without pain, does not irri- And I’ll het ye that in the Hereafter the men
Distressing Kidney and Bladder Disease
who have stayed on their knees
tate or cause sneezing.
It spreads itself
relieved in six hours by “New' Great
And let some poor, fuzzy old cattle stand South American Kidney Cure.” It is a
over an irritated and angry surface, relivout in the tie-up and freeze,
ing immediately the gainful inflammation,
great surprise on account of its exceeding
cleanses and cures.
Cream Balm quickly Will find the heat o’ the Hot Place is promptness in relieving pain in bladkeyed to an extra degree
cures the cold.
der, kidneys and back, in male or female.
For the men who forget to consider that Relieves retention of water almost immecritters have feelin’s same’s we.
diately. If you want quick relief and cure
tor Over run Tears.
I dasn’t go thinkin’ o’ tie-ups where winter this is the remedy. Sold by A. A. Howes &
Co., Druggists, Belfast, Me.
Iyl9
An Old and Well-Tried Remedy.
goes whistlin’ through.
Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing Syrup has been Where cattle are humped at their stanchused for over fifty years by millions of
ions w ith scarcely the gumption to moo.
A Card.
mothers for their children while teething, But I’m glad for the sake of Hereafter that
with perfect success. It soothes the child,
mine ain’t the sin and the guilt,
do hereby agree to
the
softens the gums, allays all pain, cures wind And I tell you I relish my feelin’s when I
undersigned,
We,
refund the money on a 50-eent bottle of
colic, and is the best remedy for Diarrhtea.
pull up the big patchwork quilt.
Is pleasant to the taste. Sold by druggists I can laugh at the pelt o’ the snowflakes, Greene’s Warranted Syrup of Tar if it fails
to cure your cough or cold. We also guarin every part of the world.
and grin at the slat o’ the storm,
Twenty-five
cents a Dottle. Its value is incalculable. Be And thank the good Lord I can sleep now; antee a 25-cent bottle to prove satisfactory
6m42
or
sure and ask for Mrs. Winslow’s Soothing
the stock in the tie-up is warm.
money refunded.
W. O. Poor & Son.
A. A. Howes & Co.
Holman F. Day.
Syrup, and take no other kind.
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Register

Drops Cure in One Minute.

$500 REWARD!
We will pay the above reward for any case o*
Liver Complaint, Dyspepsia, Sick Headache,
Indigestion, Constipation or Costiveness we
cannot cure with Liverita, the Up-To-Date
Little Liver Pill, when the directions are strict*
ly complied with. They are purely Vegetable,
and never fail to give satisfaction. 25c boxes
contain 100 Pills, 10c boxes contain 40 Pills, 6o
boxes contain 15 Pills. Beware of substitutions
and imitations. Sent by mail. Stamps taken.
NERVITA MEDICAL CO., Cor. Clinton and
Jackson Sts., Chicago, 111. Sold by

a

•'

Barga
1

That desirable and well lor
tin* foot of Main street knev
Lane wharf property, will be
estate. Inquire of
N. F. HOI >1
Beltast, December 19,19(H).

Cow

Wanted.

I desire to buy a first-class <■..
ing such a cow for sale may iin«i
addressing a postal card t<* ni«
A. P. SMAl.l
3w4

1

Caution Notice
hereby forbid any one from :i1
Carrie L. Norwood, as I will pa\
contracting after this date.
I

January23,1901.
3w4«
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Boothbay Harbi'i

„.p
'■

with his evening newspaper; but he
was not reading it.
Kitty and Margery

gjg DAUGHTER-IN-LAW.

fluttered

about
uneasily, watching
through the window for the carriage
from the railroad station.
“I hope,” said Margery, with a nervous attempt at cheerfulness, "that she

kmma a. opper.
■

day? Dear, dear, must
Harvey?” said Mrs. See-

i<t
n

.^-'across the

MUNYON’S
RHEUMATISM
CURE

Men In the Chureh.
BY

•

—

Lhoed

•v

1

■

moon fell into her saucer with
md Mr. Seely dropped his

....

them—

What?
Mr. Seely gazed with startling eyes;
Mrs. Seely dropped the hand she had
started to hold out, with her face grow-

said Margery breathlessly.
.! v alone remained calm,
a
up her napkin, put it in its
...iked at her son through her

ing ashy, and Kitty and Margery gasped.
For what they saw was a woman of

aiasses composedly.
n

apparently 40 years with a face powdered and painted in the most unblushing
manner, with thin gray hair crimped
over a wrinkled forehead in a sickening
affectation of youthfulness, and "with a

ever, that this was an

isis.

ci

my—their only son—had,

mlable independence, Jeft
home to “get a start* in

t

...

city, they

: ntr

diminutive,gaily-trimmed bonnet perch-

had all ex-

ed thereon; with an affected, mincing
gait and a simpering smile.
"This is my wife,” Harvey repeated.
“Have you no welcome for her?”
The bride tittered.
“Mebby they think I ain’t good
enough for ’em, dear?” she observed,

things of him.

t.
rapidly successful; he
.uish himself in the proill chosen and amass a for.mid. woo and win some
a long row of ancestors
■

being themselves a good tartly.
great respecters of
impossible, my pet,
Harvey reost of accomplishments
sponded; and patted her falsely-bloomnun.
cheek affectionately.
Besides, if
lias seemed likely to be ing
were but a shadow—a caricature of
im v had proved
himself you
beautiful
would
not
self, they
markable business quali- your
have been surprised.
They were prem'ii quickly, and had refor
the
worst.”
i their wildest ambitions pared
He looked at his horrified relatives
a junior party of
his
meaningly.

s.

.ere

The truth of his words Hashed over

remained to be desired

them.

of the beautiful
Yes, they had all said,
e young person of their i
that it could not be worse.”
;.er
many talents and

mquest

1

repeatedly,

But this

wretched, wrinkled, bedizened creature
i-i dance.
—had they dreamed of this?
wondered at, therefore,
were trembling with
Harvey watched them with an undis!■ Mr. Seely fumbled with ; turbed smile—his father, turning away
at
last and rubbing his forehead with
ii in nervous suspense,
j
Seely opened her lips his handkerchief weakly; Mrs. Seely,
e
found strength to pro- gazing at her daughter-in-law with a
dreadful fascination, andthegirls, sinkportant question:
ing iutmchairs in dismay ed silence.
“Wei" mother.”said Harvey, lightly,
Dora Berdan at pres-j
“of course a new addition to the family Is
y smilingly.
Mis. Seely repeated, and! an object of interest: but don’t forget
inquiringly. "I don't j that 1 have an appetite, and getting
married has rather improved it.
Take
rd of the family."
ikely," Ilarvey rejoined. off your bonnet, my own. Here, Kitty!”

THE REV. J. K. C. SAWYER, D. I>.

The relatively small proportion of
and boys in Christian congregations and church membership compared
with that of women and girls is not altogether a new thing; but the disparity
between the sexes in this respect is
men

breakfast table at will be barely decent
presentable.
Think of the people who will .call! 1
affectionate concern.
laughters Kitty and Mar- hope she won't be worse than we’re j
prepared to see her.”
her words,
vou have got off for an- |
“She couldn't be,” said Mrs. Seely,
his
said
father, breaking dismally.
that
“Now
There
was a roll of wheels, and the
you’re
iiefully.
twinkle of the carriage-lamp at the
nugh—”
:lt' I'm partner, it's hard door, and the bell rang sharply.
Wlien Prof. Munyon says his Rheumatism
off',” responded Ilarvey
Kitty and Margery clasped hands in Cure
will cure rheumatism there isn’t
guessdo—”
sympathetic agitation; Mr. Seely drop work about it—there isn’t any false any
I, :'ks all 1 could
statement
'...suddenly.
ped his newspaper and arose; and Mrs. about it. It cures without leaving any ill effects.
is
It
a
stomach
could
do?”
and
nerve
all you
tonic, as well
inquir- Seely advanced toward the hall door as a splendid
positive cure for rheumatism.
with dignity.
All the Munyon remedies are just as reliable,
down
his
It
...;,i Harvey, laying
opened" wide before she could reach 25c. vial. The Guide to Health is free. Munyon,
t ik. with a beaming smile,
it, and Harvey entered, his face suffus- New York and Philadelphia.
MINTON'S INHALER CURES CATARRH
Here’s the news I’ve been ed with genial, blissful smiles.
vou till the last, from a
“This is my wife,” he said, proudly.
-:v.
It was all 1 could do
“My mother, Liora; my father; my sis- fives, quizzically, “they don’t seem inarranged so that 1 could ters Kitty and Margery!”
clined to speak to you.”
And with a caressing touch, he took
—ilding trip a month hence.
But Margery had come toward her
married.
be
by the hand and led forward among hastily, and seized both of her hands.

n

’•

THE CHURCH IN THE aoth CENTURY.

more marked than formerly, and in
most American communities it is on
the increase. One of the most important questions relating to the mission
and progress of the Church in the morning of the new century is, How shall
the Church increase its hold on men?
It has always been easier to save women
than to save men; but the men as well
as the women must be saved if civilization is to progress and the kingdom of
God is to triumph.

At this point some one may suggest
that the disparity between the sexes in
church attendance and church membership is not so great as to be a ground for
anxiety. For years the writer of this
article has been specially interested in
“Was it you all the time?” cried Mar- religiously reaching men. As a pastor
gery, joyfully. “And the gray hair was he has given special attention to men
false, and the wrinkles were put on, and boys; and if he were to speak of
and all that dreadful powder?
Oh, only the congregations which have been
unler his own care he would not
Harvey, how could you?”
“I begged him not to,” said the pretty have great disparity to report; but
b’ride, raising her dark eyes sweetly. his special endeavor to arrest the attenI told him it was cruel; and such a tion of men and to increase the influence
‘time as I had, saying all those shocking of the Church over men has led him to
things he had taught me, and keeping realize the strength of many of the in-

wig straight, and trying not to fluences that tend to draw men away
from the Church and from Christ; and
laugh! Shall you ever forgive us?”
“Forgive you! Oh; my dear!” cried during the last year he has sought inMrs. Seely, incoherently.
formation from both preachers and layAnd she hurried forward, with a sob men of various denominations in differof joy, and embraced her daughter-in- ent parts of the country, and in towns
law wildly.
and villages as well as cities, concernIt was rather rough,
said Harvey, ing the relative proportion of men to
gaily. “I felt like a villain when I saw women in church attendance and church
the way you all took it. But you know membership. The replies received to
what you said, every one of you—that his letters of inquiry have been remarkit ‘couldn’t be worse.’ I thought I’d able for their similarity. The propordemonstrate to you that it could.- Dora tions usually given are one to two, one
is 11* instead of 40; she can speak cor- to three, one to four.
In some cases it
rectly when she makes an effort; and I is one to live, and in a few the proporcan heartily recommend her for a ‘will- tion is even smaller.
No letter has
ing and obliging,’ good-tempered and told him of an even proportion.
The
of
the replies renature of most
thoroughly capable girl—the sweetest
in the world.”
ceived will be indicated by extracts
Mr. .Seely left the fireplace and came from some of them. A young business
and clasped bis daughter-in-law in bis man, earnestly religious, who has travarms, with a beaming face, and Kitty eled all over the land, writes: "From
kissed her effusively.
general observation I would say that
"It was a dreadful lesson,” said Mrs. two-thirds of the congregations are
Seely, looking up with a tearful smile: made up of women and girls. In our
“but 1 am afraid we needed it, my son.” own church the proportion of men
[Saturday Night.
attending the morning service is even
my

RfSULT

OF

A

Another says:
less, or one to five.”
“Four-fifths women.” A prominent
journalist and author writes: "In
Protestant, churches in Boston, I should

FALL.

Shu Francisco

ralysis.

Attorney Stricken with PaShock to the System Brings on

Nervous Prostration—How

a

Cure

was

say that the congregations are composed of two women to one man.”
These are fair samples. The proportion of men who attend prayer meetings
is smaller than that of those who attend
preaching services. The average ratio
of men to women in the membership of
the churches seems to be somewhat less
than one to three, as indicated by many
of my letters, as well as by personal examination of a goodly number of church
rolls. These letters also indicate that
the disparity between men and women
in church attendance and church membership is on the increase in the many

Ef-

fected.

Volumes might he written in praise of a
popular remedy for the creating of rich new
blood and the up-building of a worn out body,
but it is doubtful if anything half so convincing could be demonstrated as is done by
the interesting story related by .Mr. Edward
i-t people.”
Kitty came forward with a set face T. Dudley, a practicing attorney for twentyMrs. >eely repeated mus-j and tightly-closed lips, to receive the live years in San Francisco, with offices at
I have not heard of them. marvelous combination of beads and 83 City Hall Avenue. Twelve years ago,
silk flowers held out to her with a dis- when thirty-nine years of age, Mr. Dudley
v live?”
She was lost liis balance while standing upon the
hi street." responded liar-, gusting air of sprightliness.
rear platform of a street car, causing him to
afraid to trust herself to speak.
fall, striking the ground with the back of
11 hack in her chair with I
Poor Mrs. Seely, sick at heart, had liis
head, which brought on a feeling of communities re]>orted.
er husband turned a dis- ! made her way to the bell and
rang it, numbness and eventually paralysis, loss of
Among tne enter reasons given why
and dinner came down presently.
p"ii his son: and Kitty and
memory and strength, which, however, has so few men relatively attend church are
i. little screams,
“Turtle soup!” the bride observed yielded to proper treatment, as explained by the following: The intense rush and
reel! It was miles from j looking round the table with a girlish him hereafter.
a
pressure of business; the great developFeeling thankful for the good done him, ment of clubs, unions, lodges and other
•i aristocracy; it was peo- i smile; "ain’t nothing I admire so! Just
and realizing many others are in a similar
and
seam-!
that
nrking girls
pass
celery, father-in-law. Deli- condition, Mr. Dudley tells of the benefits social organizations of men; the diminusmall shopkeepers; with cious! ain't it, darling?”
in bis own way, which is given without color tion of helpful maternal influence over
and old apple-women for
“Extremely, my dear,” said the bride- or embellishment as follows :
boys,owing to whist clubs, etc.; the Sun“After the fall from the car I passed it by day newspaper and Sunday amusements,
ys knew.
groom, complacently.
man street. Ilarvey?” said
Ignorant and vulgar! What dreadful-' as an accident that had left no apparent ill the decay of reverence; the neglect of
effects; yet a few weeks later, in endeavor- acquaintance with men and of effort for
appealingly.
things would they discover next?
It was an evening they never forgot. ing to get on a car, I found 1 could not raise men by ministers; the loss of the manly
Weyman street,” Harvey
From this time paralysis began
my foot.
The unfortunate parents sat with pale in
I am not now
feet and in time
lower limbs be- element in preaching.
is not—she cannot be of

faces and

unsteady hands, staring

into

living in Weyman street?” j their empty plates, or looking at each
other with fresh horror at each simpery. anxiously.
are quite respectable,”
ing, senseless, ungrammatical remark
“Dora’s ; of their terrible daughter-in law.
-pi'iided, quietly.
widow. She sews for a
Kitty and Margery excused themand Dora lias been asakeeper in our establishhow I met her.”
groaned.
per—a seamstress!” she
"Oh, Ilarvey, you could
mse.

if

girl!"

Vml

said his

working-girl!”

said

Kitty,

j

"And everybody

Oh, Harvey,

"m

father,

after all we have
No; it could not be

voice.
!r”'

“I shan’t think of setting up,” said
the bride, rising from the table with an
apologetic giggle, and with the last of
her dessert held aloft,
"I’m too wore
out. If anybody calls—o’ corse everytell
’em I’ll see ’em
body’ll call—just
tomorrow. Come on, dear!”
And she tripped up stairs, with a juvenile nod over her shoulder, and with
her beaming young husband following.
Mrs. Seely wrung her hands despair-

worse!”

•-s

a

selves during the second course, and
flew to their rooms to cry themselves to
sleep, in an agony of dismay and mortification.

it couldn’t

looked from one to
istonislied, hurt and halfmis silence.
'lined to him, with a gentle
uigling w'ith the dismay in
.-

man

ingly.

“We said it could not be worse,” she
But this! How shall we

said, faintly.
endure it?”

“1 shall not endure it!” said her hus-

his face had grown almost caresaid, hopefully—“per- band;
worn during the last two hours.
“I
something to make up? shall send
them packing tomorrow, and
a wonderful beauty, or a
if ever he enters my house again—”
or something?”
He brought his hand down on the
her a grateful smile,
table threateningly.
she is pretty, of course,” he
“But that will not help matters,”
1 suppose that’s because
said his wife miserably.
“He is ruined;
f her.
I don’t think she
we are disgraced; and everybody will
led a beauty. And as for
know it.
very clever at accounts;
There was a silence.
n’t sing, or paint, or auy“1 had pictured her to myself,” said
Unit sort.
She’s never had
y
Mrs. Seely, beginning to sob, “as a
"i
money for sucli things.
young girl—a person of suitable age for
my poor, misguided boy, decently eduhad
turned
with
-'lanrery
away
cated, and at least a lady. And even
cut gesture.
then, when I did not doubt that it was
notliing, then,” she said such
a one he had chosen, I
■"I viuglv.
thought
“No; it couldn’t be!
myself the most unhappy creature in
she

's

..

,.

“sc from his seat, with an
''!. set the bell in the castor

■

■

absurd” lie said indignantly.
"e

1

minded.

1

v

reproachfully.

'‘

q;.

it is unjust
How sensible—

well; ‘if Mohammed won’t
1 ou’ve heard the observashall pay you a visit imme-

!"| our

■

the world, because she had not wealth
and an old name. Surely it is a judgment upon us. Oh, was there ever so

dreadful

thing?”
“Probably not,”
grimly.
a

said her

husband,

It was a solemn group which waited
sensible people,” Harvey
in the dinning-room, next morning, for
•flier bitterly, “can say. in
the appearance of the newly-wedded
person they have never !
it couldn't be worse,” is couple.
There were marks of a tossing night
muprehension.”
I on every face—in troubled brows,swollen
not talk of it,” said Mrs.
lids and pale cheeks—and a general
hug up a restraining hand, ji
will not mend matters. gloom prevailed. in
Mr. Seely stood
front of the fireII
are to
be married
next
! place, watching the hall-door,
with a
stern face. He was master in his own
ninth,” Harvey rejoined, house at least, and he was determined
you will all be there?” he that it should not be
disgraced by his
er
dubiously.
son’s wife for another hour.
"
uns!” said his father short“Please get them away before anysaid Kitty.
“It
old hardly expect it,” said body comes, papa!”
would be dreadful if anybody were to

)

s'.!!:
»

absurd;

than

\

return from our wedding
your kind permission. You

I>ora.”
lViKn‘)« left
the

;;'
1,1

house,

an

hour later,

her!”
“Dreadful!” Margery echoed with

see

a

groan.

There were footsteps on the stairs.
Mrs. Seely turned with a shiver, and
the girls caught their breath.

The hall door opened.
The waiting group looked up
slowly.
Would she not be still more terrible in
the broad daylight—that artificial, sim-

required permission,
and the girls had even
good-by, in an injured and pering horror!
fciv.i'm way; and'his father had
But it was not the sight they were
: S? “‘uds, coolly.
prepared to see which the open door
“is ears still
s;
with
that
rang
it was not a painted, powderassertion, “It could not be disclosed;
g;

Luther

ami he was
thoughtful all the
to the city.

,1( k

II.
1

I;

«»’

"■

n'e'iifs

state of subdued

tour was
iili'iwe(tding
iey had reoeived a

aft'

tsilj;

I

" ere *n a

complettelegram

"'bon to the effect that he
* "oil
hand” to-night, with his

jilj

o’ig

table was set for dinSeely wandered from one
kjof jt1'lrst0 the other,
nervously,
|
msliand sat under the chandelier
kt:

room

»

ed semblance of a woman who came in

slowly, with

a

timid smile and down-

cast eyes.
It was a slender, sweet-faced young
lady, with shining brown hair crowning
a charming head, peachy cheeks, in
which the color came and went, and
soft, dark eyes, which studied the carpet in pretty timidity; with dainty,

slip-

pered feet, and a lace-trimmed wrapper,
fitting snugly to a perfect form.
“Good morning,” she said, gently.
Harvey had followed her closely.
“Well, Dora,” he said, looking from
one to another of his speechless relaIk

Christian lands who have no relation to
the Church and seem indifferent to the
Gospel. The Brotherhood of St. Andrew is one of the noblest and most
useful organizations of the Episcopal
church.
The interdenominational
Brotherhood of Andrew and Philip is doing a
good work. The Methodist Episcopal
Church has several Brotherhood organizations, the largest and most rapidly growing of them being the Brotherhood of St. Paul. Many of the local
chapters of this society have doubled
the attendance of men at church, and
others have been influenced in revivals
that have brought large numbers of
men and boys to Christ.
In other denominations are several men’s societies,
most of which have been
comparatively

recently organized,

but

are

lay. It certainly is the best egg producer. No red pepper
any irritant that temporarily warms i.p the fowls and then leaves them
worse off than before.
A genuine food that keeps hens healthy and makes

already

poultry grow.
The value of

their brothers to Christ.

Syracuse, X. Y.
Portland and

Liverpool.

Montreal, Que., Jan. .30.

minion

The Do-

Steamship Company has made

arrangements with the Grand Trunk
Bailway Company for the establishment of a weekly line of steamships
from Portland, Me., to Liverpool, during the coming season of navigation.
Portland will thus be the Grand Trunk
port all the year, and the company’s
western traffic, which has heretofore
been shipped from Montreal, will in
future be shipped at, Portland.
This means that the Grand Trunk,
with a new elevator and dock at Portland, will challenge Xew York and Boston as Atlantic ports.
The new line of steamships will, it is
understood, carry passengers as well as
freight. The company will continue
their Montreal and Boston service.

The venerable composer Giuseppe
who died in Italy last week, was
a monarch, too. in bis way—for half a
century the undisputed king of Italian
opera.

HYDE

Regulate the bowels with the True “L. F.”
Atwood’s Bitters. Used for 40 years with never
failing good results.
The right kind have a large rCd “L. F.”
yellow label and wrapper.

ami banish “paint
of menstruation.” They are “LIFE SAVERS” to girls at
womanhood, aiding development of organs and body. No
known remedy for women equals them. Cannot do harm—life
becomes a. pleasure. $1.00 PER 150X BY MAIL. Sold
by druggists. DU. MOTT'S CHEMICAL CO.. Cleveland, Ohio.
Sale by R.
H.
Moody. Belfast, Maine.
-or

FRED ATWOOD,

PILLS.

Winterport.

INSURANCE and REAL

CURE

Sick Headache and relieve all the troubles incident to a bilious state of the system, such as
Dizziness, Nausea, Drowsiness, Distress after
eating. Pain in the Side, &c. While their most
remarkable success has been shown in curing

SICK

Headache, yet Carter’s Little Liver Pills are
equally valuable in Constipat ion, curing and preventing this annoying complaint, while they also

all disorders of thostomach,stimulate the
liver and regulate the bowels. Even if they only
“
correct

HEAD

Ache they would be almost priceless to those who
Buffer from this distressing complaint; but fortunately their goodness does notend here.and thoi
who once try them will find these little pills valuable in so many ways that they will not be wil
ling to do without them. But after all sick head

M Pill. Snail Bose, Small Price,

j

Light

Fairy^

j

j

BIRD

COITPANY,

CATARRH
'GijjHfcyjI

Ely’s

WpenNa“iPaS"hK COLD'N HEAD

Dissolution of

Co-Partnership

on a

"“SE* PENNYROYAL PILLS
For

llVER

g

PARK, VERMONT.

Don't Be Bilious...

CARTER’S
BPittle

our

CARROLL S. PACE,

It is said that the mother of Mrs.
Carrie Xation, the Kansas saloon wrecker. died in an insane asylum and that
several of her relatives were mentally
unsound. Perhaps this will help to explain it.

Verdi,

^

Food has been

proved :-i this State. We have numerous
testimonials of the highest character. They are from well-known farmers and
poultrymen right here in New England, people you know or have heard about
and whose word is gilt edge.
We guarantee satisfaction and stand back of every pound we ship. Your
money back if you are not satisfied. We want an agent in every village.
Send for our booklet; it contains testimonials,priees, and full particulars about
our liberal inducements.
Page pays the freight.
REMEMBER PAGE’S is the ONLY PERFECT POULTRY FOOD.
It is the one kind that really makes eggs.

equal number of male recruits if
they were to set about it. earnestly.
Some of us have personally known men
who have individually brought
many of
an

ACHE

|

does make hens
or

fruitful of good results. There are few
churches whose men could not bring in

my
my
numb. I became pale as a ghost and weighing these reasons. I am simply
it brought on a bloodless condition of my reporting the most prominent ones that
system. From being a strong, healthy man have been mentioned to me by my corof 180 pounds, I was reduced to 145 pounds, respondents. An active Christian
layand my doctor told my wife that it was only
man, who is also a wide-awake business
a question of time when 1 should have to
his “pastor has greater influ1
man,
says
Is the bane of so many lives that here Is where !
take my bed. My wife asked if 1 was going
we make our great boast. Our pills cure it while
to die, and he said, ‘No, but the chances i ence and is more popular with the
others do not.
are that he will lie on the fiat of his back
| women and girls, and has little if any
Carter’s Little Liver Pills aro very small and
for twenty years/ I thought I would fool influence with the men.” Another layvery easy to take. One or two pills make a dose.
him. Medicine prescribed by the doctors man says: “When men realize that it
They are strictly vegetable and do not gripe o» j
and taken by me did no good, and my sys- is not dictation but
purge, but by their gentle action please all who
teaching which they
use them. In vialsat 25 cents; five for $1. Sold
tem was so drained, my blood so impoverish- j receive at
church, they will be there
by druggists everywhere, or sent by mail.
ed and i was so debilitated that, at the time
more frequently.”
I started to take Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills
CARTER MEDICINE CO., New York.
these
two
With
extracts
from
layfor Pale People, if I fell down 1 could not
men’s
letters
the
from
I
could
put
unassisted.
following
again
possibly get up
scarcely walk a block. Now I can walk two able and successful ministers: “I
three or four miles without fatigue, and think the men do not come because
as you see, am altogether a different man—
they are not specially interested in the
and all from eight or nine boxes of Dr. Will- sermon. It so often deals with
the reiams’ Pink Pills for Pale People. About I
mote past or the remote future, while
three years ago I saw the pills advertised
live
in
“I
men
|
to-day.”
judge powerful
in a San Francisco paper and decided to
try them, and from what I have told you of the excessive adapation of all church
my condition, you can imagine how weak I matters to women and children. The
and pale I was.
j manly ideal is gone—hence the awful
“After trying Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills, I result. Too much is made of
saving
could see in a very short time that I was j one’s
soul, too little of public ends.”
picking up color and my health and general
Too many ministers seem content to
system was much improved. I did not
change my diet, nor did I take any other go on in the old rut, preaching mostly
medicine, and 1 can assert that as a blood to women and girls, and confining their
maker and builder up of the system, it is in- pastoral; work mainly to visiting from
valuable, as my increase in weight from i house to house.
The minister who is
as a
145 to 185 pounds I can
lay to nothing else not greatly interested in winning to
than Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills for People.
Christ those of his own sex will not be
“I have recommended them to hundreds
is your cooking if you use the right Baking
If he
whose blood was impoverished, whose sys- likely to attract men and boys.
is
greatly interested in getting a strong Powder.
tem was run down and who needed buildHere is a sure formula:
ing up, and shall continue to do so, as I be- hold on men and boys he will take pains
lieve they are the best medicine in the world to do it. If he really goes for them lie
2
lbs. Three Crow Cream Tartar 70
for that purpose/’
will be likely to get them.
He will
EDWARD T. DUDLEY.
Signed,
have a wide acquaintance with the men
I lb. Three Crow Soda
_8
Subscribed and sworn to before me this of his
community and will know the
10th day of July, 1900.
78c
Cost
boys by name. He will find opportuniJustin Gates, Notary Public.
making 3 lbs. Best Baking Powder at a cost of
All the elements necessary to give new ties to manifest an interest in the daily
life and richness to the blood and restore work and trials of men, and in the in26c per lb. All Baking Powders put up in cans
shattered nerves, are contained, in a con- nocent, manly sports of lively and athcontain Starch, some Ammonia, some Alum,
densed form, in Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills letic lads.
for Pale People.
They are an unfailing I The sermons of many ministers would some Phosphate. By making your own from
specific for such diseases as locomotor atax- be very different if they were set on
pure
ia, partial paralysis, St. Vitus dance, sciati- i
an audience of men.
They
ca, neuralgia, rheumatism, nervous head- obtaining
ache, the after effects of the grip, palpitation | would study the man’s way of looking Three Crow
of the heart, pale and sallow complexions, at things.
They would bring the (losand all forms of weakness either in male or pel into practical touch with the life of
Cream Tartar
female. Dr. Williams’ Pink Pills for Pale ; to-day.
Their aim would be direct,
People are sold by all dealers, or will be their earnestness intense. They would
r
sent postpaid on receipt of price, 50 cents a
their
on the men in the delivi
box, or six boxes for $2.50 (they are never keepas welleye
as the preparation of their
ery
sold in bulk or by the hundred), by addressing Dr. Williams Medicine Company, Sche- sermons, and would study means to secure their interested attention.
nectady, N. Y.
If the preacher has an active mind
AND
and a great heart and his spirit is full
Extent of His Inheritance.
of love of Christ, he will somehow win
Three Crow Soda
The extent of the empire over which men to hear him even in these (lavs,
the new King Edward VII. of England when so many influences tend to keep
you avoid injurious ingredients and you do not
and Emperor of India will reign exceeds men from church and out of the kingpay for something that does not raise the food.
Some of the best critics of
that of any monarch of the present | dom.
time or perhaps of any time. Exclu- j preachers are commercial travelers;
JOHN
sive of Egypt, the area of his empire is they like the preacher who knows how
•
ESTABLISHED 1833.
to
one
who
displayfiis goods effectively,
11,77:1,000 square miles; including Egypt,
Manf 'rs and Dealers In Pure Food .Articles
about 10,000,000 square miles, or much is bound" that the treasure committed
ROCKLAND. ME.
over one-fourth of the land surface of to his trust shall not be undervalued on
the globe. The wealth of the UniteH account of the apathy or the vagueness
Kingdom alone, apart from that of In- with which he represents it.
To be popular with men and boys is a
dia, Australia, Canada and other possessions, is about $60,000,000,000, or second worthy ambition for any preacher.
only to the United States. The popula- They need him more than the women
CLIMATIC
tion of the Empire aggregates some do. Moreover, his success with men is
his
conditioned
but a local
own
upon
manlargely
Nothing
400,000,000, being comparable with that
or change of
of the Emperor of China. Its shipping liness. Men do not demand genius, but remedy will
cure
VV
climate
equals that of all other countries put the preacher who gets hold of them
CATARRH.
together, and its commerce and navy must have grip—grip of the truth, grip
are by far thd largest.
The capital of of Christ, grip of human hearts, grip of
The specific is
the Empire is also the world’s money the social and moral problems of the
center. Altogether Edward VII. is very day.
But the bringing of men into the
comfortably fixed.
church should not be left to the preach- It is quickly absorbed.
Gives Relief at once.
The women of our churches
I* I. «j *. A 1%
FROM THE CELEBRATED BILLINGS er only.
have ■effective ways of interesting those
FARM AT WOODSTOCK, VT.
of
their own sex in the different departAllays Inflammation. Heals and Protects the
“I have been feeding Page’s Perfect
Membrane. Restores the Senses of Taste and
Poultry Food during the past winter, and ments of church work. Their various Smell. No Mercury. No
Injurious drug. Reguthink it is the best food I have ever used, it circles and societies make them socially lar
Size, 50 cents; Family Size, $1.00. Druggists
being so clean and dry. It will keep sweet acquainted with each other, and are or by mail.
any length of time, which I consider an im- good
feminine recruiting agencies. ELY BROTHERS, 56 Warren Street, New York.
portant point as regarding the health of We need more work for men
by men.
hens. I keep it constantly before my hens, The
Brotherhood movement is in its insame as grit and shells, and think it fully
of
the new censatisfies their craving for animal food. I fancy at the opening
have handled several barrels of it, disposing tury. It is a response to a great need.
The partnership heretofore existing under the
of part of it to our poultrymen, who with- It is our hope that it is to be a great Arm name of C. P. Carte) & Co.
is this day disout exception say that it is the best food factor in the work of reaching the solved by mutual consent.
H. H. CARTER.
E. 8. CARTER.
J. S. Eaton.
they haye ever bought.”
million of men in our own and other
Belfast, Jan. 30,1901.—3w5*
came

PACE’S
PERFECTED
POULTRY
FOOD

Me.

ESTATE,

Representing Over Twenty Million Assets
FIRE, LIFE, ACCIDENT, PLATE OLASS, TORNADO INSURANCE.
3VSTEAM BOILER INSURANCE ANO INSPECTION., m

fcHHRIFF’S

Security Bonds

tor

Cashiers, Contract

SALE.

STATE OF MAINE.
OOUN1Y OF WALDO SS.
Taken this twenty-fourth day of January
1).
1901, on an execution dated the seventeeth'day of
January, A. D. 1901. issued on a judgment rendered by the Supreme Judicial Court for the County
of Knox, at the term thereof begun and held on
the second Tuesday of December, A. D. 1900, to
wit, on the uoth day of December. A. D. I'.kkl in

On and after Oct. 8,1900, trains connecting
Burnham and Waterville with through trains
for and from Bangor, Waterville, Portland and

at

Boston, will

run as

follows:

FROM BELFAST.
favor of Thaddeus 1{. Simonton of Canulem in
the County of Knox and State of Maine, executor
AM
pm
pm
of the goods and estate which were of Alexander
l
7 15
1 25
3 30
Thorndike, late of said Camden, deceased, against C elfast, depart
ity Point.t7 20 tl 30
3 30
John 11. Lovett of Lineolnville, in the County of
" ddo
...*7 3't
tl 40
13 55
Waldo. State of Maine, for the sum of one hun- Brocas
7 42
1 62
4 20
dred and tiftv-two dollars and ninety-four cents.
Knox .t7 54
12
04
'4 38
or
and
debt
dollars
($152.94)
damage,
twenty-five
2 10
5 17
and thirty-six cents, {,$25 :>»►) cost of suit, and will Thorndike. 8 (>o
I'nity.Hlo
2 18
5 60
be sold at public auction at the Sheriff's office, in
8
arrive.
Burnham,
35
2
40
0 25
on
said Belfast,
Thursday, the 2sth day of Febru40
4 35
ary, A. D. 1901, at 11 o’clock in the forenoon, the Bangor..11
A M
described
real
estate
and
all
the
following
right, Waterville. 9 08
3 10
7 20
title and interest which said John H. Lovett hail
PM
AM
in and to the same on the 24th day of January, A.
Portland.12.5
6 35
1 25
D. 1890. at 10 o’clock and 4f> minutes in the foreE- °. 4 00
9 05
5 57
Boston f
noon, the time when the same was attached on J Boston,
w ^. 41u
the original writ in the same suit, to wit: in the
homestead situated in Lineolnville aforesaid,
TO BELFAST.
bounded southwesterly by land of Ephraim i
Fletcher; northwesterly by the Fletcher pond,
A M
A M
so-called; northeasterly:by Nathan Fletcher and
K- h.
9 00
7 00
Boston
Richard H. Martin ; southeasterly by John Ennis
Boston, ) w
„. ..830
and Ephraim Fletcher; being same deeded R M.
p M
Lovett by Robert Lovett and heirs of William
Portland.
7 00
1 05
11 oo
Moody; see Waldo records.
A M
!
Dated at Belfast, in said Waldo County, this
Waterville.
9 52
0 20
4 15
twenty-fifth day of January, A. 1). idol
7 15
135
Bangor.
3t5
SAMI' EL
NORTON', Sheriff.
....
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SHERIFF'S

SALE.

STATE OF riAINE.
COUNTY OF WALDO SS.
Taken this twenty-fifth day of January, A. 1).
1901, on execution dated January 7, A. I). 1901.
issued on a judgment rendered by the Supreme
Judicial Court for the County of Knox, in said
State of Maine, at the term thereof begun and
held on the second Tuesday of December, A. 1).
1900, to wit, on the twenty-sixth day of December, A. 1). 1!HH), in favor of Sarah M. Fernald of
Portland, in the Comity of Cumberland and State
of Maine, against George French of Camden, in
the County of Knox and State of Maine, for
eighty-four dollars and eighty-five cents, debt or
damage, and ten dollars and ‘seventy cents, eo>ts
suit, with fifteen cents more for one writ of execution. and will be sold at public auction, at the
Sheriff’s office, in Belfast, in said County of Waldo, to the highest bidder, on the twenty-eighth
day of February, A. D. 1901, at twelve o’clock
noon, the following described real estate, and all
the right, title and interest which the said George
French has and had in and to the same on the
seventh day of July, A. D. 1900, at two o’clock in
the afternoon, the time when the same was attached on the writ in the same suit, to wit:
A certain lot or parcel of land with the buildings thereon, situated in Lincolnville, in said
County of Waldo and State of Maine, bounded
northerly by land of Timothy Fernald. easterly
by land of Thomas Gusjiee, southerly by land
owned or occupied by Charles Dearborn and land
of Edward Easton, and westerly by the road
leading from French’s Beaeli to Lincolnville Center, containing three-fourths of an acre, more or
less.
Dated this twenty-fifth day of January, A. D.
1901.
3w5
SAMUEL
NORTON, Sheriff.

Burnham, depart. 10 20
10 65
I’nity.

Thorndike. 11 20
Knox.til 35
Brooks. 12 12
Waldo .tl2 30
City Point.. 112 50
1 05
Belfast, arrive

8 50
9 08
9 18
19 27
9 45
t9 56
110 05
10 10

4 50
08
17
15 26
6 40
15 50
16 00
6 05
6
5

IFlag station.
Limited tickets for Boston are now sold at
$5.00 from Belfast and all stations on Branch.
Through tickets to all points West and North
west, via all route?, for sale by L. W. Geokgk
GEO. F. EVANS,
Agent, Belfast.
Vice President and General Manager
F. E. Boothnv, Cien’l Pass, and Ticket Agent.
Portland, Oct. 1. 1900.

Steamers leave Belfast for Boston via Camden
and Rockland at (about) 2.30 p. m., Mondays and

Thursdays.

*|For Wmterport, via way-landings, Wednesdays
and Saturdays at (about) S.uo a. m., or upon arrival of steamer from Boston.

RBTI.'KNINO:

HOME TREATMENT
....FOR....

From Boston, Tuesdays and Fridays at r>.00 p.m.
"“■From Winterport, at m.no a. \i.. Biieksport, 12.00
m., Mondays and Thursdays.
FRED W. BOTE, Agent, Belfast.
CALVIN AUSTIN, UenT Supt.. Boston.
WILLIAM 11. HILL, UenT Manager, Boston.

...THK...

Chronic Diseases
And The Diseases Peculiar
to Women. Diseases of the
Blood, Nervous System, and
all diseases and Diseased
Conditions of the kidneys,

bladder,

Lungs,

Stomach,

Liver and Heart and all diseased States of the Pelvic
and Reproductive Organs.
1
together with every form or
Skin Disease.
Most cases
quicKiy relieved and permanently cured by the Great Multipathic Specifics.
Send for General Symptom Blank and one on
Diseases of Women. Many cases that were considered hopeless have been cured by these Great
Remedies. During May and June consultation
free by mail. Dr. Mitchell can be consulted free
at his Boston office Mondays, Wednesdays,
Thursdays and Saturdays from a. m. to 4 p. m.
Other days his regular consultation fee of $3 will
be charged. Monthly treatment at reasonable
rates. Address,
CHARLES H. MITCHELL, M. D.,
218 Tremont street,
Union Savings Bank Building,
Next to Hotel Touraine,
Boston, Mass.
Laboratory, 3 Howard Place Roxbury, Mass.

A.

CLEMENT
has opened his room over
Misses Ellis’ store for

Swan & Sibley Cn.
JOllliKRS OB'

GRAIN,
FEED,
SEEDS and

GROCERIES
Importers
dealers in the finest

of Salt.

quality of

Anthracite and
Blacksmith

^

.

L Oft IS*

ORDERS PROMPTLY FILLED

Picture Framing.
J3T” Mvtx cut to order.

33, 35, 37 Front St., Belfast, Me
TELEPHONE 4-8.

ltf

SEARSPORT LOCALS.

COUNTY

Rev. R. G. Harbutt left for his new

Camden.

CORRESPONDENCE.

John E. Dailey has just

SAVE YOUR SKIN

com-

Deering last Saturday.
pleted a yacht 32 feet long for J. W. ManHe has also in process of buildDr. E. Hopkins has been confined to chester.
the house several weeks with grip and ing two handsome row boats with mahogany
malaria, but is now convalescing slowly. finish for J. C. Strawbridge, Melvin Heights
and C. W. Henry, Beauchamp Point. Mr.
to Pittshome in

How to Preserve,
the Skin

Mrs. John B. Ames was called
Dailey has a contract for two boats to be
field last Friday on account of the seri- built for Dunn & Elliott, Thoinaston, for
ous illness of her son, Charles H. Ames.
their new vessel.

Ship Bangalore, Capt. A. N. Blanchard, arrived at Delaware Breakwater
Feb. 6th, from Kahului for New York.
Mrs. George Delano informs us that
her grandmother, Mrs. Eliza Pinkham,
who resides in Milbridge, Me., is 106
years old and has lived in three centuries.

Partington of Bangor Theological Seminary preached at the Congregational church last Sunday and
Mr. Ira

Rev. T. 1'. Williams of Winslow will
next

supply

Sunday.

r
To preserve, purify and beautify the skin, and prevent pimples, blotebee,
blackheads, redness, roughness, yellow, oily, mothy skin, chapping, and
many other forms of ekin blemishes, no otber skin or complexion soap la
for a moment to be compared with CUTICURA SOAP, because no other soap
reaches the cause, vix., the clogged, irritated or inflamed condition of the PORES

Hau,dai.e. The school in this district
closed last Friday
Mrs. W. A. Hall was
in Belfast recently with her sister, Mrs. C.
L. W right, who was sick_E. B. Hall has
returned from his visit in Lowell, Mass—
Walter Gilchrest, reported sick last week, is
improving slowly—Miss Laura Reeves is
visiting friends in Liberty—C. V. Stevenson is at work for Newell White-Howard
Douglass is visiting friends in Appleton—
Mrs. C. W. Colby was stopping with friends
in Belfast last week.

of business on account of
Among them are C. H. Monroe

colds.

and N. C. Shute.

Searsmont. Mr. Levi M. Poor of AuK. F. Dungusta was in town last week
ton, Esq. and wife of Belfast were in town
Saturday anil Sunday—W. M. Thayer of

of

one

hundred years of

Masonry

in

The Bucksport correspondent of the
Bangor Daily News writes that Miss

Maude Nichols of the Pond street Intermediate school entertained at her
home recently the A class, who go into
the grammar school next spring term.
The evening was one of much enjoyment to both teacher and pupils.
The Boston Globe of Feb. 8th contains a portrait of Miss Addie B. Crockett of the Harbor

lowing

school, and

the fol-

verses:
DAUGHTER

OF

A

SOLDIER.

Will you kindly print these verses,
We are writing.just for fun,
About our “Harbor School Marm”
And her trip to Washington.
She's in the voting contest,
Addie Crockett is her name;
She’s the daughter of a soldier,
From Waldo county, Maine.
Now we ask the brave old soldiers,
And friends from every State,
To send in their votes to Addie
lief ore it is too late.
The storm which set in
noon

Monday after-

at (i o'clock was the severest of

winter, and all communication
with the outside world was cut oft except by telephone and telegraph. The
few items which appear in this department were sent to The Journal office
the

by telephone.

About IS inches of snow

ensuing year: Pres., L. F. Allenwood; Vice
Pres., Miss Bessie E. Brown; Sec’y, Miss
Georgia Cunningham ; Corresponding Sec’y,
N. B. Allenwood; Treas., Clarence D.
Brown. This order is at present in a very
prosperous condition.
They meet every
Monday evening at 7 o'clock. A large delegation was out from Belfast Jan. 24th and
listened to a fine discourse given by Mr. I.
N. Halliday of Portland_A party of 17
members from Mystic Grange, No. 29, visited
Honesty Grange, Morrill, Wednesday evening, Jan. 30th, and had a very enjoyable
time. We are glad to report that Honesty
Grange is prospering. They have an able
corps of officers and every m ember shows a
great interest in the order_E. R. Howard
is getting out lumber for a silo, 10x10x23
feet. The silo has got to come in order to
make farming a success. We hope other
farmers will follow the example of Mr. H.
and build silos.Many old residents re
mark that “This is an old fashioned winter;”
and we guess it is, by the weather we are
having—A few weeks ago mention was
made as to the largest elm tree standing in
Waldo
Co.
Your
correspondent from
Liberty gave the dimensions of one in that
village and spoke of one on the farm of 0.
F. Allenwood, which is probably the tallest,
if not the largest, in Waldo county. The dimensions are as follows: Height to first limb,
43 feet; full height 77 feet: circumference,
12-1 feet; diameter 4 ft. 2 in. We would like
to hear from others.Colds and the grip
are in order about town.

had fallen up to Wednesday morning,
Lincoln vn.i.F..
The Good Will Society
JO inches of which fell befween <; and S met Jan. list at Mrs. Snow’s. A picnic
o'clock Monday evening. There were supper was served at (i o'clock. The table
was bountifully spread with choice viands,
no sessions of the village schools Tuesto which all did full justice. The evening
or
The
Wednesday.
day
morning stage
was passed in games, songs, anecdotes,
from Stockton Springs Monday did not
vocal solos, duetts and recitations. It was
arrive until 11 o'clock. It is estimated the
largest gathering in the history of the
that the breaking of the roads will cost
organization, and was not only a success sothe town §300. Several of our citizens
cially but the treasurer, Mrs. J. I.. Coombs,
'were unable to get their storm doors
said that it more than met her expectations
on
account
of
open Tuesday morning
the snow drifts, and were obliged to financially. The object of the club is one
in which every person in town should be inclimb out of the windows.
terested, as it for the improvement of a spot
When the new Venezuelan gunboat held sacred and hallowed
by the tenderest
Hestaurdor, formerly George .1. Gould’s ties and memories-Beaeh
Cemetery. ..A card
yacht Atalanta, dropped down New
Vork Harbor just before going to sea ! party was enjoyed at the O. E. S. hall Wedthe other day there were three Maine nesday evening-William Mahoney is
men on board.
The liestauador cost visiting his sister, Mrs. Louisa French_j
Mr. Gould three hundred thousand dol- Paul Young is in town and we are glad to
lars in 1883. She was built by the hear that his health is much
improved_■
Cramps of Philadelphia. The Vene- Mrs. M. E. Everett, who has been confined
zuelan government bought her for 8125,- to her room
the past week with grip, is
000 and has mounted five modern Bridgemuch better at this writing_There will
port guns on her deck. The captain is
Jeremiah Merithew of Warren, Me., a be a sociable at the Good Templar’s hall
sailor who has figured in many stirring Tuesday evening, Feb. 12, with an extra
lie is a native of Searsport fine program. Ice cream will be served
scenes.
and was first officer of the United lodge Deputy A. E. Andrews, assisted by
States transport McClellan, bearing David McCobb as Marshal and Nellie
himself right gallantly during tjie re- Dart as
Deputy Marshal, installed the folcent Spanish war. Capt. Meritnew’s
wife is now at Warren where she has lowing officers to serve the next quarter in
relatives and friends. She will stay Bay View Lodge, I. 0. G. T: C. T., Leslie
there till her husband returns from Ames: V. T., Madge Bullock; P. C. T.,
South America, The captain entertain- Frank Colemer; Chap., Charles Frohoek;
ed a party of friends in the cabin while Sec’y, Isabella Griffin; Asst. Sec’y, Alice
the boat was going down to Sandy Ilook
Howe; F. Sec’y, Fanny Colemer; Treas.,
on her first trip as a warship.
Among Everett Wade; Mar., Herbert Bullock;
them were J. Otis Smith, a New Vork
Dept. Mar., Alta Heald; Guard, Austin
newspaper man, formerly of Lewiston,
and E. L. Post, who spends his summers Warren; Sen., Roy Duncan; S. J. T., Mrs.
A fine picnic supper was
in Maine and whose wife was Miss Fos- Annie Wade.
ter, an Auburn girl. While Captain served after the installation.Capt. FranMerithew
served refreshments Mr. cis French of Rockland is in town visiting
Post told a Maine hunting story.
It relatives.
immensely interested the Venezuelan
Consul-General, Senor E. Gonzalez EsMonboe. The village school taught by
teves, who was one of the party. The Miss
Nancy Parker closed Friday. Quite a
story was how Post and Frank Cain of number of visitors were
present and listenLewiston shot three deer in the mountains near Moosehead, and two of them, ed to a fine program, consisting of diathough killed instantly, had no bul- logues and recitations, etc., in which the
let holes in their skins. It was after- pupils did much credit to their teacher and
wards found that they had been shot showed that they had been under good inin the mouth, while standing facing the struction. Each
pupil received a souvenir
hunters.
from their teacher... There have been a
a
is
and
is
well
Searsport boy
"Jerry”
few cases of the grip here, and much sickremembered by many in his native ness in this vicinity—Mr. Reuben Fogg,
town.
formerly of Belfast, and who has lived at
the home of Charles Fogg in Monroe, died
north searsport items.
last week. The remains were taken to BelMrs. James VV. Smart is quite ill.
fast.Miss Lena Patterson died Jan. 29th
Dr. J. S. Cole of Swanville was at J. W. at the home of Mrs. Frank Ham, where she
Harriman’s last week.
had been so kindly eared for during her illMiss Laura Richards of Belfast is in town ness. She went to the hospital one
year
as the guest of
Sidney Moody.
a*;o to have a tumor removed, but received
Lester Robertson of Swanville was in no benefit and had
gradually failed since.
town last week visiting relatives.
Having no parents she was brought from
News was received recently that Ross the hospital and taken to the home of Mrs.
Chase was quite sick in New Hampshire.
Ham, where she remained until she passed
Mrs. Catherine Brier of Searsport village away. Her age was 24 years and 0 mouths.
was here recently as the guest of Mr. and
She leaves one brother, Walter Patterson...
Mrs. James W. Harriman.
Mr. and Mrs. Eugene Ritchie had a recepII. T. Scrihner and wife went to Waldo tion and
dance at the Town Hall recently, I
last Saturday to visit Mrs. Scribners sister,
and were the recipients of the following
Mrs. Thomas Leonard.
Mr. and Mrs. D. A. Nye, paper
Mr. John Mudgett of Stockton Springs and present:
Capt. Andrew Staples of St. Paul, Minn., rack; Mr. and Mrs. F. A. Nye, easel; Mr.
were in town last week, the guests of Mrs.
and Mrs. W. B. F. Twombly, cup and saucer
Catherine Colcord.
and plate; Mrs. F. W. Ritchie, nickel tea
E. G. Smart and Thomas Dorr went to kettle; Mr. Leslie White, lamp; Mr. H. C.
Stockton Springs one day last week and Webber, willow clothes
basket; Mr. and
while there called on Mr. Dorr’s daughter,
Mrs. Nelson Curtis, fruit dish; Mrs. Etta
Mrs. Loren Griffin.
Grant and son, glass dish and knife; Mrs.
Frank H. Cleaves of this town and WalF. Sterns, glass dish; Merton Haley, dish;
lace Harmon of Bangor, who has been the
guest of Miss Eudavilla Cleaves for the Warren and Nellie Staples, fancy dish and
past week, went to Bangor last Saturday on plate; Edith Colson, salad dish; Betsey and
business.
Annie Colson, berry dish; Mr. and Mrs.
Fred A. Scribner, who is in the employ of George Palmer,
dishes; Mr. and Mrs. Joe
the New England Telegraph & Telephone
F. L. Palmer, glass pitcher;
Co., arrived from Waterville Saturday night Palmer, towels;
to spend Sunday with his parents, Mr. and Mr. and Mrs. J. B. Neally, fruit dish; Amy
Mrs. Herbert T. Scribner.
Flynn, plate; Mrs. Ella Clements and daughThe social danee at Marden’s hall last Fri- ter, bon bon dish and plate; Miss Lida
day night was the most enjoyable time for Webber, cream pitcher and sugar bowl;
the season. The dance was given by Mr.
Jessie Ritchie, preserve set; C. Fisher,
Lewis Harden of Belfast, who was formerly
a Swanville boy.
There was a large dele- glass dish; Sadie Chapin, cheese plate;
gation of dancers present and a very pleas- Geo. Newcomb, collar, Mr. and Mrs. Clark,
ant time was enjoyed by all.
celery and fruit dish.
...

Scalp

FOREIGN

Washington. Iliram Overlook’s cooper
shop near Razorville was burned last Sunday night. The lire broke out about 8
o’clock, and was first seen by neighbors. In
the shop were his cooper tools, a sleigh and
8,000 shingles. He coopered in it Saturday
and a spark must have got down through

—

the cracks in the floor. The stable is about
two rods south of the shop and the house
about two rods south of the stable, and the
wind was blowing from the north.
If the
recent ice storm had not coated that side of
the barn, both house and barn would have
burned, with no insurance on any of them.
The loss w'as $300.

North Troy. Mr. and Mrs. II. B. Hammond have returned to thei r home in Everett,
Mass—Miss Ethel White, who has been
stopping at the home of G. A. Woods and
wife this winter, intends to go to Pittsfield
soon, to serve a three months apprenticeship
with Mrs. Mansur,a dressmaker—The last
Buckspoht.
meeting of the North Troy Reading Club
Shortly before If o’clock
was held at the home of Miss Bessie Conner
Sunday night the cry of lire, followed byFeb. 1st, and they were very pleasantly en- ringing of bells, brought out a large number
tertained. The next meeting will be with of citizens to find that the roof of the main
Mrs. A. R. Whitney, March 8th. All are building of F. II. Moses’ conservatories had
cordially invited to join and to partake of taken fire in several places and was rapidly
the supper furnished by the club at Scents assuming dangerous proportions. It was in
each. It is worth a quarter-Zimri Carle- close proximity to the Robinson House on
ton returned home last Friday after an ab- one side and a large dwelling house on the
sence of several weeks in Webb and visiting other, only- a narrow driveway separating
them. Again the value and power of the
his niece, Mrs. Alma Green, in Wilton.
Prospect Viei.age. The sociable Jan. hydrant service was exhibited. A stream
from the nearest point but a few feet dis30th and the masquerade ball Feb. 1st at
ant was quickly in operation, which proved
the Grange Hall were well patronized—
the engines were quiekMrs. M. E. C. Libby is to be under the treat- sufficient, although
ty in position,and a serious conflagration was
ment of Dr. 0. S. Erskine of Frankfort..
Mrs. Lizzie Gould, Mrs. Sarah Colson, Mr. : averted, only a slight damage being done to
Daniel Dockham and family, who have been I the building, which was a large two-story
affair known as the Pond house.
The fire
suffering with the grip, are all better.
Mr. Henry Heagau and wife are spending a was the result of the large smoke stack
which communicated with the
few weeks w ith Mr. IPs mother, Mrs. Julia ; burning out,
roof. The fire was promptly discovered by
Gilman... The many friends of Mrs. Grace
E. Hall, who was sitting up with a sick
M. Libby Mute of Massachusetts will be S.
man in a house’just across the street, and
pained to learn of her poor health this winter..
Mr. Hartshorn of Swanville will close who, with vigorous cries and pounding on
the nearby dwelling, quickly roused a large
a very successful term of school here Feb.
force. The absence of wind, and
15. There is to be ten weeks of High school working
here next spring.The masque ball held other favorable conditions, and the ample
at the Grange hall last Friday night was water service, undoubtedly saved the town
largely attended, there being some 40 coup- from heavy loss.
les in the grand march. Many of the cosEast Knox. The winter term of school
tumes were costly and attractive. Music in this
place, under the instruction of Mr.
for the order of J4 dances was furnished by Bert
Payson of Brooks, closed Jan. 18th.
Allie Batehelder’s orchestra of three pieces. This
term, like the fall term, was both
This was the banner hop of the season, and
pleasant and profitable. Good work has
all enjoyed themselves immensely. During been done in the school the
past two years
the hour of intermission there were some and all have made
great advancement. We
Miss
Burton
of
solos
vocal
Bangor, are now trying for a High school next
by
which were beautiful and charmingly ren- spring and we hope that the parents will
The aids were C. G. Partridge, see the advantage of having a good school
dered.
Bert Clark, Albert Cummings, Cassius Cum- l at home and that all will unite in

|

doing

their best in making it a success. The last
The Smith Cemetery Im- day of school was very cold and stormy all
Palermo.
provement Society mtt for the first time at day. The evening and night was extremethe H. 1!. Carr house on Harden Hill, which cold, but notwithstanding the fact McGray’s
has been fitted up for the purpose.
Many hall and house was packed with old and
The net young, who came to enjoy the second exhiwere present from distant towns.
receipts were about SU.Some of the bition given by the school. Owing to the
neighbors and friends of Mrs. Martha illness of Miss Ethel Lamson of Freedom,
Knowles passed a very pleasant evening at teacher in the Kenney school, the program
her home in North Palermo last Thursday had to be rearranged and somew hat abridgevening. Ice cream and cake were served. ed, yet the following -was well carried
.Miss Rose Belden visited Mrs. Cora A. out, and gave good satisfaction: SingGoodwin a few days this week—Henry ing of America by school; dee., GrandCarr and wife of Albion visited their old pa and I went to Chicago, Tommy Woodneighbors and friends last Saturday and bury; dialogue, “Points of the Compass,”
Sunday.Alonzo Farrar and daughter i Margie Cook, Cassie Rogers, Carrie Rogers,
Lottie ot Washington, Me., visited her Gladys Wentworth; song, “Sweet Molly
friend Mrs. Emma Black last Saturday and O’Riley,” Roland Kelsey; paper, “East
Sunday _George Soule went to Augusta Knox Searchlight,” Edgar H. Douglass;
last Saturday.C. E. Carr and wife went
roaring farce, “A little more cider,” local
to Waterville last Saturday.
talent; stump speech, “The Smith Family,”
Sandypoint. Mrs. Lydia Staples visited E. H. Douglass; duett by two little girls,
Mr. and Mrs. Stephen
in Bangor recently
Lottie Douglass, Gladys Wentworth; tabSmith visited relatives in several inland
towns the past week... .Emery Ileagan, ; leau, male quartette, Roland Kelsey, Bert
in
the
who has been teaching
Cape district, McGray, Harry Higgins, Robbie McGray;
visited Mrs. Sarah Jordan and family last
Mrs. Frank Curtis j dialogue, “How the quarrel began,” Cassie
Saturday and Sunday
has been in Prospect the past two weeks_i Rogers, Margie Cook; original dialogue,
The masked ball was postponed to Feb. Sth “How our friends in town get a shave,”
owing to the sickness in the vicinity—The Bert McGray, Harry Higgins; Topsy Turschool closed Friday, Feb. 1st, with an attendance of five scholars. Over fifty in the vey, Roland Kelsey, Bert McGray, Harry
district are sick with the grip and colds. I Higgins, Mell Rogers; tableau, “Stealing
The scholars bought several nice books for the
drink,” Robbie McGray, Roland Kelsey;
their teacher, Mr. Robert Webster of Fort
l’oint, which they intended to present him rec., “Long ago,” Margie Cook; tableau,
the last day of the term, which should have “Pulling Teeth,” Mell Rogers, Rob. McGray,
continued another week, but so many were Harry Higgins, Bert McGray; rec., “Peter
unable to attend it was thought best to
close at once.
The books were carried to Longpocket, Margie Ryan; stump speech,
him as he was about to leave for his home. “Old Aunt Chole on Matrimony,” Robbie
....The sleighing has been fine for the past McGray; Miss Mattie Kelsey, organist.
Mr. and Mrs. A. F. Ellis visit- Miss
two weeks
Margie Ryan, the 14 year old daughter
ed in Winterport last Sunday.
of Mr. W. A. Ryan, merits special mention
Miss Rosie Walker met with for the long and interesting recitation that
Unity.
uite an accident a few days ago while out
she gave. This was lur first time on the
oiding. The sled struck some thin ice and stage yet she held the closest attention of her
Si ent in, throwing its
feet
audience
oecupants several
throughout. After the exhibition
ahead.
Miss Walker struck her head and those who wished took part in dancing.
cut it so badly that it required two stitches Music was furnished by Brigg’s Orchestra
to close the wound
Bartlett & Chase’s of Freedom. The caste of characters in
steam mill began operations a short time the farce was as follows:
Rufus
Hillman and family from Erastus
ago
Applejack,
Harry Higgins
Thorn dike visited at E. Jones’ last week_ Zeb
Bert McGray
Applejack,
The Portland Packing Co. are still making
Carrie Kelsey
Polly Applejack,
cans. They make 40,000 a week here_A
Lela Kenney
Hetty
Mason,
large ciowd attended the dance held the Deacon Peachblossom,
Roland Kelsey
evening of Jan. 29th at Odd Fellows Hall. Ike Peachblossom,
Mell Rogers
Music was furnished by Pomeroy’s orches- Hans
Robbie McGray
tra of Burnham and Mr. and Mrs. Fair- Aunt Drinker,
Mrs. J. D. McGray
Patience,
banks of this town.
A delicious pastry
supper was served, and a grand time in genSHIP NEWS.
eral was reported. ..There have been several
qases of chicken pox in town, but no new
cases are reported—Mrs. Lue Whiting and
PORT OF BELFAST.
daughter from Troy were the guests of Mr.
and Mrs. E. E. McCauslin recently.Mrs.
ARRIVED.
George Grant and little son, who have
Feb. 1. Sch. Volant, Pendleton, Rockbeen quite ill, are convalescent_The Crysland.
tal Spring Creamery finished harvesting
Feb. 2. Sch. Winslow Morse, Crockett,
their annual supply of ice a short time ago.
.E. E. McCauslin sold a valuable mare Boston.
Feb. 3. Sch. Myra B. Weaver, in tow,
last week to Howard Hurd of Thorndike.
Boston.
Will Myrick, who bought a nice stand
SAILED.
in Fairfield some time ago, will move his
family there in a few weeks.The relaJan. 31. Stmr. Cimbria, Bucksport.
tives and friends of Mrs. Larrabee are still
Feb. 1. Sch. H. S. Boynton, Nutt, Rockkeeping her body, hoping and expecting the port.
arrival of Capt. Larrabee any day—Mrs.
AMERICAN PORTS.
J. C. Whitney, who has been seriously ill
this winter, is slowly recovering.
New York, Jan. 29. Cld, sch. Florence

Fernandina.

Spoken. Ship A. J. Fuller, Dermot, from
Kahului for --, Jan. 17, nolat. etc., steering NW (by steamer Aorangi (Br), at Victoria, B. C.. Jan. 24, from Sydney, NSW,
etc).
Barque Annie Lewis, of Portland, Capt.
Park, is now 84 days out in the passage from
Rosario to Boston. It is thought she has
met with bad weather and got crippled, and
will eventually reach port.
Vineyard Haven, Mass., Jan. 31. Sch.
Mary Farrow, from Bangor for New York,
has arrived here with a torn foresail.
Rockland, Me., Feb. 4. Charles E. Ilicknell, owner of the schooner Break O’ Day,
received a cablegram yesterday from Capt.
F. A. Peterson of this city, commander of
the vessel, dated at Bermuda, stating that
the schooner is disabled. She was bound
from San Domingo for New York with a
cargo of sugar.
Charleston, S. C., Jan. 30. Sch. Jose
Olaverri, which cleared Jan. 28 tor New
York, is detained here, awaiting a new
master, her present master, Captain Hewitt,
having been arrested and held for trial for
shooting a sailor on board his vessel on
Monday last. Captain Hewitt claims that
the shooting was done in self defence. The
sailor is in the hospital, and is said to be in
a dangerous condition.
Siiii’iH'ii.niNG. The twelve ships building in the yards of the Newport News Shipbuilding and Dry Dock Company aggregate
112,475 gross tonnage. Cramp’s shipyard of
Philadelphia, is second, with 104,285 tons;
Maryland Steel Company of Baltimore,
third, with 64,024 tons; Union Iron Works
of San Francisco, fourth, with 62,120 tons;
and Eastern Shipbuilding Company of New
London, Conn., fifth, with 42,000 tons. This
aggregate tonnage includes for the Newport News, Cramps and Union Iron Companies the new warships awards which
have just been made to them by the government. The total gross tonnage under contract in the United States, including the
eleven new warships just awarded, is 803,100 tons.

—

—

—

is

inspires brilliant

CUKE A

COLD IN ONE DAY

Take Laxative Broino Quinine Tablets
All druggists refund the money if it fails to
E. W. Grove’s signature is on each
cure.
box.
I1ELAST
Corrected

gentlemen

social occasions.

on

Retail Market.

Pollock
lb,
Pork $> lb,
Plaster ^ bbl.,
Rye Meal
lb,
Shorts $) cwt.,
Sugar ^ lb,
Salt, T. I., (p bu.,

442-

10
1.13

Clement. In Belfast, February 1, to Mr. and
Mr-. Amos Clement, a daughter.
Greenlaw, in Deer Isle, January 22, to Mr.
and Mrs. Edward E. Greenlaw, a son.
Woodbury. In Morrill, January 26, to Mr.

and Mrs. A. J.

Woodbury, a

son.

Bagg-Burgess. In Warren. January 26, Fred
eriek Arthur Bagg of Rensselaer, N. V.. and
Caroline Lena Tuttle Burgess of Warren.

Tuttle-Goodale. In Bucksport. February
2, by Rev. Robert Sutcliffe, Adrian C. Tuttle of
Belfast and Miss Grace Lillian Goodale of Bucksport.

Readers Cannot
for Better Proof.

days.

Leach.

In

Leach, aged

Bluehill, January 22,

Andrew W.

35 years and 24 days.
Littleeiki.d. In Penobscot, January 29, Mrs.
Maria J. Littlefield, aged 71 years, 4 months and

day.

Mears. In Burkettville. January 27, Gladys,
young daughter of vr. and Mrs. Frank Mears.'
McCabe. In Bucksport, Peter McCabe, aged
81 years and 7 months.
Merriam. In Gardiner, Mass.. January 25,
Clara, wife of c. II. Merriam and daughter of
John and
A. McKinley, formerly of North Belfast, aged 48 years.
Patterson, in Verona, January 19. William
H. Pattei son. aged 37 years. 11 months and 7
days.
Quinn. In Eagle Island, December 27. Sirs.
Louisa C. Quinn, aged 73 years.
Suitorl. In Bucksport. January 2s, Frederick
Henry Sproul, aged 4 years and 9 months.
Sleeper. In Appleton. January 2:;, Lorenzo
Sleeper, aged 65 years.

TAKE NOTICE!
-%-e^

52

.lust around Dinsniore’s Corner,

try

i
j

1"

Real estate.
Mortgage loans.
Collateral loans,-.
Stocks ami bonds.
Cash in office and in bank
....

13

Gross assets.

<

1

Admitted assets..

77.

LIABILITIES, Decern I'.Net unpaid losses..
Unearned premiums.
All other liabilities.
Total
Cash capital

Surplus

*

..

all

over

liabilities

Total liabilities and surplus.
m
FRED ATWOOD, Agent, Wlnterp.
I IRE

\'c

in>

assets,

December

Real estate
Mortgage loans.
Stocks and bonds.
Cash in office and Bank.
Interest and rents.

Uncollected premiums.
All other assets.

Gross assets..
Admitted assets.
LIABILITIES, I>•

mi

c.

Net unpaid losses.
Unearned premiums.
All other liabilities.

Total.
capital.
Surplus over all liabilities..

Cash

Total liabilities aud
FRED

surph
ATWOOD, Agent

UNITED

W inti

STATES

BRANCH

-OF Till

OF TO RUN IU, CAN
ASSETS, Deer in

I

Stocks and bonds, mark'
Cash in office and bank
Premiums in due course i-i
Bills receivable.

Mortgages

..

Aggregate

of

admitted

as-' t

Liabilities, except capital
net surplus_...
Surplus beyond liabilities.
Aggregate liabilities.

CHICAGO BEEF,

FIELD &

COUNTRY PIG PORK,
for Steaks, Chops and Roasts,
and Pork for Beans,

anti

VEAL.

Plumpest of
CHICKENS and
FOWLS.
SMOKED HAM
and

200 SPRUCE LOGS

2w5

1)h

Soused Pigs Feet and Tripe,
Home Made Sausage, and

specialty,
Vegetables.

1
n

I

Nov

Wonderful

Truly

and PRESSED HAM.

also

The Northport Wesleyan <
Association expects t<> reb
spring and will need 200
to 35 feet long and eight ineh<
from the butt, for piling, 1«>uthe Northport Camp Ground
1901.
Bids will be received by
furnishings these logs until 1
may be for all or a part <»f ti
The committee reserve the i-_.
all bids not in the interest of 1:
For the committee,
I. H. W. WHARF

SHOULDERS,

Head Cheese

QUIHBY, Agents

WANTED

CHAPHAl\

Golden Crown

*

a

RELIEVES AM'

COUGHS, COLDS, HOAK.-I .v
CROUP and all LUMi I lO

ANNOUNCEMENT.
to inform the people of
that I have opened a

vicinity

Belfast and

aact.

PER

HOI'O

1

AT THE DRl'C STH1

PLUMBING,
HEATING and
REPAIR SHOP

Ask

attack it was severe and I suffered
greatly. When I sat down I could not get up
again. I often used simple home remedies but

where I

prepared to do work at short notice
prices. A share of your patronMail orders will receive prompt
attention. 1 shall also handle STOVES.RANGES
am

and reasonable
age is solicited.

ami FURNACES from

catalogue.

4\v4*

C. L. WRIGHT.

Great Sale

an

perfect cure. I was in prettybad shape
time, suffering day and night,
when I was induced to try Doan’s Kidney Pills.
They {gave me relief after taking a few doses.
When I finished the treatment my trouble disappeared. I found them an effective remedy and I
believe any person annoyed with backache if
they use them according to directions will find

....OF....

Legislative

Ner

The Committee on Legal Ail
lie hearing in its room at tie sgusta, Wednesday, Februar
8t>—In regard to the salaries a
BEECHER PL T N d
CHANGE OF NOTICE.
Temperance hereby give untie,
the following public nearing
at 2 f. m.: An act to regulate
Maine, referred by Legislalur*
to resubmit the prohibitory
N. I> 1
The Committee

on

Taxat

hearing in its room at the
gusta, Thursday, February
act to repeal chapter sc. of

1895 relative to the taxation
II. B

>

t‘
«

a

them so.”
Just such emphatic endorsement can be found
right here in Belfast. Drop into Edmund Wilson’s
drug store and ask him what his customers report.
Sold for 60 cents per box at all dealers. FosterMilburn Co., Buffalo, N. Y., sole agents for the
United States.
Remember the

ASSETS, December

our

This is

causing severe attacks of backache, not constantly but recurring from time to time. When I

substitute.

!

Marine |ns

Unpaid losses and claims
Reinsurance reserve.

High Street,

3

siderable weight in Belfast.
Mrs. E. Tilton, who lives on the Canaan road
between Skowhegan and Pittsfield, says: “For a
number of years I had some kind of kidney trouble

effected
for some

&

Fire

SPRINOFIELD, MASS

LIABILITIES, Derm

35

sentative residents of neighboring cities, but as
the proof we offer has been decidedly convincing
in Skowhegan and Pittsfield, it should carry con-

never

PACK*

Portsmouth, N. h

Blake. In Morrill, January 26, Sarah Blake,
aged 91 years.
Crocker. In Belfast, February r>, Sylvinia L.
Crocker, aged 86 years, 3 months and 16 days.
Gott. In Stonington, January 24, Mrs. Elizabeth R. Gott, aged 84 years and is days.
Higgins.
In Bar Harbor. January 27, Mrs.
Hannah Higgins, aged 83 years, 9 months and s

On Beaver Street, Belfast,

they

ORIGINAL

DIED.

3

The Belfast reader may ask for more convincing proof than testimony published from repre-

did have

|

GRANITE STATE

1.05

Sweet Potatoes,
Wheat Meal,

tea

Interest and rents.
Uncollected premiums
All other assets.

MAKttiED.

6&6$

Vi DOES IK UK?
Belfast

But the

Springfield

HORN.

MUTTON

Lime Ip bbl.,
90(2*1.00
Oat Meal $> lb,
4(25
Onions Ip lb,
2£;23
Oil, Kerosene, gal.,13(214

cigars

Orloff (Formosa Oolong
Koh-i-noor (Eng. l<r-. 1Orange Pekoe (India <i

Prices Paid Producer.

Retail Price.

are

as

TEAS.

Apples

Surely

meet

Fattest of LAMB,

Beef, corned, ^p lb, 8® 10
Butter Salt, 14 lb, 18to20
Corn
54
bu.,
Cracked Corn JP bu., 54
Corn Meal fr> bu.,
54
Cheese p lb,
15tol<>
Cotton Seed p1 cwt., 1.60
Codfish, dry, ^ lb, 5@8
Cranberries $> qt., 8tol0
Clover Seed,
10514
Flour F bbl.,
4.75to5.25
2.35
G.H.Seed-Fhu.,
Lard # lb,
10

conver-

from

tea

used

PRICE CLRRENT.

25 to 60 Hay p toil,
bu.,
13.00.al5.00
dried, fe* tb, 5;aG Hides ^ It),
t>.a6i
2.25 Lamb
12
Beans, pea,
lb,
2.25 Lamb Skins,
medium,
25(235
Yel’ eyes,
2.50 Mutton If) lb,
6
Butter
18to20 Oats fc> bu., 32 lb, 25(235
lb,
Beef |> lb,
00
059 Potatoes
bu.,
40a45 Round Hog,
0
Barley
bu.,
Cheese
lb,
11$ Straw
ton, 0.0027.00
Chicken £ lb,
I0toi2 Turkey V lb,
life 17
Calf Skins,
50575 Tallow $) lb,
l£(23
Duck ip lb,
14515 Veal Jp lb,
0(27
20 Wool, unwashed,
Eggs Ip doz.,1
22
Fowl
lb,
8515 Wood, hard,
3.00g4.00
Geese IP lb,
13514 Wood, soft,
3.50^4.00

a

drinking Chase & Sanborn’
“Original Package" Teas* In fact, an
original package tea should always be

Weekly for The Journal.]

Produce Market.

tk

indispensable where

as

gentlemen's club*

a

for

and

—

—

tea

Bermuda, Feb. 3. Ar, bark Addie Morrill
Johnson-Plum.mer. In Brooks, .January 27,
(of Boston), Buenos Ayres, Nov. 23, for by Rev. D. Brackett, Byron T. Johnson and Miss
Clara
M. Plummer, both of Monroe.
sch.
Break
of
Boston;
Day (of Rockland,
Kakas-Shalkr. In Malden, Mass., January
Me.), San Domingo, for New York (both put
30, William F. Kakas and Miss Selma Slialer, noth
in here in distress).
of Boston.
Sydney, N. S. W., Eeb. 4. Ar., ship
Norris-Bowden
In Orland. January 26,
Emily Reed, Newcastle for Honlulu; par- Burke S. Norris of Bucksport and Miss Daisy L.
Bowden of Orland.
tially dismasted in a gale.
MARINE MISOELANY.

was

century and

a

PORTS.

Hong Kong, Dec. 21. In port, bark Adolph
Obrig, Amsbury, (Iroin New York, ar. loth,)
charter to load for New York thrown up
owing to late arrival, .tan. 28, ar, ship St.
Paul, Treat, New York via St. Vincent, C.
V.; all well.
Port Spain, Jan. 16. In port, sells. Ella M.
Willey, lor New York ; Annie Lord, (ar. 6th
from New York) for San Domingo and New
York; Flora Rogers, Williams, -; 31, ar,
sch. It. W. Hopkins, Hichborn, Norfolk, 18
days.
Huelva, Jan. 26. In port, sch. Helen G.
Moseley, for Mobile, ready.
Cienfuegos, Jan. 30. Ar, sch. Mary E.
Palmer, Haskell, Baltimore.
St. Helena, Dec. 16. Passed, bark Sachem,
llong Kong for New York.
Grenada, Jan. 31. Ar.sch. Herald, Keyes,

TO

That

should be the finest quality, for
many
persons have acquired a cultivated taste

for New York.

mings.

—

at

Salem, Mass., Feb. 2. Ar, sch. Governor
Ames, Baltimore.
Portsmouth, N. H., Feb. 2. Ar., sch.
Sarah W. Lawrence, Carter, Philadelphia.
Baltimore, Feb. 4. Ar., sell. Lyman M.
Law, Blake, Boston.
Hyannis, Mass., Feb. 3. In port, sch.
Ernest T. Lee, N. Y., for Bucksport.

COMPLETE EXTERNAL AND INTERNAL TREATMENT FOR EVERT HUMOR. $1.25

—

ladies and

Pascagoula, Miss., Feb. 2. Ar, sch. Estelle
Hutchinson, Curacoa.
Carrabelle, Fla., Feb. 2. Cld, sch. Hattie
C. Luce, Heal, Port Spain.
Charleston, S. C., Feb. 2. Sld, sch. Jose
Olaverri, Davis, New York; 3, ar, sch.
Willie L. Newton, Newport News.
Cape Lookout, Feb. 3. Passed, sch. HatBarbour, Jacksonville

Good

sation, and

Veazie, do.

tie If.

consisting of CUTICURA SOAP (25c.), to cleanse the skin of crusts and scales and
soften the thickened cuticle; CUTICURA OINTMENT (50c.). to instantly allay ItchRESOLing, Inflammation and irritation, and soothe and heal, and CUTICURA
VENT (50c.). to cool and cleanse the blood. A SINGLE SET is often sufficient to cure
the severest humor, with loss of hair, when all else fails. Sold throughout the world.

Centre Montvii.ee. Mrs. .V. P. Bennett
is improving in health... II. M. Howard is
confined to the house with a sprained ankle.
Mr. and Mrs. C. H. Clement of Camden
have been visiting their daughter, Mrs. W.
P. Jones
Mrs. C. O. Jordan, who has
been caring for her mother, Mrs. N. P. Bennett, has returned to Jamaica Plains, Mass.

half*

Ar, sch. Frank A. Palm-

P. Oliver, New York.
Satilla River, Ga., Jan. 26. Sld, sch. Olive
T. Whittier, New York ; 29, ar, sch. Melissa
A Willey, Ilart, Brunswick (for Noank).
Brunswick, Ga., Jan. 30. Cld, brig Jennie
Hulbert, Fletcher, Jucara, Cuba; Feb. 2,
sld, schs. Susan N. Pickering, Haskell, New
York ; Mary A. Hall, Havana.
Port Reading, Jail. 31. Cld, schs. Mary
L. Crosby, Trim, Mayport; Carrie E. Look,

and soak the hands on retiring In a strong, hot lather of CUTICURA
SOAP. iDry thoroughly and anoint freely with CUTICURA Ointment, the
great skin cure and purest of emollients. Wear during the night old, loose
For red, rough, chapped hands,
kid gloves with the finger ends cut off.
dry, fissured, itching, feverish palms, shapeless nails, with painful finger
is
wonderful
and a blessing to all
simply
ends, thks one night treatment
afflicted with sore, chapped, rough, or tender hands.

has continued for

-t

Fernandina, Jan. 31, ar, sch. Gertrude L.
Trundy, Dodge, Cardenas; sld, sch. Susie

(Bathe

Belmont. The Young
Society
News-Letter of Feb. 1st, giving an ac- of Christian Endeavor at Peoples
Hall’s Corner
count of tin exercises commemorative has elected the
following officers for the

2.

Philadelphia.

noblesj£

beginning of five o'clock entertaining

Prince.

How to Make the Hands Soft and
White in a Single Night.

ers.... Rev. E. A. Dinslow has so far recovered from his illness as to be able to preach.
In his sermon last Sunday he paid a touchMr. Joshua
ing tribute to the late Queen
Lincoln is critically ill.

ing

Hxeter.

Failing Hair
Humors and Dandruff.

gave afternoon teas*

Pascagoula, Jail. 29.
Ar, sch. Ebenezer
Hackett, Warren, Galveston.
Wilmington, N. C., Jan. 29. Cld, sch.
Carrie A. Bucknam, Bennett, Port au

SAVE YOUR HANDS

—

We are indebted to Joseph C. Hardfor a copy of the Exeter, N. 11.,

to Prevent

er,

Cleanse the scalp and hair thoroughly with a warm shampoo of CUTICURA SOAP, rinse with warm water, dry carefully, and apply a light dressing
Thia
of CUTICURA, purest of emollients, gently rubbed into the scalp.
simple, refreshing and inexpensive treatment will clear the scalp and hair
stimuof crusts, scales and dandruff, soothe Irritated, Itching surfaces,
late the hair follicles, supply the roots with energy and nourishment and
make the hair grow upon a eweet, wholesome and healthy scalp.

—

places

Portland, Feb.

SAVE YOUR HAIR
How

TN London, in 1763, the haute

tion of her deckload of lumber overboard
during a violent northwest gale on the night
of Jan. 19, in lat. 33.39.
Philadelphia, Jan. 30. Ar, sch. Senator
SulRvan, Boston (and cld 31st for San Juan,

—

Mrs. N. W. Littlefield organized his
singing class in the Methodist vestry Belfast visited his mother last
Sunday.
Monday evening, but on account of the Miss Mabel
has gone to Rockland
Bryant
bad weather only a portion of the subto take a course in stenography at the Comscribers were able to be present.
mercial college_The Sunday school has
There are very few cases of grip in placed a very haudsome bookcase in the
church. It was made by the Warren Brothtown, although many are absent from
their

Purify and Beautify
and Complexion.

Leland, Jacksonville; 30, ar, sch, MethebePascagoula; 31, cld, ship Helena Wy(formerly W. J. Rotch), Che Foo; sch.
Carrie E. Look, Veazie, Mayport; Feb. 2,
cld, bark Olive Thurlow, Hayes, Las Palmas; 3, ar, sch. Wesley M. Oler, Harriman,
Brunswick; 4, ar. schs. L. A. Plummer,
Frankfort for Perth Amboy; Jessie Lena,
Jacksonville; Grace Davis, do.; cld. sch.
Charlotte T. Sibley, Jacksonville; 5, ar.
sch. Daisy Farlin, Bucksport.
Boston, Feb, 3. Ar, sch. S. G. Haskell,
Savannah, via Vineyard Haven; lost a porsec,

man

name—DOAN’S—and take

no

Odds and Ends
....AT....

R.A. French & Co.’s

Millinery Business

fur

An old and established and "
nery business in the very heat
A11 excellent
ness in Bangor.
capable and energetic man
money. Satisfactory reason t2Wt>
Address Box Itfll, Ban,

Notice.

\Mi A ilTPH V An intelligent man to
Whereas my wife, Edith A. i*
I Ga L# X interview ex-soldiers
bed and board without siifli1
and gather statistics. myforbid all
persons from trusting 111:
A member of the G. A R. or Veteran’s son pre- to
count from this date.
ferred. Good pay and permanent employment.
Freedom, Me., Jan. 29,1901.
,u ; u
Address
GEtlRUKO HAN""'
U. S. A No. 334 C St. N. W., Washington, D. C.
j“'
Witness, L. D. Jones.

